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CHAPTER ONE 
 
 
I was going slowly bonkers due to my enforced lay-off. 
 
Crumbling under the weight of inactivity that I found myself in. 
 
It was only the second week of my 'Stand-down on Full Pay' regime. 
 
God only knew the passage of time involved before it was finally dealt with. 
 
Waiting for the Standards and Ethics Hearing Panel to hand down their Findings on my 
Appeal that had to be lodged within the thirty-one-day period that commenced from the 
time that the Panel handed down their Decision on my future. Forcing me to be laid-off on 
full pay. My ID card, hand-gun and mobile taken from me. 
 
The Complainants Case was held to be sufficient by the five-man Panel to have me stood 
down. I was itching at the bit for my Appeal to be submitted for the Panels deliberation. 
 
Their Deliberation forecast to possibly take months! 
 
Bloody Hell!  
 
As far as I was concerned, there was nothing to be considered. My Case of Appeal was cut 
and dry! No further correspondence to be entered into. While everyone considered my cause 
to have merit, the wheels of Appeal Motions especially in reversing the original decision, 
was considered a time-consuming analysis. 
 
Buggered if I knew why! 
 
I reckon if they can make a decision in favour of the Complainants within forty-eight hours, 
then the same time-frame for an overturn of that decision should be plausible! 
 
I was told to be patient in a patronising and scolding manner by Jennifer Stevenson who had 
represented me admirably at the Hearing. Her time volunteered at nil cost as she nursed her 
new-born baby. She on maternity leave from the DPP's Office. 
 
Their most valued Prosecutor now a nursing mother. 
 
Who would have believed such a state of affairs? 
 
Not even my former enjoyable bouts of exercise and surfing my 'patch' seemed to have a 
positive effect on my melancholia. In sheer frustration and in a bolt of anger, I loaded up the 
4WD and headed out. 
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Bill, my long-suffering son and Malisa, his long term, live-in love, shouting their discontent 
at my disappearing image. They having lost the sole use of my vehicle. Billy had always 
ridden my 'Duke' to Uni Classes while Mal did own a car of her own, though her preference 
was obviously my big Toyota! 
 
They seemed to monopolise its use on the week-ends.... whether I required it or not! 
 
Her penchant of late of wanting to re-paint and re-furnish the inside of the house was 
disconcerting. 
 
Like a Mother Hen scurrying about preparing a nest, things would suddenly appear. Or 
disappear, depending on the whim of the moment. 
 
The Garage rapidly filled with items trawled from Op Shops and Second-hand Furniture 
joints. Projects to commence when time permitted. A new life for a discarded and much 
loved piece of furniture past its use-by date! 
 
All junk to me! 
 
I must admit though, her preliminary attempts at resurrection were both spectacular and 
clever, even to this shallow person of very little imagination, so she indicated regularly. 
 
She would never hear those positive exaltations from me, though! 
 
The result however, of her industriousness, was a very difficult entrance into my once loved 
man-shed! 
 
I guess I could have retrieved its usage, stamping my authority on its ownership while I 
lolled about in a fugue state, being self-absorbed in my worries. Giving it a ‘Make-over’ 
which I had promised myself from early times to achieve what all Handymen desired. That 
perfect ‘Man’s Shed’ of order, not mayhem 
 
Somehow, I lacked the drive. The will. Wanting instead to farewell this situation for a 
while. Run away from the state of affairs that I found myself in. 
 
As some would whisper! 
 
The conversation always seemed to drift towards my relocating to the spacious Granny Flat, 
where she and Bill had resided unperturbed and out of my hair for some three years now. 
 
The airy, sun-filled dwelling attached to the rear of the house had been built for my Mother-
in-law after my wife was murdered. The old girl had volunteered to look after Bill who had 
only been ten at the time. I had gladly taken up her kind offer as I was petrified of the 
thought of bringing up my son on my own. The old girl had donated most of the money 
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towards the extension after the sale of her house. The well-designed and airy Grannie Flat 
became her home until she died some seven years later. 
 
It in turn became the home for my mother stroke grandmother for a few short years before 
she too succumbed to old age and a heart attack. 
 
I must admit unequivocally, that both elderly women did a first-rate job with Billy from the 
tender age of ten up until the age of nineteen. We were completely ignorant of both 
women’s worsening situation. Both remained stoic right until the end. 
 
By then, my son had grown into a very responsible teenager of ample intelligence and a 
healthy lust to learn. 
 
Malisa and Bill had become an item and it seemed only fitting that they co-habitat in the 
vacated area. 
 
Now of course, Mal especially was hinting at larger quarters. A direct swap of 
accommodation seemed like a good idea to her. 
 
Bill and Malisa's invasion into my 'portion' of the house was often and usually 
unannounced. Especially around meal times it would seem! My famous Spag-bole a 
favourite, with my Stew coming in a close second when all else failed. 
 
Which was often! 
 
The arrangement for me to swap the living quarters with them I think, was suggested so that 
Malisa could begin her grand vision of remodelling. 
 
Of my bloody house! 
 
Bill appeared to be completely ignorant of the hints and innuendos that these overt clues 
engendered. He, I had thought, was an astute and 'with it' person, so it seemed. How wrong I 
appeared to be! 
 
Don't get me wrong; I had come to love Mal as the daughter-in-law that she truly is.... 
except for the absence of a Marriage Certificate which didn't faze me at all.... then why 
should it have been mentioned, if that be the case, I reprimanded myself! 
 
I was becoming an old, stodgy, grumbling, miserable, self-absorbed tramp that every-one 
was starting to object about! The absence of a regular shower, shave or haircut giving the 
appearance of a homeless person. 
 
One not too concerned with appearance! 
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One who didn't give a jot about such things and who remained unconcerned at what others 
thought. 
 
People were beginning to become concerned with my regression, hinting at depression or 
other malignant maladies. 
 
I stopped out the front of a Second-hand Caravan Retail Joint just off the highway in an 
outer Sydney suburb as I headed towards... the setting sun! You had to head in some 
direction, and as east of Sydney required a boat that I was never likely to own, then heading 
for the setting sun was the preferred option, to my way of thinking! 
 
As misguided and warped, as some seemed to think at the time! 
 
Only Freud and my subconsciousness would have any inkling as to why I had propped 
there. 
 
But on a spur of the moment whim, I purchased a compact, second-hand, 'Off-Road' Van 
with A/C, Solar Panels, Satellite Dish, flat-screen TV and sound system, Back-up generator, 
slide-out BBQ, roll-out awning, toilet and shower and an additional outside shower. An 
additional small fridge/Freezer for the beer was a pre-requisite in any bargaining ploy! 
 
Three days and several frantic calls to my Credit Union later, I was the proud Owner of said 
compact Caravan with two single beds, new linen, two Doonas, a top of the range sleeping 
bag, melamine crockery and mugs and the essential cookery paraphernalia and utensils one 
needs when camping out in the bush by one-self. 
 
Loaded to the gills with food and beer, I headed west towards that setting sun. 
 
In my once a week report to Marge Hendricks, my Detective partner of note, I was informed 
sarcastically that I was not chasing the Dream; instead I was running from it! 
 
I had no comprehension of the meaning of her scolding words. 
 
I followed my nose, closely skirting the course of the River Murray, turning right at the 
junction with the Darling River to head north, following this mighty river as close as roads 
of any type permitted. Often dirt tracks and farm ruts. 
 
Ending up some one hundred kilometres out of Broken Hill on an isolated bend, a Billabong 
of the river, where five years previously I had spent three days wading around in the dried-
out sludge, recovering the skeletal remains of a little-known drug mule to the Bow-Legged 
Hog Riders Bikie Gang. A small calibre slug removed from the skull matching that taken 
from the skull of my wife. She killed and buried in a shallow grave in the back-blocks of 
SA. She at the time, working undercover as an AFP Officer. 
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Her sudden death leaving my ten-year-old son and I shattered. Me terrified of the 
responsibility of rearing my son alone and absolutely gutted by my loss. 
I didn't have any real motive, any idea as to why I was now camped beside this distant cut-
off bend in the river or what the psychological mechanisms were in place to make me 
bivouac at such a lonesome location. But I remained there for five days taking in the 
surrounding bush, the dust haze and the pockets of sunlit beams that skittered through the 
River Gum canopy. 
 
The Billabong had once again filled to the brim with river water and now was a languid, 
dark sheen that reflected sky and cloud, canopy and starlight. 
 
I was usually up just before the darkness skewed into a lighter black. Before the sun decided 
that it was time. The frost on the ground and a bite in the below zero temperature my wake-
up alarm. I would don my LED head torch and run several kilometres back along the track. 
A bloody rough track I might mentioned where skinned knees and elbows were the bloody 
effect of this slightly insane morning exercise regime. My torch beam invariably disturbing 
the early birds of dawn. A mob of Grey Roos with Emus intermingled. A Goanna slowly 
waddling towards the Billabong. An arthritic gait of sorts, as the sun had yet to heat its 
body. 
 
And as the fingers of grey slowly gave way to light, a white mass of Corellas broadcasting 
their stridency at my intrusion; a solitary Crow mournfully issued its lament; a brilliant 
coloured flock of Plains Rosellas chattered quietly amongst themselves as they took wing in 
fright; a brown scudding cloud of Finches exuberantly cheeped its salutation at the invading 
fingers of dawn besting the darkness of night. 
 
It was beautiful. 
 
I watched as tendrils of ground mist moved slowly towards the lower surface of the 
Billabong. Skidding down the steep banks into the dark, cold water. An occasional 
turbulence, a zephyr causing an eruption of the mist. Making it stand like a white shrouded 
spectre before quickly collapsing into the grey veneer above the cold, black mass. 
 
I was seated under the awning enjoying my first cuppa of the day. I figured that I had about 
another five days of supplies before I needed to re-stock. My mind was thus occupied on the 
important subject of survival when a thought spun across my grey matter to register its 
presence. 
 
In my entire life, I did not have one alpha male, mentor or male presence of significance. 
My life up until then had been dominated by females who, in my slightly warped logic of 
that moment, had deserted, abandoned or kept the truth from me. 
 
I must emphasise that this preponderance to ruminate over one's life was exacerbated by my 
present position and mind set. Me thinking that I wasn't even worthy of being a Police 
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Officer righting the wrongs of Society. 
 
These pathetic, self-absorbed thoughts filled my inert days as I sat there vegetating. 
 
In fact, the reason for my present predicament was being staunchly defended by one very 
'delta' female who viewed the outcome in a vastly different manner than I. Where she was 
singularly composed and extremely confident of a successful outcome, it was I who was 
less than positive of my return to the fold as an Investigative Police Officer. 
 
So place me on a Cross and let me bleed for the Masses! 
 
These deep investigations of my soul were foreign to me. And without doubt, 
uncomfortable. I did not fare well with any thought that placed me in a tremulous position 
reviewing a past that I would preferably leave well enough alone. But this solitary location 
engendered such a retrospection with its tenuous links to a lifelong gone and to the bastards 
who had taken that life. 
 
I realised though, that morning as I sat and shivered watching the soft movement of the 
ground mist over the still waters of that Billabong, that chasing ghosts from the past as they 
slithered and wriggled through the recesses of my brain, was not going to solve the 
problems of the World....let alone my predicament. For once, I realised that I could not 
expect others to rise over that ridiculously high hurdle that I continually set for myself and 
doggedly leapt over. However difficult that may have been! Their outlook on life, on love 
and career was of their choice, not mine to force onto them. And no matter how vigorously I 
viewed their perceived failings, they would never change their attitude at my behest. 
 
I was not going to change the World no matter how hard I tried. I could only live my life, 
not that of others. 
 
It was time to hit the road! 
 
The edict took almost six months to be finally handed down. During that time, I discovered 
parts of NSW and Queensland that I did not know existed. I followed the surf as in my 
younger days with my partner Baz Holtz, cruising the northern coastal hang-outs spying on 
drug mules and supply lines. Temporarily living the life of a fast approaching middle aged 
surf bum who had dropped out of society, enjoying the time of an early mid-life crisis male 
on the loose with no responsibilities at all. As I was on full pay, the life-style was one step 
off nirvana! 
 
It couldn't last. Nothing does. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
 
 
Truly, if the ceiling height had allowed it, I would have been borne aloft on the shoulders of 
my fellow Officers. 
 
To be carried to my desk that I had not seen for close to six months. 
The cheers, jeers, applause and back-slapping bought a tear to my eye. 
 
Marge, my long-time, for-ever complaining partner blew her nose several times and even 
Abbey seemed over-joyed to have the errant son returned. In triumph I might add, and free 
of all encumbrances and innuendo. All trace of the original charges was to be expunged 
from my Personnel File, though the Hearing Proceedings would be cross-referenced to a 
pertinent file kept within the confines of the Standards and Ethics File Registry! 
 
Though it was officially dead, the skeletal remains would hover in the background for but a 
few to peruse! 
 
For eternity. 
 
Things had definitely changed during my enforced 'lay-off'. 
 
Marjory Hendricks and Peta Daniels had both been promoted to Detective Grade Three 
Officers. Daniels on the cards to become the first female in the Squad to make a D4 
position. 
 
Abbey, our illustrious Boss, correctly known as Detective Superintendent Robert Clifford 
James Church, had won a hard battle. 
 
The two of them, as D2 Grade Detectives, had formed a formidable team in my absence. As 
promoted Dee Threes, they were parted and had become mentors and Team Leaders of a 
new bunch of 'wet behind the ears' Recruits who had chosen Murder Squad Detective as 
their sphere of choice. Along with 'Sonny' Liston, as the senior Dee Four, and two other 
responsible D3's, they were expected to teach these young men and women the 'ropes' and 
to weed out those who showed nought ability as Murder Cops. 
 
My return posed a quandary for Abbey who apparently had spent some time locked in 
discussion with his 2IC, 'Sonny' Liston and the Murder Squad Human Resources and 
Personnel Officer and all round irreplaceable and indispensable dynamo of the Murder 
Squad, Guy 'Hendo' Henderson. Our Head Clerk who was one of five civilians on Day Duty 
roster that carried out the drudgery and mundane tasks that had been originally carried out 
by us Cops. Tethering us illogically to our desks for longer periods instead of allowing us to 
do what we did best.... carry out the necessary investigative work to catch the bad guys. 
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Apparently, it wasn't my character that was in question, but my inability to function as a top 
cop without the close, strong character of a delta female that was suspect! 
 
While it was accepted that I was an excellent Investigative Officer, a superb 'team' player, 
though I mention that as a self-congratulatory comment, my Grade and personality did not 
reflect my positive ability as a 'mentor' or 'teacher'. In their humble opinion, my teaming 
ideally would be with an Officer of some subtlety and intelligence, of equal rank and drive. 
One who could interact with a person who had found it extremely difficult during his initial 
stint in the Murder Squad, to be a successful member of a functioning two-man team. 
I had forgotten that that was the case in those earlier years and it was only the stroke of 
genius of DS Robert Clifford Church aka Abbey in eventually pairing me with D2 Marjory 
Hendricks that resolved the ticklish situation. 
 
The answer was simple to me! 
 
Re-team me back with my long-term partner, Hendricks! 
 
It apparently wasn't that simple. 
 
Then again, nothing is, I suppose, in the world of such varying personalities and abilities. 
 
It would appear that the consensus was that I was incapable of positively mentoring and 
teaching these 'wet behind the ears' recruits. It had been shown that I was too impatient and 
expected these young people to show nous and intuition way beyond their years and life 
experience. I was not willing to persevere with some-one who lacked the ability of an older 
Officer when they were but months out of the Academy. 
 
I felt slightly annoyed at this criticism of my character. Sure, I expected a lot, but then I 
expected a lot of myself... perhaps that was the problem. I again state that these 
introspections were not a strong suit with me. We had a Force Psychiatrist for that purpose, 
I would always contend! 
 
 
 
CHAPTER THREE 
 
 
Prejudice and chauvinism is still rife throughout the ranks of the Force and unsurprisingly, 
openly expressed by a few of the 'Old Guard' hierarchy, who thankfully are approaching 
their 'use by date'. 
 
Because of this influence how-ever, my tenure as a Murder Squad Detective 'extraordinaire' 
was on shaky ground. Even though all charges had been overturned and supposedly all 
dealings of the S and E Tribunal held 'in camera' with no details publicised, the 'Old Guard' 
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were well aware of my indiscretions. There were those who openly objected to my 
committal innocence, feeling that any slight, how-ever trivial towards the rank and file 
Uniform Brigade, was a Capital offence only satisfied by a public hanging. 
 
Or a public flogging at least! 
 
Thankfully, this attitude was not wide-spread and as stated, was only held by a few 
whingers, albeit of some volume. 
 
It would appear that due to the Hearing and the Panel edict, a popular LAC Commander had 
been moved sideways and given a red mark against his name. He would eventually take 
early retirement some years later. Not too soon, some would say. Not impressed with his 
continued stodginess and inability to command. Wanting instead to be known as “one of the 
boys.” Two of the lower Constable ranks were given notice of “Give Cause Why Dismissal 
Charges” should not be instigated while four Uniforms were demoted. The remainder of the 
dozen Complainants were given either “Please Explains” or a red mark permanently 
attached to their Personnel Files. 
 
How this became common knowledge was beyond me. 
 
I must say that after that occurred, there were constant reminders of the feelings that it 
engendered amongst the Uniform crowd. 
 
I was not the Number One boy of some standing that I had been previously, only months 
ago. So be it, I could live with that though things were strained when-ever I required the 
Uniforms to help out at Murder Crime Scenes. For some time, I might add. 
 
Through this climate, Abbey endeavoured to set up a 'Project Team' that would handle high 
profile Homicides, politically motivated cases that would normally quickly find their way 
into the embrace of the Australian Federal Police and those Homicide Cases of minors, 
especially babies, that would involve other Police Department Officers, Community 
Services and Counsellors. 
 
This politicking behind closed doors was proceeding long before my Hearing edict had been 
overturned. This certainly highlighted Abbey's belief in my innocence and the ability of 
Jennifer Stevenson to ensure that that be the case. 
 
At one stage, Marjory Hendricks had offered to accept a demotion so that the status quo 
would be maintained with her being my team member once again. 
 
If I had of known this I would have drawn and quartered and castrated the woman... I am 
not too sure whether that is at all possible... but I would have, if I had been privy to that 
piece of information!!?? 
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A 'Special Task Force Group' which was led by the consummate professional, D4 'Sonny' 
Liston was formed. Peta Daniels became his 2IC with Scotty and Rod 'Stu' Stuart the 'legs' 
of the Unit. It was seen that several of the younger Team members would be rolled into and 
out of the Group as a form of teaching process. 
 
Marge and I slotted back into our original desks towards the rear of the Murder Squad 
Room and in close proximity to the red leather Punching Bag. An incongruous piece of 
equipment you are never likely to see in the middle of an Office environment. 
 
This pairing again of Mar and I did cause a ripple of dissension amongst the ranks who felt 
that the teaming of two senior ranking Officers tended to stifle the promotional and 
mentoring opportunities available. This was a ludicrous accusation as two D3's partnered 
together was not that unusual. Several two man teams of the male variety were in existence 
both in the day shift and the two-night shift rosters. 
 
The mild conflict that this caused had more to do with the promotion of Daniels and 
Hendricks above all others, which amply displayed that this chauvinistic attitude still 
existed unfortunately. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER FOUR 
 
 
It appears that History is littered with the remains of persons who have lived a life-time in 
the dogged pursuit of choosing the one path as their chosen career. Pre-ordained from a very 
young age to persist with a role of their selection. 
 
It would seem that I have joined the ranks of those people. 
 
In my inspiring self-analysis on the banks of that boomerang-shaped Billabong, I had 
accepted Fate's decision. That I would be for-ever controlled, mollycoddled and led by 
alpha females. Or is it Delta ladies? While it took some time for me to accept this position 
in the scheme of things, one eventually has to lay with the Gods and utter an acceptance of 
what has been decreed. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER FIVE 
 
 
His eyes shone, as they filled with tears. 
 
He was uncertain if he could carry out what they had agreed upon. He seemed to think that 
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he did though, completing the task asked of him and as he sank back into the Easy Chair 
beside the bed, he slowly twirled the syringe absent-mindedly between his fingers. 
 
"I love you, Dear." 
 
His wife murmured softly. Her voice quavering, tinged with pain. 
 
He slid his other hand into hers. 
 
"Thank you, my Dear, for a life-time of love and laughter... and for two beautiful 
children..." 
 
She smiled feebly. Squeezed his hand gently. 
 
"Yes... it has been a good life. Thank you for that. It is best this way. There is no pain now." 
 
She squeezed his hand again, before slowly relaxing it. 
 
In the silence of the small room, the alarms sounded their shrill message. 
 
The Hospital Room seemed to fill quickly, though he didn't appear to notice or register the 
urgency. 
 
The syringe was suddenly taken from his hand and he was pushed into a corner as the 
Emergency Team swung into action. Still the shrill alarms sounded for some moments 
before they were switched off. 
 
"Mister Devlin? Mister Devlin? Can you hear me?" 
 
He nodded his head slowly, looking up at the speaker who appeared out of focus. 
 
"My wife just died, didn't she? It's for the best, isn't it? She feels no more pain. Isn't that 
right Sister?" He muttered. His voice filled with pain and sadness. 
 
"Yes, Mister Devlin. She is at last free of pain. God bless her." 
 
"What-ever..." He replied uncomprehendingly. He didn't have the heart to argue. He and his 
wife didn't believe in a God. If there was a merciful God, he would have stated, why has He 
allowed the wife to suffer so mightily? For such a long time? 
 
He slowly stood and walked unsteadily from the room to sit in another chair in the wide 
corridor outside. His eyes blank. Staring at a spot on the opposite wall. Unflinchingly. He 
still not comprehending fully what had just occurred. 
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His children would not be that long in coming for him, he thought absent-mindedly. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER SIX 
 
 
She couldn't remember for how long she had sat in the middle of her driveway. Near the 
front driveway gates. Several people had walked past. Their leashed dogs may have propped 
to smell the odd smell. She wasn't sure. A few cars too, had driven past without noticing 
her, so she seemed to recall. 
 
It was Sheryl Dobbs, her next-door neighbour of some seven or eight years who had come 
up to her to ask if everything was all right. 
 
Sighting the bloody knife, and the condition and bloody state of her neighbour, the woman 
had skittered back to her house and called an Ambulance. 
 
The silly woman! 
 
Before she was transferred by Ambulance to the Hospital, the Paramedics had called in the 
LAC Uniform guys and contacted the Murder Squad. 
 
She didn't remember much of that morning. 
 
Really, much of the next week. Or the month for that matter! 
 
 
 
CHAPTER SEVEN 
 
 
We walked up the narrow driveway, side-stepping around a pool of blood that stained the 
patterned concrete a ghastly colour. The area was cordoned off with blue crime scene tape 
which forced us to trudge through the thick shrubbery of the front yard to gain entry onto 
the property. 
 
We slowly climbed the flight of steps up to the front elevated veranda of the large two-
storey dwelling. 
 
I glanced at the offered view. 
 
A vista straight up Middle Harbour into the bush backwater reaches. 
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Brian 'Muscles' Sarvich, the Lead Crime Scene Pathologist lucky enough to have taken the 
'call', walked from the house in his bloodied forensic 'scrubs' as Mar and I gained the 
veranda area. He pulled his mask down around his throat and lit up one of those vile French 
cigarettes that he now preferred; almost as a deterrent to our appearance, so it seemed to me. 
 
He and Mar exchanged a brief smile. An early morning hello only noticed by other secret 
lovers. 
 
I was ignorant of the exchange. 
 
"Muscles? How goes you this fine sunny morning?" I asked cheerfully. 
 
He shook his head sagely before answering. 
 
"Bloody good quality wine will be the death of me, Joe..." 
 
"Don't blame the wine, my lad. I think it could have been the quantity, not the quality. Don't 
tell me you're still suffering after seventy-two hours?" 
 
"Not really, but I felt that I had to complain about something. It was a good night all round, 
don't you think? We must do it more often, eh?" 
 
"Yeah... well... I don't know about that as I doubt that my constitution would allow a repeat 
inside a month, Muscles.... and you need to learn to appreciate a good quality red is to be 
sipped, not gulped down as though it is nothing but water. We went through two bottles, 
you know. Between the two of us" 
 
"Hold on... Marge and Caramine Lees didn't refrain, you know..." 
 
"I didn't take much notice...but I thought both women sat on a glass, mate." I smiled at my 
reply.  
 
These once every couple of weeks’ dinner dates were always looked forward to. Once 
Muscles relaxed, he was a most humorous and knowledgeable conversationalist ensuring a 
good night was always enjoyed. 
 
We both chuckled at that. Mar was staying well away from the conversation as though she 
wanted more than an arm's length from it. 
 
As both Mar and I struggled into a set of scrubs each, I asked the pertinent question. 
 
"You got Mar home safe and sound? She won't comment but she turned up at work bright 
eyed and bushy-tailed this morning after the week-end... a darn sight better than I, I can 
assure you." 
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A conspiratorial grin on my dial. I had my suspicions. 
 
"Yeah, well... I know you're fishing Joe, and as Marge hasn't confided her innermost secrets, 
neither will I... but all I will say, is that I didn’t drive." 
 
That should have pulled me up, me being that superb investigative Detective of some 
repute, but the comment sailed right over my head! I wasn’t looking for some sort of dirty 
week-end between the two. It was not in my imagination at all! What can I say. I judged my 
partner close to a saint! 
 
Then I caught the quick glance between the two and smiled to myself. In some way, 
relieved that the two of them may have got together. 
 
"Shut the fuck up, Joe Lind!" Mar scolded. 
 
I turned to her with arms spread. 
 
"What have I done now? I haven't said a bloody word..." 
 
"No, but you sure thought it!" She quickly exclaimed. 
 
Muscles broke in over our banter. 
 
"Um... people? We've got a bloody one for sure here, Joe. It will be the talk of the town if it 
isn't all ready. You heard of Simon Sutherland? That arse-hole radio 'Shock Jock' who 
thinks he has the right to insult all his listeners who may have the guts to ring him on air?" 
 
I nodded my head vaguely. 
 
I knew of the guy, though I must admit I had only listened to his show maybe once or twice 
as I switched between radio stations trying to get away from such garbage being broadcast 
over the airwaves. I was not into that type of ridiculous rant. To me, he liked the sound of 
his own voice and would invariably adopt the Devil's Advocate whenever it suited, though 
the intelligence of his habitual listeners seemed not to notice this fact that he was always 
open to an argument. He seemed to think that he was the expert on all matters. 
 
"…he's lying on the Kitchen floor inside. A bloody mess though a lot of the blood belongs 
to his missus, a Diane Kinsley. She's been taken to Hospital in a bad way. Bashed to an inch 
of her life, so the Paramedics tell me. She too, has lost a lot of blood. You must have seen 
some of it in the drive-way." 
 
'Muscles' stubbed out his cigarette, placing the butt carefully into a small plastic container, 
snapping its lid on tightly before tossing it into the plastic lined Bio-mat bin that sat beside 
the front door. 
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"That's right..." Mar offered quickly. "Diane Kinsley... she gave up a very lucrative career as 
a top model to become the model housewife and bed-changer of that ranting AO, if my 
memory serves me correctly. She was a beautiful woman... oh, to have her looks and 
money... they were married in the ceremony of the decade... so it was touted as, back then.... 
oh.... close on ten years ago, now." 
 
I looked at Mar as though she had grown wings. Her ability to store and immediately recall 
irrelevant facts never failed to surprise me. She was good with names too! 
 
Mar and I walked into the house and did what we always did at crime scene sites. Went our 
separate ways through the house. Peering at everything and nothing. Getting a feel for our 
surroundings and an insight into the persons who lived there. 
 
Top notch furnishings and furniture. Several original oil paintings. The place spotless with 
nothing out of place or jarring to the eye. 
 
We would then repeat the process, the two of us following each other around. Having this 
crazy conversation between ourselves. We seemed to ignore what each other was saying on 
most occasions, so some outsiders would offer. But we could repeat the conversation almost 
verbatim after weeks had passed. During these passes, a word, an observation described, an 
unrelated fact would often jig a piece of the puzzle. Falling into place to complete the 
jigsaw weeks, even months after the initial Crime Scene visit. 
 
Then at other times, this crazy patter revealed bugger all! 
 
We wandered into the Kitchen simultaneously from opposite directions. Opening and 
closing cupboards. Looking obtusely at the body lying in its pool of blood that was 
spreading even further across the Italian tiled floor. 
 
"Nice house." Mar commented. 
 
"Love the cars and boat downstairs in the bloody huge garage. And the tools. Nothing out of 
place. The view… wow. No way would you think that you were so close to the largest city 
in Australia… apart for a couple of mansions hanging precariously to the cliff-lines, it is 
almost all bush. No kids yer reckon?" 
 
"Mmm.... There's four bedrooms in the joint, though two don't feel lived in. He had two kids 
by a previous marriage, from memory. It looks like he seldom saw them judging by the not 
too lived-in appearance of the two bedrooms. Though one could guess at a boy and girl by 
the décor. I think husband and wife may have had separate Bedrooms too, by the way 
they're set up. The Walk-in Robes in each. Even their own Ensuite Bathrooms. Separate 
lives... even though they shared the same house." 
 
"Mmm... bit of a mess here... the fact of them sleeping in separate rooms may mean much or 
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bugger all... his hours of work may have dictated that... the missus not wanting to be 
awoken by his early morning departures..." 
 
"Mmm..." 
 
We invariably did this at crime scenes. Holding a conversation that was at odds. Every word 
and alternate theory, every opinion was carefully computed by both of us. Utterances to 
mull over as the Investigation proceeded. 
"Looks like she may have accidentally grabbed that drawer, pulling it right out, spewing its 
contents all over the floor..." 
 
"Why her?" 
 
A shake of the head. A shrug of the shoulders. 
 
"That's a bloody big knife! What? A Carving knife perhaps? That's the last time that it will 
ever be used to slice up a leg of lamb, perhaps... where's the knife block that it came from?" 
 
Mar pointed to a block of glass or Perspex that held a selection of top quality knives. 
 
"That's a long way from where it’s ended up." 
 
"Mmm...." 
 
The large knife stuck out of the body like some great sword plunged into the chest of a 
medieval enemy Knight, such was its size. 
 
Mar shook her head. Shrugged her shoulders. 
 
"You need a new, sharp knife, Joe. That'll do it! Top quality." 
 
"Hah…all I need is some-one who knows how to sharpen the bloody things!” 
 
Muscles seemed a might impatient. 
 
"The knife I'd say, pierced his heart... may have slipped off a rib and found its mark..." 
Brian 'Muscles' Sarvich butted in to our repartee. 
 
"You think. There's a lot of blood around here which would suggest the heart kept a-
pumping for a fair time." 
 
Muscles shook his head. Marge in sync with the action. 
 
"Some-thing's... Isn't it wrong? You usually stab with a downward thrust... for that blade to 
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go between a couple of ribs it would have to have been held in a peculiar manner... it doesn't 
seem right... the angle... the blade parallel to the rib cage doesn't work for me.... and the 
shape of the handle would only permit it to be held in one manner.... don't you think?" I 
pontificated as I leaned in close to look at the handle of the blade. 
 
I would reckon that the blade tip could be protruding from his back such was the size of the 
bloody thing! 
 
The blade was wide. Too wide to slip between two ribs if it had been held and thrust as the 
two combatants were standing facing one another. 
 
"For-ever the sceptic, is our Joe. You realise that this is our first case together since you 
took so much bloody time off work, don't you?" 
 
"Bloody hell, Mar. It wasn't my fault......" I replied tartly as I stood and stretched. 
 
"Nah.... just your poker face failing you again... and I heard on the grape-vine that several 
Uniforms and a much-loved LAC Commander now have egg on their faces... you'll not be a 
finalist in the Detective of the Month category, Joe. Guaranteed. I reckon that you have lost 
the entire Uniform vote in that regard." 
 
Muscles Sarvich coughed to let us know that he was there too. 
 
"He's been hit on the side of the head... violently. How tall... how big is the wife?" 
 
"She had the height of a successful model." 
 
Mar was a mine of these irrelevances. 
 
"And the figure to match, back then. I don't know how she's fared since being married. She's 
dropped completely from sight... not a word on her in those fantastic Women's magazines." 
I said as much, which earned me a frozen look. 
 
It was good to be back, I thought to myself. I've really missed our little in-depth 
conversation at Crime Scenes. 
 
"Don't know, Joe. She'd been taken to Hospital before we even got here... um... I'd say he 
was hit on the side of the head with that cast-iron fry pan..." Muscles offered. Wanting to 
speed proceedings along. 
 
"Shit! That'd hurt... then what? She stabs him? Nah!" I gave my usual cynical remark. 
 
"The degree of defensive wounds... scratches mainly... from fingernails... we've already 
rung the Hospital to get her hands placed into plastic bags but I feel the time scale and the 
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fact that she's been away from the scene for so long may work against us getting any 
forensic trace from under her fingernails to validate that theory... and to be used in Court. I 
have a team there now trying as best they can under the circumstances... can I hazard a 
guess on the steps? My theory on what may have happened here?" 
 
"Facts, Muscles. Facts. That's what we deal with, not rabid theories... just joking, man. Go 
for it. Tell us your theory, OK?" 
 
Muscles nodded his head, looking uncertainly from Mar to I. 
 
"They had a blue. The hubby has belted the shit out of her. I reckon that the fight... the 
argument may have started in the Lounge area... there's blood trace on the carpet, one wall 
and the lounge suite. I'd lay a ten that it is the missus's blood. Drag marks in the carpet. He 
got in a couple of cheap shots, I reckon. By all accounts her head was a bloody mash. You 
can see his knuckles. He had a couple of swings that found their mark. Hence the knuckle 
wounds... possibly a sprained wrist by the way there is swelling there on his right wrist. 
She's scratched him a couple of times trying to resist... one is very deep across his left 
cheek... then she reaches for the heavy fry pan... it's only a small one actually but is cast 
iron. Some people reckon that they hold the heat better and thus are better for eggs. Bacon. 
I've never used one, so I don't know... and she belted him on the side of the head. He goes 
down dazed by the impact. She loses her balance in the follow through, reaches out to stop 
herself falling and grabs the drawer as she goes down pulling it and its contents out all over 
the place. That large knife lands near her... or on top of her... she's lying at right angles to 
the hubby... she grabs the knife, swings high and thrusts it into him... possibly using a two-
handed grip... she was that desperate... she has been afraid for her life up until then... she's at 
right angles to his body, as I said... the knife almost goes right through him… between two 
ribs... by the looks of it, almost cutting his heart in two... I'll know more after the post 
mortem..." 
 
He gave a smile of success, thinking how clever he was. 
 
"What are we here for, Mar? He's done it again... solved the crime of the century for us 
already. Let's go and get some lunch. Eh?" I grinned at Brian Sarvich. 
 
He knew me well enough to know that I was egging him on. Taking the 'mickey' out of him. 
We did that a lot when we got together over a decent meal and a good bottle of Red! 
 
"It fits." Mar added as she looked down at the inert form of the Shock Jock. "Let's interview 
a couple of the neighbours first. Before we retire for Lunch." 
 
Her humour could be more obtuse. 
 
She bent down to examine the corpse closely. Stood. Walked away and came back, circling 
around the body as best she could. 
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"It fits Joe. It looks good to me." 
 
She looked up at me. A smirk on her face. 
 
"Right. Lunch it is then, then back to the Office so I can write up the Brief and call in the 
DPP. We've got our man, so to speak and the case is now considered closed! What about the 
knife?" 
 
I didn't know why I should be so deflective. So bloody unkind just because Mar seemed to 
be siding with some-one else... prematurely I might add. It had nothing to do with the 
constant quick glances and snide smiles between the two, so I told myself. 
 
I'm a bloody Detective, I scolded myself. 
 
I'm meant to pick up on these little nuances, asides and body language. 
 
"The knife? What do you mean?" 
 
"It's part of the set in that clear glass block over there... it didn't belong in the drawer. That 
set would set you back a couple of hundred dollars. You do not put knives like that in the 
Utensil Drawer with other knives and stuff. That’s how they go blunt. It didn't fall out of the 
drawer when the drawer was pulled out." 
 
"It could have accidentally been put in the drawer...." 
 
"No way... that's a top notch set of knives. You don't put one of them in a drawer with other 
utensils. Not on! Just look at the house. Clean. Tidy. Everything in its place." 
 
The three of us stood standing over the body, looking down at the pool of blood that 
surrounded his prone position. 
 
"Joe? Can we move the guy?" Muscles broke the silence. ".... by the way, the LAC guys say 
that the missus confessed to one of the neighbours, a Missus Dobbs, that she stabbed her 
hubby to death. Next door. Number Forty-eight. She was the one who rang for an 
Ambulance." 
 
"Mmm.... yeah, I've seen enough. You, Mar?" 
 
 
 
CHAPTER EIGHT 
 
 
"Missus Dobbs?" We asked as we stepped up onto the large front patio of the house. Views 
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of The Spit in the distance. Far enough removed though, not to hear the constant whoosh of 
traffic that streamed across The Spit Bridge day and night. 
 
An, elderly, over-weight, grey-haired woman rose slowly from a large patio lounge and 
turned to greet us. 
 
Puffing out her words of introduction as though oxygen was in short supply at the altitude of 
the patio. Well above her neighbours! 
 
"You must be the Police." She stated matter-of-factly in a weak voice. "Thought you'd be 
here eventually. Bin waiting for youse..." 
 
We flashed our ID cards. Introduced ourselves. She gestured for us to sit on another similar 
patio lounge that was at right angles to her. She slumped back heavily into the chair that she 
had just extricated herself from. 
 
Her breathe coming in ragged spurts. 
 
"Coffee? Tea? Water? Anything I can get yas? Me daughter will do the honours actually... 
she's me Carer, she is. Does a very good job of that she does, while I sit around doing 
naught. Worth her weight in gold, she is." 
 
We shook our heads in unison, thanking but no thanking her, even as the daughter, a big 
woman herself in her fifties perhaps, sat a jug of Orange juice onto the table. Condensation 
dripped down the sides of the jug. 
 
"Good morning, Detectives. Please have a drink. I've just made it up. Real oranges. Won’t 
be a moment. I’ll just bring some glasses out for you." 
 
The tinkle of ice cubes on the sides of the jug was music to my ears as she poured each of us 
a large glass. 
 
No, it seems, wasn't in her sphere of understanding. 
 
"Terrible business next door. Been going on for some years now, though it’s been quiet over 
the last couple of months... until this morning, that is. She's a wonderful girl, is Diane. She 
has never deserved the garbage that has been piled on her by that husband of hers... have 
you ever listened to his radio show? Much of the same, though he couldn't get to his callers 
so he constantly takes out his anger on his wife... something should be done about Radio 
Announcers like him... I wouldn't be surprised if they all go home and belt the missus, or the 
kids... or kick the shit out of the cat." 
 
"Enough, Cecilia... where have you learnt language like that! Words that no woman should 
utter, Cec. I bought you up better than that, dear." 
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The younger woman slumped down beside her mother. Two peas in a pod so to speak. 
 
Us Cops hear this all the time from family, friends and neighbours. 
 
After the event! 
 
About the abuse continuing, giving them all heart stroke, thanking their God that it wasn't 
them in the firing line. It wasn't right. It was a crime but seldom is the Abuser ever reported 
to the Police. It is the Hospital or the Family Doctor who gives the heads up. As though 
those closest consider that it was not their responsibility to report such matters. Or too 
scared to do so! 
 
"You rang the Ambulance? This morning. Did Missus Sunderland say anything to you 
while you waited with her?" 
 
"She doesn't use that name. The married name... Missus Sunderland. Just her maiden name 
and her professional name. Diane Kinsley. Yes Officer... she told me that she stabbed that 
bastard... I'm sorry about the language, but that is what she said... and she thought that he 
was dead. He deserved everything that she was able to do to him... I'd've kicked the living 
daylights out of him while he was down, that's for sure... if it had of been me suffering at his 
constant verbal and physical abuse." 
 
There was vehemence and anger rolled into the tone of her voice. 
 
"Why do you say that, Missus Dobbs?" 
 
"Oh! I'm sorry, perhaps I should not have said that...incriminating meself... an' speaking ill 
of the dead too. They had been a lot peaceful though, over the past year... about. Maybe 
only six months. Perhaps they were going to some Marriage Counsellor or something, 
though Diane never mentioned as such. Prior to that they... no... he could be heard every 
second night going on about what a failure poor Diane was... all the time. He put her into 
hospital on several occasions. She was a mess several times... and she would often be 
sporting bruises, or black eyes. God knows what her body looked like if you could have 
seen her naked." 
 
She sniffled, passing her hands over both eyes. Touching the tip of her nose with a tissue. 
Her daughter patted her mother's hand, nodding in agreement. 
 
"Sorry...." She looked sheepishly at both of us. "…I've lived here for most of my married 
life. Raised my three kids here. Simon and Diane... they built their house next door about 
ten years ago. No... about seven years ago. Thereabouts. Not long after they were married. It 
didn't take long for the abuse to commence. He would even shout up to her from the back 
yard. The whole neighbourhood could hear his goings-on. Terrible language. My kids could 
hear it all... I reckon that people on the other side of the valley got an earful as well... it 
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echoes about, if you shout out loud, like." 
 
"You mentioned that Diane was hospitalised on several occasions due to injuries that you 
believe her husband inflicted upon her. Have you any idea what hospital that may have 
been... and do you know which local Doctor may have been her Doctor?" 
 
By the label on several prescription bottles in the Ensuite associated with the Bedroom that 
we surmised was the woman's, we had a name, address and phone number of a Doctor 
nearby. I just wanted confirmation. 
 
"Oh yes. My Doctor's Surgery down in the Shopping Centre... and I know she went to the 
large Hospital at St. Leonards. That's where she's at now. They said they were taking her 
there... the Paramedics." 
 
"Did you see her sitting in the driveway?" 
 
"Yes. Well, Cec did. First up. I’m finding it harder and harder to get up and down those 
steps. Around eightish about, wasn’t it dear?... and when we looked again about forty-five 
minutes later, she was still there. She hadn't moved, so we’s knew something was up. As 
you can imagine, I don't get about as I once did so it was a trial for me to get down to her. I 
took a blanket with me. Cecilia said that I should take it just in case. When I seen her black 
eye, swollen mouth and bruises on her arms, I knew that something bad had happened. I 
hurried back up to ring for an Ambulance, then I came back out to sit with her. Cecilia too. " 
She turned to her daughter for confirmation. They both nodded their heads in unison. "We 
tried to comfort her. Cec had the common sense to bring a bag of frozen peas with her... 
Diane said it helped greatly. Though she couldn't talk properly. It was then that she told me 
what had happened. Well mumbled it, actually. Really, I was somewhat disbelieving... but 
one of the Ambos went into the house and rang you guys straight away... that's about it." 
 
"Your Doctor's name?" 
 
"Doctor Springfield... I'm pretty sure he was her doctor as well." 
 
We both stood, thanking her for her information. I gave her one of my Business Cards as we 
saw our way off the large patio. 
 
We interviewed six other close neighbours for similar stories. 
 
Not one indicated that Diane Kinsley had any visitors. Or friends. It seemed that she was a 
prisoner trapped in her own house. 
 
We'd just made our Unmarked when the first Television Outside Broadcast Van came 
screaming up the street, coming to an abrupt halt halfway up the Sunderland driveway. I 
thought for one moment that it was going to breach the Crime Scene tape still stretched 
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across the driveway protecting the splatter of blood where Diane Kinsley had sat for some 
time. 
 
"Christ, they've got a fucking hide. They think that all rules and regulations do not apply to 
them!" 
 
Mar opened the car door angrily and walked briskly over to the Van, giving the driver an 
earful and instructions to reverse back up the street to the nearest cross street. Several LAC 
Uniform Constables were instructed to string blue plastic tape across the road so that the 
salivating Media could not come within cooee of the address. 
 
As this was being organised, Marge was accosted by a bevy of Media representatives all 
asking questions that ended up sounding like Rugby Union rebel-rousers in the middle of a 
hard-fought scrum. 
It was some moments before peace was restored and the mob herded behind the tape some 
distance away. 
 
Marge sat heavily back into the vehicle beside me. 
 
"Thanks for the help, Tonto. Always knew that I could rely on you during a scrap." 
 
"Trigger had a stone in his hoof." I replied deadpan. 
 
"The Lone Ranger's horse was Silver, you moron! Trigger was Hop-along Cassidy's mount." 
 
"There ya go. I have learnt something new to-day... you sure about that? Wasn't Trigger Roy 
Roger's horse? Or that Cowboy guy who had his jewels blown off during the War... Jean 
Audrey or something." 
 
Mar looked agog at me. 
 
"Who???? I have no idea who you're talking about... You're a bloody pain sometimes... had 
his jewels shot off! Who you talking about?" 
 
She shook her head. Exhaled noisily to show her exasperation. 
 
"I don’t know the name of Tonto’s horse… that’s bad when you’re riding it around all 
day… did you ever notice that? Tonto’s horse was decidedly smaller than the Lone 
Ranger’s. Do you reckon it was done on purpose? " 
 
Marge looked sideways at me, slowly shaking her head as she started the engine. 
 
"I think we better give Abbey a heads up. This is going to turn into a bloody media circus, I 
reckon... once they all get a sniff of it! A once well-known and respected fashion model and 
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an in your face, notorious Shock Jock. One of their own kind." 
 
"You do that while I ring to confirm that Diane Kinsley is a patient at the Hospital. I think 
we better get to her quickly… and arrange quarantine accommodation for her." 
 
 
 
CHAPTER NINE 
 
 
"I'm sorry Detectives. Diane Kinsley has only just come out of surgery. She is in no 
condition to be questioned and I would say, that that will be the case for the next couple of 
days at least." 
 
"I'm afraid that we will have to place a Police guard at the door for the foreseeable future. 
She is suspected of murdering her husband, a man of some popularity.... and as a well-
known person in her own right, she will be the centre of attention by all the Media hounds." 
 
I could also lay down the law! 
 
The Doctor relayed his disapproval by shuffling his feet and peering up and down the 
corridor. 
 
"Could we minimise the effect by having your man sit inside the room... out of the way of 
the constant Nursing staff who will be keeping a close eye on her... is that at all feasible?" 
 
I nodded my head, hoping that my uncertainty relayed my annoyance of the suggestion. 
 
"Okay, then. She will need a permanent 24/7 guard until further notice... and a Police 
presence at the Ward Entry doors will also be required to dissuade those of the media who 
manage to sneak through from the main Foyer entrance of the hospital." 
 
"I will need to inform the Hospital CEO of such an arrangement. He will probably allow 
that to occur..." 
 
"Whether your Boss agrees or disagrees, that will be the arrangement until further notice... 
and you can advise your superiors and anyone else if you like... including the members of 
the Media who are waiting in ever increasing numbers downstairs. I presume that they too, 
are not permitted to converse with the suspect... if those arrangements make it too difficult 
for your hospital, then we can arrange to have the suspect relocated to a more secure ward... 
at Long Bay or St. Vincents." 
 
The guy was getting up my nose. 
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"That won't be necessary." He mumbled as he looked down at the floor. 
 
He must have realised that he had come on way too strong. The Hospital name would be 
emblazoned in every News Bulletin that would be saturating the airwaves and the TV 
screens for days to come. Free advertising is how the Hospital Board would see it! As long 
as a more world breaking event didn't relegate Diane Kinsley and her fate to the back pages 
and micro-bytes on the television, I thought to myself. 
 
Mar glanced across at me with a slightly accusatory manner before clearing her throat and 
addressing the Doctor. 
 
"Doctor, could you tell us the degree and severity of Kinsley's injuries?" 
 
"Umm... yes... I think that would be alright. To disclose that information to you. You are the 
Investigating officers, aren't you?" 
 
The pompous little arse-hole, I thought to myself! 
 
"Um... Fractured and dislocated jaw. Fractured eye socket and possibly permanent damage 
to the left eye. Fractured left cheek bone. Four broken fingers. A fractured left Collar bone 
and two broken ribs. Deep bruising to the shoulders and both arms. Severe contusions to the 
chest mostly on the left-hand side. Evidence that clumps of hair may have been literally 
pulled from the scalp as though she was pulled for some distance by her hair... several other 
injuries all indicating a severe beating at the hands of her husband... allegedly... it is not the 
first time that she has been admitted with evidence of physical violence... living for her, was 
very risky!" 
 
"Aren't you required by Law to advise the Police of such cases as they are admitted?" Mar 
asked. A surprised look on her face. 
 
"You'll need to take up that matter with the Board of the Hospital... now... if there is nothing 
else, I have Patients to attend to. Good afternoon, Detectives." 
 
He turned on his heel and walked quickly down the corridor away from us as the speaker 
system, one above our heads, blurted out that he was required in Room Ten of ‘A’ Ward 
immediately. 
 
"The self-important, little twerp." I muttered under my breath. 
 
"Some would say that about you at times, Joe." Mar remonstrated. 
 
As we walked towards the Lift Lobby, Mar commented angrily that if she received half the 
injuries that Kinsley had endured, then she'd be inclined to stick her Service Pistol up the 
nose of the perpetrator and pull the trigger! 
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I shook my head sadly. 
 
"I don't understand... these women have alternatives available to them...." 
 
"Yer right, Joe. You don't understand one bloody iota!" 
 
She walked quickly ahead of me with me wondering again what on earth I had said that 
would upset her so easily. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER TEN 
 
 
I followed her into the Cafe near the main entrance of the Hospital. 
 
She ordered and paid for her coffee totally ignoring my feeble attempts at conciliatory small 
talk. 
 
She was not in a good mood. 
 
We had almost finished our coffees without a word crossing the small table between us. 
 
"Detectives? Do you mind?" 
 
The woman sat without waiting for either of us to respond. 
 
"Um… good afternoon. I… um…I work here. At the Hospital. I'm not on staff, instead I 
work for a Nursing Club that caters for Hospital Workers especially nursing staff. Sisters. 
Those with children who cannot work the normal long day shifts. I'm a double Certificate 
Sister specialising in Palliative Care... you know what that is? We endeavour to help those 
who have an incurable disease... make them comfortable... and their families. Try to help 
them accept what we can't cure... that for some, death is guaranteed. A terminal diagnosis. 
Make them as comfortable as possible.... umm.... I have done this shortened roster now for 
two years? I drop the kids off at school and am available to pick them up at their day's end. 
I'm lucky that that has been made available to me... umm... over the last six, maybe seven 
months, there has been several premature deaths in both the Oncology and Palliative Care 
Wards where I have been one of the Sisters on duty." 
 
"Umm... Sister...?" 
 
"Yes... Sister Stanton... Rosemary Stanton..." 
 
"I must warn you..." Marge placed both her hands on the table, clasping them tightly 
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together. She displayed her gravest expression. "…if you inform us of any possible 
homicide matters that have or have not occurred in those areas that you have hinted at, we 
are obliged by Law to investigate the matters. Understand, if such actions have occurred, 
then the post mortems would possibly have indicated some sort of foul play involved... and 
understand, it is a suburban myth that Doctors in situations that you have hinted at, have 
displayed a God-like stance in terminating a patient who is in a lot of pain and suffering 
from an incurable disease. To turn off any life support equipment involves a whole stack of 
procedures and approvals to be obtained, not just from the Hospital hierarchy but from the 
relatives of those who find themselves in that awful predicament... also, understand that if 
you wish to proceed with any information pertaining to your claim, you will be thrust into 
an unenviable situation where even your career could be jeopardised." 
 
Mar looked steadily at the woman. 
 
"Do you understand what I am saying?" 
 
"Yes... that you do not wish to get involved... and by the way, there were no post-mortems 
conducted in these cases..." 
 
"No. Not at all. No. That is not what I have stated at all. If you inform us of any such 
incidents that you are aware of and you can name names of both patients and perpetrators, 
with dates, then we are obliged, under the law, to investigate those claims fully. In doing so, 
whether those claims are proven false or true, your career as a Nursing Sister will more than 
likely be on very shaky ground. At least at this Hospital.... and at every Public Hospital in 
the State. I am trying to make you understand that the weight of accusations and counter-
claims will fall squarely on your shoulders regardless of the veracity or falseness of those 
claims. I think perhaps you should take a day or two to think over the situation. Here is my 
card. Please ring me." 
 
"I have thought about it continually since the first incident occurred. If you do not help me, 
or believe me, then my next call will be to one of those Current Affairs programs on TV. I 
understand that the world of a Whistle-blower becomes a different world all together, but in 
all conscious, I must speak out against what I consider is murder. Plain and simple. Do I 
make myself completely clear on the subject?" 
 
She sat back in her chair and crossed her arms. 
 
The matter had just been returned to our side of the net and our return lob could very well 
decide the match. 
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CHAPTER ELEVEN 
 
"Sister Stanton... can you provide us with names? With dates?... who was on Duty? Who 
was the Doctor in charge at the time? The diagnosis and prognosis of those Patients 
involved and whether any autopsies were performed? And if not, why not?" 
 
She looked down at her clasped hands. Lowering her head slightly. The bluster and strength 
waned from her voice. 
 
"I doubt that any autopsies were performed. Only unexplained or sudden and suspicious 
deaths are autopsied. All the cases that I think were premature deaths had formal Death 
Certificates issued by the Attending Doctor with the Cause of Death corresponding with the 
diagnosis and prognosis as written up in the Charts." 
 
I noticed that she had gone from a firm opinion that no autopsy was performed to one where 
she doubted the procedure was performed. 
 
"Can you be specific about these matters... with names, dates?" 
She again bowed her head. This time speaking more softly. 
 
"No... but I know that there’s been several cases over the past couple of months that are 
nothing short of murder." 
 
"Understand Sister Stanton, we cannot act or begin a Murder Investigation based on nothing 
but suspicion. We require facts. Names. Dates... look, we'll make some discrete enquiries 
and get back to you for more supportive information, if we require additional facts, if that is 
all right?" 
 
She seemed pleased with that response. 
 
She gave us her details and with a slight smile, a nod of her head, she was gone. Walking 
away quickly in a gait that only Hospital Workers seemed to manage. 
 
Marge glanced over at me. 
 
"Well, Sherlock? What do we do with that piece of information?" 
 
"Suspicion... rumour... that's not enough to commence a Murder Investigation... let's see if 
we can have a word with the Hospital CEO.... or Administrator or what-ever he calls 
himself...." 
 
"Or herself..." Mar never let the moment slip. 
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CHAPTER TWELVE 
 
 
"Doctor?" 
 
"No... I leave that side of things to others who have earned the Title. Carlton W. Shantley is 
my name. Bill to all who know me. The Chief Administrator is the current title. It changes 
regularly, every couple of years. Depending on the whims of some Politician who thinks 
that he is clever by inventing a more descriptive, pertinent name for the position... thousands 
of wasted dollars in new printing requirements seems to be the only result! Trying to re-
invent the wheel to show the World how clever he or she is. How can I help you, 
Detectives? Dianne Kinsley, perhaps?" 
 
We were seated in a large, airy Office situated on an external corner of the sprawling 
Hospital building. Views of trees and a multi-storey Car Park could be seen out of one set of 
windows. A busy arterial road in metallic gridlock exuding tonnes of poisonous fumes into 
the atmosphere was the modern vista out of a large window in the adjacent wall. This 
section of glass seemed to cantilever out from the flat elevation of the building like 
triangular nodes. This side of the building was riddled with similar eruptions for its entire 
length and height. The front façade of the building erupting with these fissures like acne on 
an adolescent. 
 
The glass was double glazed with captive Venetian blinds that blocked all external noise. 
 
The desk that separated us was a large, solid timber affair with a beautiful timber grain 
pattern. A Mobile in its dock. A laptop. A calendar and a framed family photograph the only 
impediments on the ample desk surface as though he did not want the grain-work hidden by 
extraneous objects. 
 
Shantley lounged back in his executive, high backed chair as though he was readying for a 
nap. 
 
A tall gentleman. Young for the position, I thought. Perhaps late thirties, maybe a boyish 
mid-forty-year old. Piercing blue eyes. An expressive face that bespoke of laughter and fun. 
He gestured wildly with his hands as he spoke. His whole demeanour that of a person who 
did not allow himself to be weighed down with the heavy detritus of responsibility. His nose 
and earlobes hinted at a few Rugby games prior to and during his University years. 
 
"Yes. Am I right? Dianne Kinsley?" He shook his head slowly. "A sad case indeed. I would 
imagine that the Media hounds would have only expanded into a bloody pack of baying 
hounds by now. Camped outside making the front Entrance almost impossible for Visitors 
and Patients alike from coming or going. Our Security people have tried on several 
occasions to corral them into a smaller scrum for away from the Entrance area. To no avail. 
They seem to spread of their own volition like some super bug advancing down Hospital 
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corridors..." 
 
He had a way with words, did our Chief Administrator. He liked to perform in front of an 
audience. 
 
I cut across his spiel. 
 
"…Um... We understand the Hospital's dread for a Police Guard to be stationed at the door 
of her Room. It is, however, required as she is the Number One suspect in the homicide of 
her husband. Regardless of the circumstances and whether there may have been ample 
reason for her to commit the crime, because of the high profile of both persons... and 
apparently because of her previous admissions for injuries received, we would prefer that 
she be moved to a more secure location. It would seem that that section of the Hospital she 
now is located in, is open all hours to any person to wander the corridors... you can 
understand the implications here, Mister Shantley? The media love this type of thing." 
 
Shantley nodded his head slowly for some moments as though digesting a lunch just 
finished. 
 
"Yes..." He muttered half-heartedly as though he totally disagreed with my words. 
He spun his chair around to a small side-table, flipped a switch and spoke quietly into a 
Phone base. 
 
"Dianna... get me Doctor Cable down in ICU... and find out what rooms are available in the 
more secure Wards... Card access only... say Floors Ten through Twelve will you... for a 
Miss Kinsley who needs constant monitoring... an ICU patient or equivalent... and she will 
have a Police Guard present at all times... outside her Room door and another stationed at 
the entrance to the Ward. Thank you, my Dear." 
 
Problem solved, just like that. 
 
"We understand that Miss Kinsley has been admitted on quite a few occasions with obvious 
injuries as a result of... shall we say... an alleged cruel and overbearing husband? If that be 
the case, why were the Police not involved on each occasion?" 
 
Shantley looked at us for some moments before answering. 
 
"You'll have to believe me when I say that I am not aware of those incidents that you refer 
to. We, that is, all employees of this Hospital are fully conversant on the Laws governing 
Child and Adult Abuse Cases and our requirement under those Laws to notify the 
Authorities of any suspicious or blatant injuries that fall within those parameters. I will need 
to look into those matters before I make further comment..." 
 
He tapped away quickly on his Laptop. 
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Possibly a Memo to himself.... or to a Doctor to get at the gist of the matter. He was a no-
nonsense type of guy who acted immediately to any crisis, so it seemed. 
 
His mobile chirped. He picked it up and spoke quietly into it. Nodded his head several times 
for the benefit of whom-ever he was speaking to, smiled a broad smile, thanked the person 
concerned on the other end and hung up. 
 
"Arrh... Dianne Kinsley is, this very moment being transferred to Ward Ten 'A' which is a 
secure Ward on the Tenth Floor. I understand that two Uniform Constables will be with her 
at all times, even within the Secure Ward. Her File is being e-mailed to me as we speak. I 
will need to peruse it before I make further comment in that regard. Perhaps in a couple of 
days? I would imagine that you... and the DPP... will want a copy? A Court Order will be 
required. You understand? If there is nothing else..." 
 
He stood and came to our side of his desk to shake our hands. 
 
"Thank you. A Court Order is at present being organised... one other thing... there are strong 
rumours that over the past two to three months, there have been several suspicious 
premature deaths experienced in the Palliative Care and Oncology Wards. Would you be 
aware of these accusations?" 
 
Shantley rubbed his brow and perched himself on the corner of his desk, swinging a leg 
back and forth like a little boy. 
 
"A rock and a hard place..." He shook his head. "I have a file... which I will gladly show you 
if you are interested... from concerned and distraught family and friends of Patients who are 
dying a painful and slow death in either Palliative Care or the Oncology Wards. Pleading, 
begging the Doctors to turn off life-support machines or to give an overdose of Morphine to 
their loved one to quicken the process of dying, as they cannot bear to see that person go 
another day in such agony..." 
 
He stood and walked slowly to the window that gave views of the clogged streets. Lanes of 
traffic at a standstill. He jabbed both hands deep into his trouser pockets. 
 
"Another file... around the same thickness... from family and friends of similar patients who 
accuse the hospital of playing God in causing the premature deaths of suffering patients... 
that makes for riveting reading also. It appears to be a suburban myth that Doctors in that 
situation, sit in judgement, flipping a coin to choose who will live and who will die... if only 
it was that easy and non-judgemental... I am not saying that there are not cases that may 
raise an eye-brow or two but... as I said... a rock and a hard place... would you like to be in 
that situation? Please believe me, when I say that religion... or perhaps a more relevant 
description may be a pious or righteous stance, seems to be the cradle on which those 
complaints are manifested..." 
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He turned back to face us. 
 
"…You draw your gun... do you think before you pull that trigger, that you are possibly 
taking another person's life! No. The action is surely a more reflex one on your part. Either 
you take him down or he takes down you along with others... but if you were pointing that 
gun at a person for hours... for days... sometimes for months with you caring for that person 
on a daily basis... understand fully, these people are dying. There is no hope for them. A 
slow and painful death for the majority of them. We make them as comfortable as we can as 
they slowly... and in the far greater majority of cases, painfully, very painfully drift away 
from us until they are but stale, empty shells withered away to nothing... what thought 
patterns would go through your brain before that trigger was pulled... when you have time to 
cogitate over the situation where life is the final reaction. As I said, a rock and a hard 
place... especially in those Wards... are there situations that could draw suspicion? You bet! 
Am I about to release a list of possible such cases to you.... not on your life and if you don't 
want a quagmire up to your necks with months in a Court Room dallying over whether the 
Patient died by natural causes, the cumulative effects of pain-killing drugs or by human 
hand.... and in the process by sheer suspicion or guilt by association, wreck the solid 
reputation of a many good and just Medical personnel, then I would leave it at that... 
nothing else? Then I bid you a good afternoon, Detectives." 
 
He walked us to his door. 
 
Our role as Investigative Officers had been cleverly usurped without us even being aware of 
the fact. Our consciences as human beings had been tugged with the supposed air of 
impartiality while our role as Murder Squad Detectives were muddled, addled and defeated! 
 
 
 
CHAPTER THIRTEEN 
 
 
"I realise that it is almost impossible to forego the attribute of being caring, emotional 
human beings especially when a case pulls at your very heart strings.... but as Murder Squad 
Detectives, that air of impartiality and aloofness has to be maintained at all costs. No matter 
the Case. We have discussed this before... in depth and at length! You are neither Judge, 
Jury or Executioner... understand? You are just Gatherers of Facts... that is all! Let others 
mull over the fairness of the situation... the ethical and moral graduations of a particular 
act..." 
 
Abbey whirled around to face us. Anger in his words and his manner. 
 
"You bring the bad guy in... the alleged bad guy... let others mull over the morality... the 
ethics of the shades of guilt or innocence. You cannot allow yourselves that luxury, as it will 
eat you up and spit you both out... both of you are too good at your profession to permit that 
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to happen..." 
 
"Perhaps that is what makes us better Investigators? Our empathy, our emotional input." 
Mar chimed in. 
 
"Don't play word games with me, Marge. We've all been in the same position that you find 
yourselves in at this time, mark my words. You know what you must do, so stop playing 
Father Confessor... in regards to those rumours of premature deaths at the Hospital, you've 
had scant less on a number of occasions, to commence proceedings. However, I think that 
little gem would best be left to the supportive Officers of the DPP." 
 
He sat heavily into his Executive chair. Leaned back and clasped his hands behind his head. 
 
"Now... you need to organise that Court Order for transfer of all pertinent information 
relating to former injuries suffered by Diane Kinsley from both the Hospital and her 
Doctor... and schedule a Hearing with a representative of the DPP's Office. It would seem 
that it may be some time before you are able to conduct an Interview with Diane Kinsley, 
but there is plenty that you can do to bring this case up to speed. We'll have the Media plus 
the hierarchy breathing down our necks on this one... Jennifer Stevenson is still on 
Maternity Leave... she's actually pregnant again... which is a pity as she would be a shoe-in 
for this Bashing Case... it’s right up her alley. Nothing else? Good! You've got work to do. 
Out!" 
 
 
 
CHAPTER FOURTEEN 
 
 
We were returning to the Office after obtaining the necessary Paperwork that would allow 
us to obtain Diane Kinsley's Medical files held at both the local Hospital and her Doctor's 
Surgery. Walking through the vast Ground Floor Vestibule Entrance of the newly 
constructed Parramatta Police Building, I waved at two Officers behind the Security Desk as 
I passed them. Marge had veered off to purchase Coffee at the Ground Floor Cafe. 
 
It was her turn to shout. 
 
"Joe? One moment." The Desk Clerk beckoned me over. 
 
"A chap wants to see some-one from the Murder Squad. He is accompanied by his Solicitor. 
I was just about to ring up to DS Church.... can you take over?" 
 
I nodded my head. Looked in the direction that the Security Officer indicated. 
 
I strolled over to the two gentlemen seated in bulky leather Sofa Chairs in a distant corner of 
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the cavernous Foyer. One was writing furiously on a yellow legal pad. An elderly gentleman 
sat vacant eyed opposite him. Staring at something that only he could see. 
 
"I'm Detective Joseph Lind. Murder Squad Detective. I understand that you would like to 
speak to some-one concerning a possible crime.... is that it? You do wish to speak to a 
Murder Squad Detective?" 
 
The portly, middle-aged Solicitor sprang to his feet. 
 
"Arrh... yes. Albie Kirkpatrick. Detective Lind, was it? Yes. This is my Client, Mister Barry 
Devlin.... can we talk in a more private environment, please?" 
 
He looked around the vast Ground Floor area where people seemed to create chaos in the 
way that they ambled about. 
 
He shook my hand, again stressing a need for privacy. 
 
Marge walked up to stand beside me. The smell of freshly made coffee hung heavily in the 
air. 
 
"Um... yes. Certainly. We could go up to one of our Interview Rooms on the Sixth... we've 
just bought ourselves coffee... would you care for one. Excellent brew... this is my partner, 
Detective Three, Marjory Hendricks. Albie Kirkpatrick and Barry Devlin, Marge. No 
coffee? Then how about you accompany us upstairs... we'll organise a Security Clearance 
and a Visitors' Badge for both of you first. OK?" 
We'd just settled into a vacant Interview Room when the old bloke dropped the bombshell. 
 
It was as though he had been holding the words on the tip of his tongue and in opening his 
mouth, they spewed forward in a jumbled, rapid expression. 
 
"I killed my wife... Mister Kirkpatrick here, he said that I shouldn't confess to you people... 
but I done what I done..." 
 
"Your Solicitor is right, Mister Devlin. There is no reason for you to confess to anything." 
 
I looked at the Solicitor who raised his eye-brows more in defeat, I thought. I nodded 
slightly to indicate my understanding. 
 
"Young man, I'm seventy years of age. My wife and I celebrated our fiftieth Wedding 
Anniversary… me by killing my wife. I did it, there's no getting away from that fact..." 
 
"Could you just hold it there, Mister Devlin. I won't be a moment." 
 
I walked quickly into Abbey's Office to let him know what was going down and to organise 
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a Technician to man the video and audio equipment in the Electronics Room adjacent. This 
took some minutes to organise. 
 
"Sorry Mister Devlin. Mister Kirkpatrick. Too much coffee for the day, I'm afraid." I 
enthused as I returned to the small Interview Room. 
 
The Solicitor smirked at this, knowing the score. The old bloke sympathised with the 
smallness of capacity of my bladder, instructing me to get my Prostate checked out! 
 
"Now, can we go over the story again, if you don't mind... but before you do, I will need to 
read you your rights in the matter. Is that OK by you, Mr. Devlin? This entire proceeding 
will be digitally recorded and videoed. Do you understand?" 
 
The Solicitor nodded his head for the both of them. 
 
It would appear that the old married couple had talked the matter over in some depth. Both 
had even written out 'Letters of Consent', they both called them, giving either one 
permission to carry out the mercy killing of the other, depending on the circumstances. 
These “Approvals of Understanding” had been held by the Family Solicitor for over twenty 
years. 
 
Devlin had instructed the Family Solicitor to make available the relevant documents. 
 
Kirkpatrick handed me the document which was in a sealed plastic sleeve. 
 
"Can we keep this as evidence? I will make a copy available for you, if you want." I waved 
the letter at both men. 
 
"Yes. We have a copy and another original signed by both parties. The husband and wife. 
Notice the date. It was some twenty years ago, so one could assume that both were of sane 
mind and fully aware of what they were asking of one another and of themselves..." 
Kirkpatrick added. "Barry's wife, Maureen, developed Breast Cancer, then Stomach Cancer 
and it was only months before it was detected in just about every organ of her body. The 
pain became excruciating and she was on a ‘Morphine by Demand’ drip. Had been for some 
four weeks prior to her death. This process would, in the days that followed, if it was 
allowed to continue, become a situation where she was placed in a comatose state such was 
the need for her to have higher and higher painkilling doses. Eventually the situation would 
result where she was being kept alive by a bank of life support machines around her. She, 
just a shape in a hospital bed. A husk that resembled in a small way, a human body. At some 
stage, there would have to be a decision made on turning off the machines to allow her to 
drift away... that was her existence and eventual death... death by turning off a machine that 
was keeping this husk alive... what for, one may ask? She is in a completely comatose 
situation with no hope of a recuperative miracle." 
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Kirkpatrick then stated that the prognosis was six to twenty days. 
 
Barry Devlin claimed that he had overdosed his wife with a needle full of Morphine. 
 
"Where did you obtained the needle?" Mar asked quietly. 
 
He looked blankly at Marge. He had no intention of answering any question that may 
implicate or involve any other person in a criminal act. 
 
"I will not reply, young lady, no matter how you formulate the question. Understand? If I 
answer that truthfully, it will involve another person in an illegal act." 
 
I nodded my head. The Solicitor had been successful in his tutoring of the old man. 
 
He had already written out a Statement of Events dutifully signed and countersigned by his 
Solicitor. 
 
"Are you going to charge me, Detective? Put me in a cell?" 
 
"That's not how these types of investigations unroll. I don't think that will be necessary, Mr. 
Devlin. I think we can free you on your own volition, with Mr. Kirkpatrick being 
responsible. Before any formal charges are laid, we will need to investigate the matter and 
gather evidence that would be of use in a Court of Law. Your written admission needs to be 
validated with other evidence that clearly indicates your culpability. Umm.... was your wife 
buried?" 
 
"Yes..." 
 
"Then I think, unfortunately, that we may have to exhume her body..." 
 
"I doubt that she would object..." 
 
"We will need to obtain the required approvals to allow that to occur. Could you sign a 
release on that matter?" Mar asked. "Children?" She asked as a rider. 
 
"Yes... two... six grand-kids. I think that my son and daughter may object to their mother 
being exhumed... especially my son who has... shall we say... found it necessary to embrace 
religion to… huh… an embarrassing degree... his wife's family is very devout..." 
 
"That maybe an impediment, yes?" 
 
He nodded his head. Looked at his Solicitor. 
 
"As she is my wife, don’t I have final and absolute rights on whether she can be exhumed?" 
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"Um… it depends, unfortunately, how your son may react. If he objects to such an action, 
then it may have to proceed to Court for a final ruling." 
 
The old man shook his head in frustration. Mumbling expletives under his breath. Words 
like damn, b.s and bloody hell! Expletives that would hardly cause Marge to blush in 
embarrassment. 
 
The way that he said it gave me a feeling of foreboding that this case too, could be a Media 
dominated event! 
 
"Are they aware...your children? Of your actions?" 
 
"No. I guess that it is about time that I informed them... get them together to have a word 
with them of the sad state of affairs... that will be most interesting. My daughter is an Award 
Winning Investigative Reporter with the ABC." 
 
I'm sure that I let out an audible groan and sat back in the hard chair. 
 
"Mister Devlin, can I perhaps suggest that you delay advising your children of your alleged 
act. At least until we have the necessary paperwork in hand for the exhumation..." 
 
"…and sufficient proof of your actions for a charge to be laid against you?" Mar added. 
“That will mean that exhumation would be a part of the investigation.” 
 
We both looked at the Solicitor, hoping that he would take up the cause. 
 
"Arr... yes... Barry? I think that is an excellent avenue for you to undertake. Perhaps the 
Detectives could inform me when all is in place... say a couple of days after the post mortem 
results are tabled... then it maybe a pertinent time to inform your children of your actions, 
eh?" 
 
The old man slowly nodded his head. 
 
I had no idea whether he took the matter on board, understood the ramifications or why we 
suggested this softly, softly approach. 
 
He seemed to go in and out of a sense of comprehension, as though his attention span was 
that of a five-year-old. 
 
I was perhaps just buying a little time. I felt that his children would learn quickly of the 
events unfolding as a visit to the grave-site would force questions to be asked, no doubt. 
 
I flipped the “Letter of Understanding” across the table. 
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"Did your Family Solicitor help in the formation of this Agreement? If he did, then he may 
very well have broken the Law.... and this letter also shows prior intent to commit a Capital 
Crime. Do you understand that, Mister Devlin?" 
 
"The Family Solicitor died several years ago. He retired well before that. We kept all our 
paperwork with the Solicitors' Firm. No need to go a-hunting for a new Solicitor, now is 
there? This gentleman was recommended by the Firm. They apparently don’t handle 
criminal matters..." 
 
I found that hard to believe. I thought perhaps the Firm may have wanted to wash their 
hands of the matter because of the legal ramifications on the Firm for originally 
countenancing the agreement. I said as much. It seemed to fall on deaf ears. Devlin had 
withdrawn into himself. Again. 
 
We were scheduled to fly out first thing the next morning to a 'body dump' site on the mid-
North Coast. 
 
In our absence, I arranged the necessary paperwork to apply for another Court Order 
pertaining to the death of one Maureen Elizabeth Devlin. For all her records held at the 
Hospital and her Doctor's Surgery. 
 
It would be a very busy time in the coming weeks! 
 
 
 
CHAPTER FIFTEEN 
 
 
The Devlin Mercy Killing as it was now labelled, and the Kinsley Bashing Death, both had 
to be put on hold, as two cadavers were discovered in suitcases off the side of the old 
Pacific Highway up on the mid-North Coast. 
 
The stretch of the Highway was one of the worst for fatalities, which made you wonder why 
it was one of the last sections to fall under the joint Commonwealth/State financed up-grade 
proposals. 
 
The fifty-kilometre length did not involve any township by-pass proposals or major 
engineering structures such as bridges to span deep gorges or river crossings. A half dozen 
creek crossings and a Fauna viaduct or two were the only engineering feats to be 
considered. In fact, for its entire length, the proposed upgrade passed through State forest 
areas with minimal privately owned land having to be reclaimed. 
 
The heavy land-clearing machinery were about halfway through the tree and scrub clearing 
operations. Devastating a strip of forest in a slash operation that would be for-ever scarred. 
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The old highway left to shadow the dual carriageway for its entire fifty-kilometre length. 
 
A small bush track off the old highway heading towards the new works proper, disclosed its 
grisly secret. 
 
The track was used mainly as a Forestry and Fire trail into the hinterland before the bush 
clearing was commenced for the route of the twin carriageway. 
 
One of two suitcases half buried and covered with years of bush litter were opened by a 
curious worker before he stepped up onto his massive Grubber. A machine that literally 
wrenched the stump and root ball of any tree size out of the ground. If his curiosity had not 
made the man open one of the suitcases, then it was possible that all evidence of the find 
would have been buried for all eternity under the earthworks of the road project. 
 
An important section of the Works was halted until Forensics Personnel had completed their 
work. A time-line of weeks would possibly be involved which made the Project Overseer 
and every-one down from him involved in the road building project, pull their collective 
hair out. 
 
Each suitcase contained a body. Badly decomposed. Possibly of a child between the ages of 
eleven to sixteen. 
 
No visible signs on the cause of death. 
 
Such was the projected delay caused by this find that the Project Managers were seriously 
considering a diversion route around the now taped off crime scene. Putting a kink into a 
gently curving section of duel carriageway to detour the area. The additional costs being 
carried by both the State and Commonwealth Governments as joint partners of the works. 
 
Marge and I flew into the closest Regional Airport the following morning. The local LAC 
Sergeant met us at the Arrival Gate and whisked us down the highway to the Crime Scene 
as though his bladder was on fire. 
 
Lights flashing. Siren blaring. 
 
The one saving grace to this urgency was that a spare car would be made available for us 
later that morning. 
 
A local Unmarked, thank God! 
 
We were advised of reasonable accommodation further south down the highway by some 
ten kilometres, in a small Hamlet that would be completely by-passed by the new section of 
road. The Motel especially had a use-by date of about fourteen months. The time that the 
section of Motorway was expected to be completed, if only we could clear the area quickly! 
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A twin room had been arranged. 
 
Single beds. 
 
Accommodation was at a premium due to the roadworks with road gangs being put up 
where-ever accommodation was available along the entire strip of the works and north and 
south besides. 
 
"We've been waiting for you Joe... did you get the slow plane up here?" 
 
"Pity you weren't with us for the road trip from the Airport to here, Caramine. It was 
nightmarish, wasn't it, Mar?" 
 
"You're a bloody sook. Joe Lind. A bloody wooze! An exciting time was had by all. What 
have you got for us, Carmie?" 
 
"Two large suitcases. A blessing that they were top of the range and made from a composite 
fibre-glass polymer that does not deteriorate when left for several years out in the open... 
and are so well sealed that not one trace of insect activity is noticeable. Two cadavers... one 
in each case... all but skeletal remains with everything else sloshing about in the bottom.... 
not exactly, as most of the stuff had solidified. One male. One female. Age at this stage 
between eleven to around fourteen, perhaps fifteen years of age. Cause of Death unknown at 
this stage. A rough guess would be that the suitcases were left here not long after the 
homicides took place which would be in the vicinity of seven to ten years ago. That is based 
on the condition of the remains, surrounding leaf litter and composting material and is open 
at this stage to a more detailed examination. I would like the entire block of ground lifted as 
a solid section and transported back down to Sydney... that in itself will cause damage 
during the transportation stage with materials tamping down or crumbling off. We'll 
continue here for as long as it takes so that we can be more realistic with time frames. That's 
something that these Heavy Construction guys are not keen on, as we are holding up one 
complete section of the works. Can't be helped, can it? You book in to the Motel down the 
highway?" 
 
"Suppose so. The Riverview." 
 
"That's the one. A good bloody meal for Dinner that I am still getting over... and the 
breakfast was just as good. Why are you tarrying, Joe? Why are you staying over-night? 
There's bugger all for you to see. To cogitate over... to give you more grey hairs?" A smile 
her by-line. 
 
She straightened up and leant into me as she said this. Not wanting her fellow Forensic team 
to overhear the question. We had had previous form together. An itch to be scratched. A 
frustration to be worked out of the system. An easy-going arrangement that had no strings 
attached. 
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"Heard that you would be Lead Forensic Pathologist. Thought there may be a chance that 
we could catch up..." I smiled my seductive smile. Wiggled my eye-brows. A party trick 
that worked a treat when I was a teenager. It had lost its appeal once I turned twenty-one! 
 
I should put it away. 
 
"Joe. Joe. You are one bloody dreamer. Not a chance in hell, Loverboy. You’re not keeping 
up with the latest Office gossip. I've found a sleeping partner. We've been an item together 
for... oh... some time now. Surely, it’s reached your Office rumour machine by now? Not a 
chance for you to-night, lover-boy! You may as well get the early evening flight back home, 
mightn’t you as well?" 
 
This said with a grin a mile wide on her face. 
 
I went to have a word with Marge on getting a flight out this evening. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER SIXTEEN 
 
 
"We're a bit like the proverbial fish out of water here, Mar. What do you reckon, see if we 
can hook a flight out of here this afternoon or early to-night?" 
 
"You get a knock-back, Lover boy? That's the consensus on the ground..." 
 
She wiggled her eye-brows and couldn't hide the smug smirk on her face. She should give 
the trick away too. It didn’t impress me. I must look in the mirror to check my attempt out, I 
thought. 
 
I ignored her stir. 
 
"I'll give Hendo a ring in the Office and see if he can change our flight to later to-day. 
There's bugger all that we can do except wait for the final Forensics Report.... that is top-
notch luggage, but it's still a popular seller so it would be useless trying to track down the 
Owner that way... forensics! That's all we'll have to go on. And we may not get a whiff of 
information on that front for a couple of weeks... at least!" 
 
"Missing Persons... two youngsters go missing around the same time... presumably... but yet 
to be confirmed, probably, possibly brother and sister... that should keep us busy... 
especially when you consider the time-line involved. Seven to ten years. That'll give us 
Office time for a while, I reckon..." 
 
"Mmm... Bloody hell! Between the ages of eleven to fifteen years of age. There would be 
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thousands in that category Australia wide… back between seven to ten years ago. What a 
bloody boring job sifting through the Missing Persons files. Bugger!" 
 
Marge shook her head as she walked some way down the bush track to make her call. We 
only had a mobile signal towards the mouth of the track where it met the old Highway. 
 
After several minutes, she walked back to me. 
 
"No good Joe. Every flight out later to-day is booked solid. We can chance a cancellation 
and hang around the Departure Lounge on the off-chance that we can snag a couple... not 
worth the hassle. Let's stay overnight and leave the arrangements as they are. The flight out 
to-morrow morning at eight-twenty will be a leisurely trip back to the City via a couple of 
stops around the New England area. At least we know that there's a bloody good meal to be 
had to-night at the Motel if everyone is right on the button." 
 
I nodded my head, suggesting the time not be wasted. A trip into Town and a canvass of 
local Travel Luggage Shops could turn something up…if we were lucky that is. 
 
That proved to be fruitless, though a walk-through Coffs and the neighbouring Coffs 
Harbour Plaza was not boring. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER SEVENTEEN 
 
 
Two days later we were still getting over the 'Bush' meal and the late night that followed. 
Every-one was in fine form with even me singing my lungs out at the impromptu, drunken 
Karaoke performance later that night. 
 
I again won the 'donkey' prize as the most out of tune and toneless voice of the night! 
 
I will blame the amount of alcohol that I drank for that condition, though everyone else 
would say that it was something in my genetic make-up that made me sound like a wounded 
Buffalo every time that I tried to sing! 
 
My reputation in that regard would follow me to my grave... though I will continue to 
practise daily in the shower hoping that one day it will improve! 
 
Hope springs eternal that one day I will be able to mimic the lyrical tones of Elvis Presley or 
some Crooner of a by-gone era. That is my secret desire. 
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN 
 
 
Getting in to see a Doctor Springfield who allegedly was Diane Kinsley G.P. was a similar 
lost cause as any improvement in my singing prowess promised. 
 
We were requested to make an appointment with Kinsley's Doctor, something that got up 
my nose. We had a Court Order for God's sake, which meant that we could, if we so desired, 
barge heavy-footed into the Surgery Address and forcibly take all relevant documents 
required. 
 
Instead, we went softly, softly as 'Procedures and Policy' now dictated! 
 
We spent almost an hour and a half at Doctor Springfield's Surgery, not that far from the 
Kinsley and Sunderland home address, patiently awaiting a time that the Doctor deemed a 
'good time' to slot us in between his appointed Patients! 
 
We sat and watched the Surgery slowly empty of Patients. I was beginning to seethe. It was 
close on knock off time before we were given that appearance with the Court and its King! 
 
That lasted no more than five minutes! 
 
Doctor Springfield was not thrilled that we would suddenly appear at his Surgery requesting 
a detailed Medical Report on one of his Patients. Regardless of the Court Order that we 
handed to him. He dithered about, peering intently at his Computer Screen informing us that 
he could see no reason why the entire Patient's history should be made public. As though we 
would hand it to a Media representative who may have been loitering about outside the 
Surgery at that time! 
 
He instead, would peruse the file, which was remarkably detailed and exact, and pull all 
pertinent material that maybe of relevance to our investigation from its contents. 
 
This was not agreeable to us and I felt that he was being cagey due to his apprehensiveness 
on being somehow liable for not having reported any of the incidents of abuse of his Patient 
to the relevant Authorities. 
 
He then stated that before he handed over any material to us, he would need to seek Legal 
Advice. We concurred, saying that was his right, though we would not be leaving his 
Rooms while he did as much. His total lack of cooperation only helped to itch my nose and 
after a forced discussion over the phone with his Legal Counsel, he printed off the entire 
history, handing it to us ill-naturedly. 
 
We walked slowly back to our Unmarked feeling a little guilty. 
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We were now privy to every little complaint and malady that the woman had experienced 
throughout her married life. 
 
I really couldn't blame her Doctor for being so defensive and protective. 
 
We sat in the car with the windows open. 
 
"What did Coppers of old do in a similar situation knowing the reputation of the 
indecipherable Doctors' scrawl in the old days. Thank God for Computers to solve that 
problem..." Mar offered as she flipped through the thick file perched on her lap. 
 
"It would appear that Kinsley would make regular visits to her Doc. About every four to six 
weeks roughly... mostly with contusions, skin abrasions, cut lip or black eye... going back to 
around the time that the next-door neighbour said that they had moved into the address not 
long after they married... she put up with it for all that time.... poor girl!" 
 
"Silly girl...." I countered. " 
 
The writing was on the wall. One of them was bound to be killed to my way of thinking... it 
was only going to escalate." 
 
"Mmm... I guess... I know it’s hard to comprehend... a well-educated woman who had a 
very successful career before she married the bastard, putting up with everything that was 
dished out to her... and the physical abuse would be only a small part of the over-all 
situation... I guarantee that the bastard was an expert in the mental and emotional abuse 
department as well... and I'd lay a bet on him also controlling the purse strings like a bloody 
Midas..." 
 
"That's the thing that I cannot understand... and don't say that the woman stayed and 
accepted the situation because she was in love with the man... it's... it's... almost as if she 
accepted the situation over life itself! That just doesn't compute to me." 
"We see it all the time, Joe. C'mon! Domestic Violence homicides make up 80% of our 
workload... or we hear about it from the other teams on a daily basis. At least one woman a 
week Australia-wide dies at the hands of her husband, de facto, former or current boyfriend. 
That’s frightening statistics!... and yeah... I can't give you a reasonable explanation as to 
why they put up with it, that would satisfy every scenario. What-ever...." She shrugged her 
shoulders as she handed me the thick Medical History file. "Let's head towards the Hospital. 
We'll need several days to scan through this and the Hospital Records on Kinsley." 
 
Parking was at a premium at the Hospital. Even the Emergency Vehicle Bay was full and 
we were forced to park our Unmarked in the multi-storey Parking area. On the second top 
level, out of almost two dozen levels! 
 
We strolled directly into the Administration Section of the Hospital. 
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We were becoming regular visitors. 
 
We were immediately shown through to Shantley's Office suite. 
 
"I took the liberty of gathering Diane Kinsley's medical history knowing that you would 
return in the very near future. With that Court Order. It makes for sad reading... you asked a 
question of me the other day, Detective. It would appear that Kinsley was most vocal in 
wanting her... um... situation to remain out of the hands of the Police... being high profile 
persons. You understand... she did not want the spotlight to fall on her predicament... with 
any of the Media getting a whiff of the situation, as she put it.... we have had similar 
experiences with several well-known entertainment personalities. They dread the bad press, 
so it would seem. We have to respect their right as private patients." 
 
He looked from Mar to I. A sheepish look on his face as though he knew that he was on 
shaky ground. 
 
Shantley was trying to be helpful knowing that the Hospital had not followed the correct 
procedures regardless of what the Patient had requested. 
 
I didn't understand at all, but it would appear that the patient's wishes were more important 
to the Hospital than her ongoing health and safety! 
 
I said as much. 
 
The Hospital Chief Administrator gave me a stony look before looking away somewhat 
embarrassed. 
 
The Records indicated that Kinsley had been admitted to Emergency on five separate 
occasions over the preceding years, twice by Ambulance with each incident becoming more 
and more severe. There was ample evidence of other injuries to her body that were not 
attended to by the Hospital but had been delivered at an earlier time. 
Doctors' notes hinted at this. 
 
I actually felt sorry for the woman! 
 
"Um... Mr. Shantley.... we also have a Court Order here to seize all records of one, Missus 
Maureen Elizabeth Devlin. DOB Two March, Nineteen Forty-Five. She was in the 
Oncology Ward for approximately four and a half weeks commencing from the beginning 
of last July. She was pronounced dead from multiple organ failure due to cancerous growths 
invading most of her body on Third of September last..." 
 
As I was explaining the Court Order details, Shantley had bought up the Patient's details on 
his screen. 
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"May I ask your reason for requesting these records?" 
 
"We are lead to believe that Missus Devlin may have suffered a premature death at the 
hands of her husband... as an Assisted Suicide case. That is against the current Laws of this 
State... and Commonwealth." 
 
Shantley rubbed his chin as he gave me another stony look. 
 
"We also require the names of all persons present at the time of the death, the signatory on 
the Death Certificate and the names of the medical staff who were on the Emergency 
Response Team at the time who may have also been summoned and present in the room. 
Additionally, if the images are still available, any Ward and Security video that may show 
the corridor, the Ward entrance door, the Room entrance door and the relevant Room 
video... within a two-hour window before and after the Patient was pronounced dead." 
 
The Hospital Chief Administrator leaned back in his executive leather chair and placed his 
hands on his head. Closed his eyes. 
 
There was silence for some moments. 
 
It was Mar who broke the silence. 
 
"Understand, Mister Shantley, we are lead to believe that the husband of the deceased 
administered a lethal dose of Morphine. They both had written out, some twenty years ago, 
a... what they called “Letters of Understanding,” that clearly indicated that both were 
agreeable to assisting one another in premature deaths if the situation arose where they were 
experiencing intolerable pain and/or a lingering existence that would lead to eventual death. 
I can sympathise with the attitude of the Hospital and the Medical fraternity in general on 
this subject, but as we were made aware of the situation by the Husband confessing to the 
act, we are obliged to investigate, as it is an Offence under the Laws as they now stand... I'm 
sorry. We will need to interview every person that we have mentioned in relation to the 
suspected act.... at some stage over the coming days... perhaps you could organise that to 
suit your staff... preferably on the same day." 
 
She handed the Court Order over to the Chief Administrator who wished desperately for its 
disappearance. Looking down his nose at it as though it was a slight stain that was spoiling 
the superb grain work of his desk. 
 
He eventually straightened up and peered at his Laptop screen. 
 
"That's some four weeks ago... I can confidently state that there would be no Ward or Room 
video available, although Security Video of the area would still be possible to obtain. 
They're kept for three months... whether there is Video positions within those areas that you 
seek, I have no idea." 
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He swung around and murmured a string of instructions into his Intercom. 
 
"Um... Bill Yates is our Head of Security. He won't be a moment. In regards to your other 
needs, I will need to speak with the Head of Oncology, the residing Ward Doctor at the time 
and get onto Staff Records for those pertinent names that you require. That should take 
around an hour. Possibly a little more. Do you wish to stay until we can ferret that 
information out?" 
 
We both nodded our heads as the door opened and another figure entered whom I vaguely 
recognised. 
 
Another former Cop from my old days in Vice and Narcotics. 
 
Willy Yates had been one of the 'good guys' who could not handle the life of a Narcs 
Officer with its cut and thrust and sailing too close to the wind scenarios. He had thought of 
transferring to another area but when his marriage began to suffer for various reasons, not 
the least the ad hoc hours of work for any Cop position, he resigned to take up a cushy, 
eight to six In-House, Head of Security position with a large Retail conglomerate. I had had 
a few beers with him to catch up some years back... while I was still in Narcotics. To view 
some video of suspected drug transfers taking place in the Women's Change Cubicles of one 
of the large inner City Stores that he was Head of Security for. At that time, he was being 
'head-hunted' for the Head-of-Security position at the Hospital which, he confided in me at 
the time, he was going to accept. Better hours. Better pay. Better Superannuation and 
conditions. With less hassles to boot! 
 
"Joe....you owe me a beer, if my memory serves. How ya going, old mate. Life looks as 
though its treating you a little rough..." 
 
He peered at the bite out of my ear lobe and the groove across the side of my scalp where no 
hair would ever grow again. Where a bullet or shrapnel had gouged its path. Too close for 
comfort. 
 
I felt the ear lobe. A self-conscious thing that I did almost as second nature as a reflex 
gesture. There was very little sensation in rubbing that part of the ear. It was deadened. 
 
"Yeah, mate. You know me... I love the heat!" 
 
We both chuckled at that comment. 
 
He, because he thought I was for-ever pushing my luck. 
 
Me, because I knew that he had laughed at me; not with me and secondly, because there was 
a certain amount of truth in the throw-away line! 
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CHAPTER NINETEEN 
 
 
Marge and I followed Will Yates as we weaved our way to the Oncology Wards. 
 
We were looking at the main corridor into Ward 10 with Room C opposite the Nurses 
Station. There was a Security Camera positioned at the far end of the Ward Corridor 
pointing back towards the double entry doors into the Ward. Another was position in the 
outside Corridor near the Lift Lobby pointing along that long corridor past the entry 
doorway into Oncology Department Ward 10. 
 
They were the two that would give clear images of all those entering the Private Room 
where Maureen Devlin had breathed her last and the Main Ward Entry double doors from 
the outside. The Emergency Response Team with their Equipment Trolley would have 
come from outside the Ward location and thus would have been clearly filmed. 
 
Willy Yates spoke into his Two-way, requesting a copy be made available as a matter of 
urgency of all relevant footage from Cameras 8 stroke 10 stroke 4 and 8 stroke A stroke 6 
locations. Of the period Oh eleven hundred hours to fourteen thirty hours of Three 
September last. 
 
We walked to the Security hub of the Hospital via the Ground Floor Cafe. 
 
A quick cup of coffee to allow his staff to isolate and copy the relevant video. They would 
need a good thirty minutes to carry out the task requested of them. 
 
During that time, we caught up on the normal gossip that a former Cop wants to know 
about. Usually certain persons who still maybe within the Force. As the names spilled forth, 
we were both surprised at the attrition rate especially of Narcs and Vice guys. 
 
It seemed an ingrain thing amongst all former Cops. They had gladly left the system behind 
for various reasons... the most common was stress and hours of duty.... but at every 
opportunity they wanted to re-live the moments of danger. Reminisce about those very 
episodes that drove them from the Force. 
 
Go figure. 
 
Both Mar and I were impressed with the large Security Cell Office complex with its several 
offices, Conference Room and its hub, the room with myriad multi-screens that filled an 
entire wall. Various positions, but mainly of Public Areas where cameras were constantly 
being streamed and recorded. It would appear that no expense had been spared in its set-up. 
 
We both said as much to Yates. We were impressed. 
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He seemed to puff his chest out and accept the kudos with good humour. 
 
"It wasn't easy, I can assure you!" He replied. A laugh in his voice. 
 
We walked towards the wall of screens, noting that the majority were focused on Public 
Areas with an over-view situation of the individual Wards. The quality of the cameras 
meant though, that the zoom action would not facilitate a loss of definition or pixilation to 
occur until the shot was extremely 'tight'. 
 
"We keep the images of the Public areas for four months. Accident and Emergency, public 
corridors and the multi-story car parking areas is included in that routine. Graffiti has all but 
been eradicated within the Hospital grounds. We can get a Security team anywhere within 
the Hospital and Grounds within sixty seconds. We've timed the response on a regular basis 
as practise runs. The guys on the ground never know when we are going to pull a practise 
run... and they're never too sure whether it is a practise run or fair dinkum. Graffiti was once 
a huge problem. If there is an obvious scuffle, an incident of any type, a fall in any of the 
Public Areas, those images are kept for an automatic twelve months... you'd be surprised at 
the number of complaints that are terminated or withdrawn once video of the supposed 
incidence is made available... there are a few members of the Public who think Hospital 
Grounds are fair game... and we often cross-reference a supposed victim's name to records 
held by Shopping Malls and precincts. Councils. Government Departments and Banks. 
You'd be surprised at the serial habits of some people... faking a fall to obtain Insurance 
payouts as a fraudulent scam. The high degree of scuffles that also have occurred in the 
Emergency Department in the past have also halved. Repeat offenders are not enjoying the 
constant time in Court on drunk and affray charges… money is tight for them." 
 
Yates' 2IC spun her chair around to face us. A cherubic face. A ready smile. A button nose. 
Hair pulled back tightly in a bun. She stood to shake our hands as introductions were made 
all round. Two others also joined the mass of arms going everywhere. 
 
"Um... we've split screened the two camera images and aligned them in terms of time-scales 
for ease of viewing. The date and time is evident on both images. We can identify most of 
the persons... the Hospital Staff that is... that appear on the split screen... there are several 
that are taking a bit of time... we are placing the images so that they can be compared with 
the Data Base of the Personnel Security Clearance Cards using Photo Recognition 
computations. Every person who is employed here, either under a direct employment 
contract, a subcontract, a Hiring Service Provider or as a Visiting Doctor as a lot of the 
Surgical and Clinical Practitioners are, they must all wear an ID Card when-ever coming 
into the hospital. Or on the Grounds. They're colour coded to distinguish the various 
employment and clinical branches that they each belong to and of course, each has a photo 
ID imprint. The list will come up automatically with a still shot of the Security Clearance 
Card details as each individual appears in the video." 
 
"Christ! That's a brilliant piece of software..." I commented enthusiastically. 
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"Yes... all I might add, achieved by my staff here. We are looking to install the system 
Australia-wide under licence in all Public Hospitals... and selling the software to all those 
interested... we have made quite a bit of money for the Hospital actually." Yates enthused 
proudly. "It is unfortunate that such avenues have to be adopted, but it is a sign of the times 
I'm afraid, with establishments like ours, under serious threat..." 
 
"That's Mr. Devlin... he's just come out of his wife's room I presume... after the ERT 
personnel and cart entered... it would have been quite a squeeze with them all there... that's 
the list of names? Yes? Of all those persons who have appeared on the screens? They all 
had a need to be there?" I asked as I turned to Willy Yates. 
 
"I can't comment on that fact, Joe. Possibly the only person who could give you an 
assurance in that regard maybe the Ward Doctor. Doctor Havitari... that's him there now. 
One hell of a job working in a Ward like that where there is no chance of smiles all round 
when the Patient recuperates and is allowed to go home... wheeled out the front door of the 
Hospital to a waiting car... that never happens in that Department, I'm afraid. The end game 
is usual a wheeled journey down to the morgue and the Fridge... their body so badly riddled 
that there isn't even a chance for donor organs to be taken... sad, isn't it? How some of us 
end up?" 
 
"We've come a long way yet it seems that we have merely made that first step out of the 
primordial swamp." One of the Security Officers muttered. 
 
A most profound statement to my way of thinking, though it was met with mutterings of 
dissent, not accolades. 
 
Both Mar and I nodded our heads. There was nothing to be said. What could one say in such 
a situation? 
 
You could tell the cynics in the group. 
 
"Is your Chief aware of this program?" Mar broke the momentary silence. 
 
"Shantley? Yes. If it involves any sort of financial outlay, he is aware of it. If it involves a 
net profit for his Hospital, he's all over it. He even managed to obtain a special Citation 
signed by the then Minister of Health giving special thanks to my team for inventing the 
Program...it takes pride of place on a wall in the Conference Room along the Hallway near 
my Office." 
 
Will Yates gave a cut-off chuckle as though he felt embarrassed by all the fuss. The 
recognition afforded him. 
 
"It may be a good idea for us to mention it then, as he is more than likely having your 
Personnel and Records people working feverishly to supply the names of all those who were 
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on Duty at the time of the death when it was so much easier with this program of yours..." 
 
"That'd be right... no... let them go... but show him that list of names when you get back to 
his Office, eh? And let him know where you got it from and how, eh? He's one of those 
blokes who often forgets things if they're not right in front of his nose. Don't get me wrong, 
a brilliant Administrator, the best that I've worked under, but..." He let the thought go. 
 
Discretion being the better part of valour! 
 
 
 
CHAPTER TWENTY 
 
 
The man standing with Shantley would have given Omar Sharif a run for his money in 
winning female hearts. Doctor Santi Havitari was the Ward Doctor for three of the 
Oncology Wards. We shook hands. A wide, warm smile. A firm, warm handshake to go 
with it. Dark eyes that seemed to pull you in. A voice that still had that lyrical incantation 
quality. A low, soft timbre that would challenge any “voice over” candidate. 
 
"Maureen Devlin. You are enquiring about her death? A suspected premature death, 
Detectives? I will tell you now, Detectives, there is no such thing as a premature death in an 
Oncology Ward... I think perhaps your Mister Devlin is speaking in a manner..." He 
coughed to clear his throat than apologised for the offence. "…he wishes that he had of 
acted as per the agreement that he and his wife appeared to have with each other and now 
feels some sort of contrition, guilt even for perhaps not having acted as they had agreed 
upon those many years ago..." 
 
"So, you remember the Devlins, Doctor?" I asked. "And you were privy to the agreement 
that both he and his wife had?" 
 
"I required my memory to be jogged by the reading of her medical file. But yes, I now 
remember her. A sad case amongst many, Detectives. We say that she had a certain number 
of weeks, perhaps months to live... but we are never too sure. It could have been but days. 
Hours even. Some seem to linger while others succumb rather rapidly with half the 
cancerous tissue evident... it often is the mind that ensures the end date is nigh or not. I've 
known of Patients whom we've told would not see out Christmas in two-months’ time, only 
to have them live for another eighteen months. We do not have all the answers, Detectives, 
though it seems that you wish us to..." 
 
I ignored the offered slight. 
 
"It strikes me as rather... um... incongruous that the ERT was summoned. They are the 
emergency resuscitation experts, are they not? Keeping in mind Maureen Devlin's 
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diagnosis, prognosis and her condition at the time, why would that be the case?" Mar asked 
pointedly. 
 
The Doctor nodded his head. 
 
"Yes. They are. It is rather rare in an Oncology Ward that they be summoned. Extremely 
rare indeed. I cannot begin to understand why they were summoned. Perhaps a Nurse... or 
Sister... just pressed the 'panic button' out of habit. A reflex action perhaps... I am uncertain 
as to the reason they were called." 
 
"So, you are unaware of who it might have been? Who may have pressed the 'panic button' 
at that time?" 
 
"That was never followed up, as far as I know.... why would it be investigated? As far as the 
ERT are concerned, it would have been good practise." 
 
"Did the Team make any movement towards resuscitation, or make an assessment on likely 
cause of death?" 
 
"No, Detective. On both counts. There is no point at resuscitative actions and one has just to 
look at the Patient's chart to realise the most likely cause of death..." 
 
"So, the Doctor signing the Death Certificate would also draw his conclusion from what the 
chart information detailed?" 
 
The Doctor again nodded his head. 
 
"You must realise, Detectives, the Oncology Wards, the six of them, average one point five 
deaths per day... per day, Detectives, for the entire Department over a twelve-month span. 
To not take notice of the information in front of you and request an autopsy of each death 
would involve a huge undertaking and clog the system entirely. There is not enough 
Pathologists in practise to take care of such a task... and the costs for no real gain would be 
astronomical!" Shantley butted in, his voice rising as his anger mounted. 
 
I nodded my head, giving the impression that I was digesting this information with some 
degree of thought. 
 
The bottom line to me appeared to be one of cost, though that assumption could be slightly 
warped as I was getting a decidedly acrid distaste for the Chief Administrator of the 
Hospital. That maybe a little unfair as his daily role would involve the bottom line in nearly 
every decision that he made. 
 
"Umm... it would appear that the majority of the Staff on duty that day are on duty this 
afternoon. We would like to interview as many as possible. Is there somewhere on the Ward 
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where we can carry out discussions with those staff members in relative privacy? Um... your 
superb Security System was able to correlate a list of all those present at the time of the 
incident in the videos that we viewed… by photographic recognition techniques and 
comparing the faces of all those present by an examination of all the photo ID cards. A 
fantastic system, if I must say so... and the computer analysis was also able to ascertain that 
those persons were on duty as of this moment. Your System would be the envy of many, I 
can assure you, Sir." 
 
Both men looked at one another. Perhaps for differing reasons. 
 
They had thought that their combined defence would have been sufficient to ward off any 
further enquiries on our part. They seemed to wallow somewhat in their indecisiveness. 
Eventually Doctor Santi Havitari indicated that there was a Doctor's Station which was a 
small Office in each Ward. Additionally, in each Oncology Ward, there were at least two 
private rooms where family, relatives and friends could gather to comfort one another 
during their long ordeal of waiting for their loved one to die. It had at times been also used 
as overflow for patients' beds. If one of those rooms was available, then that would be more 
suitable, in his opinion. 
 
The Doctor wished to be present during any conversations with his staff. 
 
A good man all round, I thought to myself. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE 
 
 
We interviewed nearly everyone listed who had been inside that room only a couple of 
months ago, except two Nursing Sisters who were Club members. One, both Mar and I 
noticed, was Sister Stanton. 
 
Her absence didn't seem to affect the overall conclusions reached. 
 
The majority of those questioned had to be prompted to remember the death of Maureen 
Devlin. 
 
That fact only mentioned to highlight that death was all too frequent for these young 
woman, where one death fused into others. The number lost; forgotten; a tranquillising 
influence on each and every one of them so that they were able to live with the common 
event. 
 
It was only when each of those interviewed were reminded of the summons of the 
Emergency Resuscitation Team were they able to place the incident in question. 
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This only highlighted the rarity of such an action. 
 
Not one of those present could recall who had actually summoned the team, with several of 
the nurses even guessing that it could very well have been their actions though they were 
unsure of this. 
 
I theorised that perhaps the ERT had been summoned to confuse the issue and fill the Ward 
Room with people who would, one would think, be tripping over one another or standing 
shoulder to shoulder around the bed of the patient. The usual response to this was a blank 
expression. A shrug of the shoulders. There didn't appear to be any gesture of recognition or 
concern that the comment was even close to the truth. 
 
No-one could remember the existence of a needle or of it being in the hands of Mister 
Devlin. 
 
No-one was aware of its removal. And no-one could remember escorting the elderly 
gentleman from the room or even conversing with him. 
 
Due to the time lag, the needle disposal bin had long been emptied of its contents, especially 
any needle carcass that may have incriminating fingerprints discernible. 
 
All we had was the word of an old man who mourned the death of his wife of fifty years. 
An old man who showed all the signs of an addled mind. And as a qualification, we had the 
sentiments of the Ward Doctor who theorised that the admission may very well have been 
made out of a guilty conscience for not having fulfilled the agreement that both persons had 
made many years previously. 
 
Perhaps that theory would be put to rest with the post mortem of the exhumed body. 
 
We returned to the Office in time to sign off and spend close on forty-five minutes doing 
laps of the Sub-Basement pool. 
 
We walked into the Murder Squad Room amid hellos and g'days from the Afternoon/Night 
shift guys. We rarely caught up with them, unless it was an extra-ordinary combined Case 
or a meeting convened by the Minister of Police or some such dignitary who would not 
agree to separate meetings with us Day Shift guys, the large Night Squad and the Dog Shift 
boys. 
 
"One moment, Mar. We should give that Sister Stanton a call to let her know that we are 
investigating her claims." I looked up at her as I stretched across my desk to take the mobile 
from its base. 
 
"I hadn't realised that we were." 
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"Oh... a little fib, a stretch of the truth may calm her mind." 
 
"We're not in the Social Welfare sphere here, Joe." 
 
"In some ways, we are." I answered as I searched through my Case Note Book for the 
Sister's phone number. 
 
I picked up my Mobile and punched in her number. 
 
"Sister Stanton? Detective Lind from the Murder Squad. Yes, that's right. I see that the Bush 
Telegraph is working well at the hospital..."  
 
I listened for some moments. 
 
"Yes, that's right. The Doctor is being most co-operative. We... umm... are seeking to obtain 
the necessary paperwork for an exhumation. It is difficult, as we require definitive proof of 
a wrong-doing in order to get those approvals. We will continue with our efforts, mostly I 
might add, behind the scenes... it would be appreciated if you can keep this quiet, Sister. I'll 
keep you in the loop. Good afternoon to you, Sister." 
 
I hung up and looked up at Marge. She was shaking her head. 
 
"You can BS with the best when you're doing it to women, Joe, but you can't do the same 
with men. Now that is a quandary of some magnitude, to my way of thinking. Don't you 
find it rather troublesome... problematic?" 
 
My 'Poker Face', as everyone referred to it, was not an issue to me. I couldn't understand 
why it had become so baffling to so many in the Office. 
 
"C'mon Mar. Time to head for home." 
 
I felt that I had subdued a possible flashpoint. I was confident that it would not come back 
to bite me. 
 
I said as much. 
 
Mar didn't look so confident. 
 
 
CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO 
 
 
"Don't get settled, guys. We're due over at the DPP's Offices in an hour. OK?" 
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Mar and I had come into the Police Building early the following morning to do an extra 
hour in the pool. This, because we had left the normal sixty minutes of pounding the 
pavements either late at night or early each morning in abeyance. Both she and I were 
suffering from shin soreness, supposedly because of the continual pounding on hard 
pavement surfaces. The 'on call' Coach down in the Sub-Basement Gym had suggested that 
we curtail the practise for the moment and substitute swimming lanes for thirty minutes, as 
an alternative. 
 
We had walked into the Murder Squad Room at just on eight, still well before our usual 
rostered time-on for the day. I was surprised to see Abbey already working in his Office. If I 
wasn’t so paranoid, I would assume that he had some inner telegraph system that always 
allowed him to be in minutes before us, no matter what time of morning we began the 
working day! 
 
"What's up, Boss? What Case will we be discussing?" 
 
"The Kinsley Homicide. Make sure that you have your Case Note-books with you and bring 
the Murder Books also." 
 
"That's grown to five volumes, Boss." 
 
"That's two each for you and one for me, then." He quickly responded. 
 
A smile on his face as he gestured for us to get it together. 
 
"Time for coffee first, Boss?" 
 
"I'll shout you down at the Cafe on the way to the DPP's Office. It will give us a chance to 
discuss the case in question. Bring me up to speed with any developments over the last day 
or two which you may have not included in the Murder Book as yet." 
 
A subtle reminder that we were getting a little lax in that area. 
 
In a telephone conversation the preceding night, to check on the health of our suspect, it was 
revealed that she had been sent to Emergency Theatre the night before that. Fluid and blood 
on the brain had to be drained otherwise her demise would be imminent. She was now in an 
induced coma with part of her skull removed. 
 
The chances of interviewing her in the foreseeable future was reduced to zero. 
 
This Case would have been a 'shoe-in' for Jennifer Stevenson. 
 
She was still on Maternity Leave and we had discussed over our coffees who would be the 
likely Prosecutor. 
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We were surprised when the Chief Deputy Prosecutor, Jennifer Cartwright, accompanied by 
two Juniors, walked into the Conference Room. 
 
She nodded curtly at the three of us and introduced her two Juniors. 
 
Jedda O'Malley. A pert, tiny red-head with a swathe of freckles over the bridge of her nose, 
alert green eyes and a quick, easy smile. 
 
The other was Gordon Fulbright. I'd seen him around before. The young man walked with 
an easy swagger. Of supreme confidence that bespoke of him being a future Prime Minister. 
In his eyes, at least. Fulbright stood no more than five and half feet tall. A bundle of energy 
and enthusiasm. Thick glasses that magnified grey eyes that never seemed to stop moving. 
When he looked at you, you had the impression that he was scanning every line and skin 
blemish! 
 
"Right..." Jennifer commenced. "Time is precious, I'm afraid. We seem to have one of those 
cases that has us between a rock and a hard place. We'll be damned if we do and damned if 
we don't. I've rung the Hospital this morning to be informed that Diane Kinsley is in an 
induced coma with no indication of when she will next be with us again... that leaves us in a 
bit of a quandary. As you all would be aware, the Media is having a field day... continually 
being stoked by the former colleagues of the Victim... no... I am not about to label the late 
Simon Sunderland as the victim." 
 
She tightened her jaw at the thought. 
 
"The Deceased." Countered Jedda O'Malley. 
 
I liked the girl already, even though she was young enough to hang with my son! 
 
"Yes. The Deceased… his fellow Shock Jock friends and colleagues have rallied to the 
cause demanding that Justice not only be seen to be done, but is undertaken to the letter of 
the Law. This has polarised the community... we have the Women's Rights Movement, the 
Battered Wives' Brigade and Victims of Crime Movement in direct opposition to the loud 
cries of those Shock Jocks who have assembled a large following with a few surprising 
allies... even the Law Reform Association has put its two-bob’s worth in. A surprise person 
who has sided with the Defence of Kinsley is the first wife of the Deceased who has amply 
described her seven-year marriage to the crud. He was practising his art, shall we say, on 
her for a number of years." 
 
She looked at each of us as she rubbed her forehead and then finger-combed her hair as she 
stood before us. Her other hand on her hip. 
"This is going to be one messy case... that's why the Chief has me sitting in the hot seat and 
why I have selected these two as my sacrificial lambs..." 
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This bought smiles from the three DPP representatives. 
 
"We've got a handle on the Case but could you two, as the Investigative Officers, run 
through the process for us, please. From the beginning." 
 
She nodded her head for us to commence. 
 
Marge took up the narrative. 
 
I was only too glad to give her, her head! 
 
 
 
CHAPTER TWENTY-THREE 
 
 
"That's it?" 
 
We both nodded our heads. 
 
Cartwright looked down at a pad that was filled with scribble. Notes and memory jogs that 
she had scribbled as the narration was played out. Some, I would think, as she first was 
given the case to handle. 
 
She cleared her throat before she began talking quietly, again standing at the head of the 
table. She seemed to like to stand, saying that she could think easier on her feet. She again 
passed her hand over her forehead and finger-combed back her short bob style hair-cut. Her 
other hand on her hip as though she was standing before a Jury Panel. 
 
"The Law governing the Defence ability to raise the question of continual spousal abuse, 
either physical, sexual, psychological, emotional and even financial, as a reasonable legal 
argument for acquittal in New South Wales is perhaps on par with similar Laws in South 
Australia. You may recall several Cases in Victoria early in the new Century that raised the 
ire of some. There were several women who either won on appeal or at the time of trial, 
were acquitted, while at the same time, several similar Cases were overthrown or lost on 
appeal. We do not need to, at this stage, go into the reasons for the differences. Or the 
Judge's summary of the Cases. At that stage, the 'Battered Wife Syndrome' was a plausible 
and recognisable Defence tool in that State. Perhaps the most liberal of all the States in the 
Commonwealth. The State Government of Victoria of the day, in their absolute silliness, 
altered the Law to negate that Defence being a reasonable cause to acquit. Both Victoria and 
Queensland now have the toughest Laws against such a Defence argument. It truly is a 
man's world." 
 
This was said as more of an aside. Letting us know where she stood on the matter. 
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"Here, at least in this state, there is some leeway within the Law governing that Crime to 
allow its consideration. The NSW DPP must always seek to bring the guilty to answer for 
their crime... within reason. If... I repeat, if it is felt that a Case will not be successful... or a 
complete waste of time for the Court... or a complete waste of Taxpayers monies, then a 
decision to hold in abeyance any proceedings can be made by the DPP... as a stand-alone 
decision that would not affect any future decisions of a similar nature... in other words, each 
Case to be considered on its merits that would not create a precedence in Law." 
 
She looked around the table at each of us. 
 
"Unfortunately," She began again. "This case has polarised the State. The whole bloody 
country! The 'For and Against' are both most vocal in their support of their cause and 
beliefs... you would have seen a small band of Protesters out the front as you came into the 
Building. They've been there since Diane Kinsley became the Perpetrator... the aggressor... 
not the victim as those who are fully aware of her plight would prefer her to be known as... 
there-in lies the problem... the rock and the hard place. Our initial thoughts were to hold all 
actions in this case in abeyance... but... we now even have an uproar in Parliament at every 
Question Time as some Backbencher raises the subject. Parliament is in a right royal twist at 
the point of non-government... the Judicial system must remain divorced from the governing 
body... the Peoples' Parliament... it must remain impartial and above and beyond the 
opinions of the masses... this case is placing that very foundation of this democratic system 
at risk." 
 
"That's being a bit harsh, isn't it?" 
 
"No. No, it's not." Cartwright gave a wry smile. "You should see our large message board in 
regards to calls that have been taken. There is not a precedent that even comes close... don't 
you watch TV? Read newspapers?" 
 
"No, I don't. It seems that I have been missing out on all the hullabaloo." I commented. 
 
"Good for you!" Cartwright quickly replied. Sarcasm lacing her words. 
 
"The Case against Kinsley is being ably supported by just about every day-time Radio 
Announcer and Shock Jock on just about every Radio Station as it involved the reputation 
of one of their kind. Understand, these 'loud mouths' have enormous influence and a very 
large, one eyed audience where every utterance by these radio wave bores, is utterly 
believed. That is, by a large proportion of the listening public." 
 
"Their views on some subjects, amount to almost incitement of the masses to do illegal 
things... remember the Cronulla Riot? A show of arms and support for the White Australia 
Policy clearly camouflaged in words broadcast over the radio waves. These people have 
clout... and they know it!" O'Malley added. 
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Cartwright nodded her head, though I got the impression that she did not like being 
interrupted. 
 
"Um... you obtained Kinsley's medical reports from both the Hospital and her family 
Doctor. Were there any other Medical facilities that you visited?" The pert young thing with 
the greenest of eyes enquired.  
 
Again, Jennifer Cartwright bowed her head, not pleased with the interruption. 
 
"No. What for?" I replied defensively. 
 
"Good point, JO." Cartwright mumbled. She seemed to enjoy my defensive tone. 
 
It took me some moments to work out who and where JO came from. 
 
"Women... um... in circumstances that Kinsley found herself in... um... are often riddled 
with guilt. Are extremely self-conscious of the bruising; injuries and the time lines between 
their beatings. Some women even hide from society, not because they are ashamed but 
because they do not want their aggressive partner to be labelled as such. They feel as though 
they must protect them through some misguided sense of responsibility. As though it is their 
fault. That has been literally belted into them... so on many occasions, they do not go to 
their Family Doctor on each occasion, but have a number of Medical Facilities that they 
visit to lessen the chance of suspicion... or degree or frequency of attacks against them that 
the local G.P. would pick up on as a recurrent night-mare." 
 
"OK..." I commented. "…and what would be achieved if we were to detect other Doctors 
seeing her? As I said, I do not read the Papers or watch much TV so I am unaware of her 
injuries being splashed on the evening news as one enjoys their evening meal. Perhaps it’s 
about time that there is a full disclosure of her injuries, the severity and their frequency... to 
indicate that she has been a victim for umpteen years!" 
 
"That would be breaking all Judicial protocol... and as the Prosecution team, we are 
endeavouring to find fault with Kinsley, not aid the Defence team in their efforts." 
 
"But you have this legal quandary, as you first stated. You seem to want to drop all 
charges... so... if the information to all her injuries is obtained from an unidentified source 
from within the hospital, wouldn't that help your stance?" 
 
"Kinsley's present condition has not been released." Abbey butted in. 
 
"That's right. We have a complete gag on that information, as it is deemed that she may 
never have a fair trial... if it became public knowledge." 
 
I pulled at my ear-lobe. Something I did when I was unsure of the logic of what was  
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being said. 
 
"What? Are you defending her or prosecuting her?" Mar asked abruptly. Putting into words 
what I had been thinking. 
 
"Look, it would appear that we all want this case to go away, to dim to non-existence in the 
minds of all... perhaps something like that would cause the Shock Jock fraternity to pull 
their collective heads in and would surely...." 
 
"…satisfy those who feel that Kinsley is the true victim here... leave it with me. Are we in 
agreement?" Abbey asked conspiratorially. "This goes no further, understand? If 
Sunderland's first wife suddenly appears on one of those Current Affairs programs to detail 
her married life with a monster..." He let the thought linger. 
 
We all nodded. Stern looks on our faces. 
 
"Anything else?" Cartwright asked. "No? Then we'll wrap up the meeting." 
 
"Um… I get the impression that the most advantageous solution to this case is for Kinsley 
to die of her injuries… I’m sorry, but we cannot arrange that scenario." 
 
Cartwright gave me a look that seemed to throw me back into my seat, such was the 
blackness of it! 
 
"Um… yes. There is another matter that we should bring to your attention." Mar butted in. 
"What we refer to as the Devlin Mercy Killing. Occurred at the same Hospital that Kinsley 
is now in. Early in September last..." 
 
Mar then related all the facts that we had gathered on the Case. I was impressed with the 
depth of her memory in regards to the smallest detail. 
 
When she had finished, there was utter silence in the room. 
 
Cartwright took several gulps of water and re-filled her glass as a way of mulling over the 
Case as it had been relayed. She again finger-combed her hair which fell back to its 
previous condition and style like an obedient bob should. 
 
"Jennifer Stevenson warned me about you two. She always said that the two of you 
managed to be involved with some of the more... shall we say, interesting Homicide 
investigations. Jeezuz... from the bloody frying pan into the fire... can we get a copy of the 
facts." 
 
Abbey dug into his pocket and extracted a Flash Drive. 
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"It's all here..." He muttered. 
 
A smile on his face as he handed the Memory Stick to Cartwright. 
 
"We'll need a couple of days... maybe more, to look over the facts of the Case. Until then, 
perhaps?" Commented Cartwright as she jiggled the Flash-drive in her hand as though it 
was uncomfortably hot. 
 
She then passed it over to JO as though she had just won the prize. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER TWENTY-FOUR 
 
 
"Can you two do as that JO suggested? A trawl of all Doctors' Surgeries within say, a five-
kilometre radius. Medical Clinics. Twenty-Four Hour Clinics. Private Hospitals. Say within 
the next two days max. I'll hold off until you think you have it covered as I would like that 
included as part of the Investigative Story.... oh! And I think a visit to the ex-wife maybe 
enlightening. I don't think a delay of that magnitude will hurt the case. Do you? She's a little 
dynamo, that girl... but I wonder where JO comes from?" 
 
We both looked aghast at the best Boss either of us had ever had. And the best brain that I 
have ever known. 
 
Perhaps age was starting to catch up with him, I thought to myself. Perhaps it was. 
 
"Just joking, guys. Just joking." 
 
"Boss, you didn't tell us that you intended to pass on the Devlin Case to them..." 
 
"No... I wasn't too sure whether I would or not. I wanted to see how the Kinsley thing fell 
before I committed... nothing better than to see a delta female admit to an over-draught of 
work that will test her mettle! She's about the best Prosecutor I have ever seen in my entire 
career. She's good." 
 
 
 
CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVE 
 
 
"I was wondering if you people were ever going to pay me a visit." She commented as she 
glanced at our offered ID Cards. She opened her security insect screen door and stepped out 
onto the wide balcony deck that ran the width of the dwelling. 
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A friendly voice. A warm smile. 
 
The street was steep. The driveway up to the double storey house steeper still, curving 
across the width of the house block to lessen that gradient. I stood at the top of the front 
stairs to catch my breath. Take in my surroundings. We were up pretty high on the ridge-
line. I caught glimpses of Narrabeen Lakes through the trees. The Lake entrance and North 
Narrabeen Surf Life Saving Club. It looked different from my late teenage days when you 
could bunk down, if you were lucky, in one of many hammocks for the night. I looked down 
on the Royal Antler Hotel. One of many 'hang-outs' in my youth. Listening to live bands in 
the open Beer Garden. Chatting up chicks. Getting drunk. Hoping for somewhere to stay 
close by as the surf was pumping and was expected to peak off the bombora at North 
Narrabeen early the following morning. 
 
"Chantel Cowdrey... I'm know as CC from my younger surf bunny days. Still. This is my 
mother. Barbara Cowdrey. You want to talk to me about that train wreck ex-husband of 
mine, huh?" 
 
I nodded my head. 
 
"Come. Sit. We have just finished Lunch. Care for a coffee?" 
 
We both accepted and sat in comfortable outdoor sofa chairs that were positioned in one 
corner of the huge deck at the front of the house. The older women had gone inside to 
prepare coffee for us. 
 
"If it wasn't Diane Kinsley, it would have been some-one else. I came that close, myself." 
She indicated with her thumb and ring finger held tightly together. "It took two years before 
he hit me on the shoulder. One hell of a bruise that was easy to conceal. Then he raped me 
which conceived our first born.... then it became a weekly event, almost, as though he was 
incapable of stopping. It got worse and worse." 
 
The old girl bought out a coffee pot. Mugs for Marge and I. They topped up their own mugs 
and allowed us to take care of our own. A couple of cup-cakes. Coconut slices that were 
home made the day before. 
 
Beautiful. 
 
"Is that why you divorced him?" 
 
"It took me some years to realise that it wasn't going to stop but only get worse. He knocked 
a couple of teeth out. A broken arm was the clincher. He'd gone too far, especially when he 
threw our son across the room when young Brad tried to intervene and stop his father from 
hurting me more." She bowed her head, shaking it several times as though willing away 
tears. "He was a pig... I was against the marriage in the first place. Jack, my husband 
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threatened to put him in hospital if he laid another finger on CC.... but by then, she had had 
enough." The older woman stated forcefully. 
 
"How old were your children at the time of the divorce?" 
 
"Brad's now thirteen. Bindy is twelve, so around four and five." 
 
"Have they seen much of their father since then?" 
 
"No. Not much, and Simon wasn't fazed much by them not wanting to visit him. They liked 
Diane but they were scared of their father... and scared of the constant attacks that he made 
on her... almost all the time, so they told me once." 
 
"When was the last time that they visited?" 
 
"For his birthday in March. Diane picked them up and drove them home... which she always 
did. He couldn't be bothered." 
 
"Have you had any media reps here asking questions?" 
 
"Would we be in trouble if we had?" 
 
"No... but it may be best if you limit your time with them. We may need you as a witness if 
this goes to Trial." 
 
"Do you think it will? That would be so unfair. What? Diane found guilty of murdering that 
AO. That would be so wrong… hang on. Wouldn’t I be a better witness for the Defence? 
The Prosecution as far as I know, would want to throw the book at the poor girl. Wouldn’t 
they?" 
 
I nodded my head in agreement. Gave her a smile. I think she understood the unspoken 
words. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER TWENTY-SIX 
 
 
We spent three hectic days trawling the near neighbourhood, visiting every Medical Facility 
within a five-kilometre radius. 
 
Diane Kinsley had regularly visited four other Doctors and a twenty-four-hour Medical 
Clinic at the very limit of the search area. Usually late at night. Usually with injuries 
associated with, as she explained, trips, falls and giddy sessions. The Doctors were not so 
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easily swayed, though they all seemed to take her on her word rather than stir the pot, as one 
so succinctly stated. 
 
There was a need to place a rocket up many of the Medical fraternity. One wondered on the 
true numbers of victims suffering under the shadows of violent, abusive men, kept secret by 
the silence of the medical fraternity. 
 
My phone rang at some ungodly hour of Sunday morning of the following week-end. 
 
I picked it up and had trouble putting it to my ear. 
 
"Buy the Paper this morning, Joe. You'll be impressed." 
 
"Mar? What time is it?" 
 
"Early enough for you to take a casual walk to your nearest Newsagent. It makes interesting 
reading... and it is not Abbey's doing, so he has told me." 
 
"He'd deny everything... what? You rang him? Already this morning?" 
 
"No. He rang me, Sherlock. True. Fair Dinkum. He crosses his heart and spits into the wind 
that it wasn't he who had given even the smallest detail on Kinsley injuries to the Press. He 
was as surprised as me by the content... it would seem that we could have had a tail on us 
almost... or some-one planted a Recording device on us as we did the rounds of all those 
General Practitioner rooms and twenty-four-hour Medical establishments. A full disclosure 
of her injuries that has her in hospital now... and a full disclosure of what the ex-missus 
suffered for a lot of years also... any suggestions on who the whistle-blower may have 
been?" 
 
"Haven't a clue, Mar. Haven't a clue. Now, can I go back to sleep. It's a Sunday morning for 
Christ sake, and I want to sleep in. The surf is a flat pond, so I understand." 
 
I hung up. A smile creasing my face. 
 
I was due at my father's place in little under a couple of hours. It was his sixtieth Birthday 
and the whole extended family was going to be there. It was going to be a complete riot! 
 
There were several who I still had not met. 
 
From a lonely, single child bought up by my maternal grandmother, thinking all the time 
that she was my mother until her death revealed the secret, my family had extended to 
almost a dozen half brothers and sisters, some with a family of their own. When the tribe 
met, usually at a Camping Area or a picnic ground for a long week-end family re-union or 
celebration of some-one's birthday or what-ever, it was absolute mayhem. Something that 
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was so foreign to me. I often wondered what it would have been like to grow up in a large 
family. Now I knew and I wasn’t thrilled by the knowledge. You never had any time to 
yourself, so I thought. 
 
I must thank one of my half-sisters for a job well done. It was handy to know some-one as a 
Journalist in the printed Media. 
 
On those occasions when the entire family congregated, I longed for the peace and solitude 
of the sole child. Go figure! 
 
 
 
CHAPTER TWENTY-SEVEN 
 
 
"Detective Lind? This is Trace. Up on the eighth? The Two Skeletons in the Suitcases Case. 
Your case, I believe? Yes? Could you come up and see us? When it's convenient for you?" 
 
"I'd be happy to oblige. Say in about thirty... Miss? Mz? Missus?" 
 
"Oh, sorry. Lestelle. Lestelle Sanchez, but everyone calls me Tellie. See you then. OK?" 
 
"Yes. It will be my pleasure, Lestelle." 
 
I knew better than to get excited over a body-less voice over the phone. It was a trap for 
young players, so an old mate of mine used to say. But she sounded gorgeous.......!!! 
 
"Mar, you know what we haven't chased up? The Missing Persons Records for the “Bones 
in the Bags” caper." 
 
"Jeez, Joe. Stop changing the bloody name of the Cases just to show how clever you are! 
Jeezus! We haven't had time to scratch ourselves... and we've had a bit of a hiatus with that 
case as the only way that we may get a lead is with forensic trace... and that will be a while 
yet, I would imagine." 
 
"Nah. Don't think so. We've been summoned up to the eighth-floor Forensic Trace in about 
thirty... do you want to pull up the Missing Persons Files while we wait." 
 
I pulled the Murder Book toward me and flipped open to the Summary Sheet. Read aloud to 
my partner. 
 
"Male and Female. Pre-pubescent, possibly in the range of eleven through fourteen. 
Possibly related as a long shot. Brother and sister. Suspected to have been dumped between 
seven to ten years ago... 2004 to 2007... what are the chances? Which puts their ages at 
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about the 4 to 7 year-age group at the time of their deaths…. I reckon that we should not 
narrow our search pattern to just the northern part of the State but include the four eastern 
States including Tasmania." 
 
"Yeah, right. Just to narrow it down from the entire mainland, huh? Let's see..." Marge 
murmured as she typed in the criteria. There was silence for some time as the digital records 
were scanned. 
 
"Nothing conclusive..." She murmured as she scrolled down her screen. "…but we've got 
around twenty-six to pick from... including three sets of brothers and sisters within that time 
frame. The Records people have been working feverishly on updating the records to digital 
form... I had thought originally that we'd be wading through the old Record Books." 
 
"Ya not reading your e-mail updates, Mar..." This was a constant aside from Mar as to my 
ineptitude in that regard. 
 
Keeping up to date with the inter-office e-mails that often informed of new forensic 
procedures, updated records or even the retirement of one of us. It earned the usual retort 
from her which involved my intelligence, diligence and familial background. 
 
"…they're back to the nineteen eighties with the digital program on Missing Persons... it's a 
pity they weren't as quick with the old fingerprint and DNA records obtained on past 
homicides and crimes. That sure would put a cat or two in with the pigeons! C'mon, let's 
take a stroll up to Forensic Trace. We'll work on that list of names when we get back. What-
ever they have summoned us for, may help in that regard." 
 
 
 
CHAPTER TWENTY-EIGHT 
 
 
We were left in a small windowless room that looked as though it doubled as a Junk Room. 
The small table was covered with several stacks of files on the brink of falling onto the 
floor. 
 
Estelle Sanchez entered in a flurry of Lab coat and frizzy hair. 
 
"Sorry to keep you... I'll just get rid of these files so that we can sit in comfort instead of 
jiggling around behind a stack of files." 
 
She gave an embarrassed smile as she piled most of the files into two stacks in a far corner. 
 
"There!" She sighed as she sat. "Sorry about that. I've been onto the Boss for ages about 
getting a decent, purpose built Conference Room within the Forensic Lab area... but you 
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know how slow these things are in reality." 
 
She tried to finger her hair back into some semblance of order. It just bounced straight back 
out into an Afro retro-cut on 'speed'. 
 
I could smell her perfume. Her natural body odour. I'm sure that my pulse rate increased. 
My nostrils flared and my skin began to tingle. 
 
"What can I say. My parents were Filipino by way of Peruvian Indian. Hence the wire hair! 
Get your head around that connection. Shitty stuff actually. I hate it!" 
 
A beautiful smile lit up the Universe. 
 
The whitest, brightest, straightest set of teeth I've ever seen. 
 
She gave a shrug as though this would explain everything. Sharp intelligent eyes behind 
John Lennon glasses. A round face, wide mouth, a slightly flattened nose. Skin as smooth as 
silk with not a blemish discernible. A tinge of coffee colour that added to the beauty. A little 
eye make-up and dark maroon lip-stick. A gorgeous figure from what I could see with most 
of it hidden by a voluminous white Lab coat. 
 
I had visions of a naked body underneath. 
 
We introduced ourselves as a young Lab Rat sat down beside Tellie. Her Assistant. James 
Cook. 
 
What else! 
 
It is extremely rare that the telephone voice matches the person that is conjured up in your 
mind after you have had a telephone conversation with that person. 
 
This was one of those rarities. 
 
Mar dug me in the ribs so that I could retract my tongue that was limp on the table surface. 
 
Tellie unfortunately, was all business. She had several files in front of her and as she opened 
the first, she began in that breathless, soft, purring voice. 
 
"Right. Let's get down to it. A Preliminary Report will be e-mailed to you within the next 
day or two. The final Report will wait on final analysis and further DNA testing that will 
take another month. Or two, depending on priorities and what comes into the Department 
with a rocket and the Commissioner's signature for immediate evaluation...them's the breaks 
and the way of the World, unfortunately." 
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She looked up at us and grinned. I was slipping off my chair onto the floor... so it seemed. 
My legs seemed to be that weak. Mar gave me a filthy look. Slapped the counter as she 
placed her Murder Note Book on its dusty surface. Sanchez oblivious to my condition. 
 
"… we... umm... have sufficient for you to commence some sort of investigation. Hopefully. 
First up. The Location. The track a Fire Trail into the hinterland. Known on local maps as 
W137A. Colloquially as the Blackbutt Ridge Trail. The area was devastated by a series of 
bushfires in nineteen ninety-two, ninety-seven, and two thousand which would have made 
the track mouth more obvious to the Highway traffic back then. There have been no fires of 
substance or locally within that area since that last date. By the composition of leaf litter and 
compost, the detection of sub-soil fungi especially under the suit-cases, insect larvae and 
carcass remnants and the evidence of other insect activity which we won't bore you with 
details on, the Cases would have been dumped in that location around five years after the 
last fire. We can confidently say either two thousand and five to two thousand and seven. 
Seven to nine years ago." 
 
She paused to ask whether we would like coffee. James Cook did the honours. 
 
We talked small talk until he returned with coffee from the ground floor Cafe. 
 
"Just what I needed..." Tellie cooed. 
 
She closed the file that she had been working on to open another. 
 
"Right... our Perp initially tried to dig a hole on the southern side of the track but hit shale 
and sandstone at a shallow depth. The scar from his labour still discernible..." 
 
A couple of A4 colour photos were skimmed across the table to us. Returned just as quickly 
as they showed very little that we were interested in. 
 
Maybe to people like her, but not to me, I thought. 
 
"…Also, this first location was more open and would have been more noticeable. He moved 
to the northern side of the track some ten metres further in and managed to dig out a shallow 
hole of around sixty, maybe roughly sixty-five centimetres deep. It would have still been 
hard work. This also indicates that he had digging implements with him. Also, some fifty 
metres further on, there was some soft alluvial ground that would have been easier to dig 
into. This did mean that a small creek would need to have been negotiated with the entry 
angle a little steep. Whether he surveyed this area or not is open to conjecture, but if he had 
and decided against the creek crossing, then this would indicate that he did not have a 4WD 
or similar. One could safely assume that because of the bulk of the suitcases, a normal sedan 
would be out of the question. Either a Station Wagon or even a Ute would be my guess..." 
 
"Um... it is most encouraging to have these alternate theories, but let's not get bogged down 
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with them to the point where conjecture takes on the appearance of fact." 
 
Mar had ruffled the woman's feathers, tainted her enthusiasm and questioned her cleverness. 
The look on Tellie's face said it all! 
She took some moments to re-gather her thoughts. Buttoned up her Lab coat and then, 
unbuttoned it to show her nervousness. Her displeasure. Her glance in Mar’s direction was 
enough to strike my partner dumbstruck! I was hoping it succeeded! 
 
"Um... yes... OK, then. The cases were initially covered over with dirt and humus material 
and over the period of time became well covered with the general build-up of composting 
forest material. It was only when one of those big machines pulled out a nearby tree stump 
and root ball, that one of the cases was partially unearthed. You know the rest..." 
 
She flipped a couple of photos over to us as she took several sips of coffee. 
 
"Um... you'll get copies of all photos taken... enlargements of a relevant few and Proof 
Sheets of all the others with the Prelim. Report." 
 
She closed up the file that she had been referring to once she retrieved the photos. 
 
She opened another file. Her face now bore a sternness, a closed-shop countenance. 
 
"Um... the Suitcases. Top of the range travel gear. Made in the U.S. 'Travelaid With Wheels' 
the name of the range. There still is a Bag and Luggage Shop open in Coffs that has been 
operating for the last dozen years or so that markets the range. The Cases first hit the market 
in Australia in two thousand and two. The shop in question, began selling them the 
following year. Sturdy. Very impact resistant. Air-tight. Watertight. Waterproof. Good 
quality locking system. The down side, they're ignitable at a certain temperature. Burn with 
a high temperature flame. Because of that, the compounds used in their manufacture were 
altered in two thousand and seven to a non-combustible material which is not as impact 
resistant or as hard wearing... or as weatherproof. They will break down quite readily if left 
out in the weather and insect activity quite easily penetrates the suitcase carcass material... 
so the use of the earlier suitcase types was somewhat of a blessing. It would be safe to 
assume that if the later version had been utilised to transport and store the bodies in, there 
would have been little left at the dump site to discern... even the bones may have been 
ravaged by wild animals... moved away from the initial dump site..." 
 
Mar fidgeted in her seat. To her way of thinking, Sanchez was again crowding her thesis 
with non-factual statements as though they were fact. Mar had not warmed to the woman as 
I had done. 
 
Again, Sanchez took a breather to sip on her coffee and retrieve another file. 
 
"The bodies... an examination of the cadavers, mostly skeletal with some mummification 
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noticeable, revealed a number of things. Male and female. Pre-pubescent between the age of 
eleven to fourteen. Brother and sister. Twins. Confirmed by DNA analysis. Deceased in the 
time frame previously indicated. Seven to ten years ago. Most definitely deceased before 
being placed in the suitcases. Manner of death unknown at this stage. We're still running 
tests in that regard. But we may never know for sure. Paternal lineage more than likely 
Caucasian. Maternal possibly Asian. We will be able to narrow that down to country and 
region with further DNA testing. Initial indications of DNA comparison testing show that 
the father is in the system. At present in prison. Long Bay for Fraud and Receiving Stolen 
Goods. One Bryan Sean Doyle. DOB 20 March 1964. There are other peripheral facts that 
will be included in the Preliminary Report but you should have sufficient to be able to 
continue with investigations." 
 
The friendly tone had long gone. She wanted to be rid of us as quickly as possible. 
 
Damn you Marge. 
 
Bloody damn you! 
 
 
 
CHAPTER TWENTY-NINE 
 
 
"What's eating you?" Mar asked as we rode the Lift back down to our floor. 
 
"Jeezus, Mar. You knocked the wind out of her sails. She was trying to be helpful.... a part 
of the team." 
 
"Joe. Joe. She was married. You had nil chance to even start one of your clammy 
conversations." 
 
"Clammy conversations!!?? What does that mean?" 
 
The Lift door opened. 
 
Mar walked out in a huff. 
 
When she realised that I wasn't following her, she turned to me, shrugging her shoulders. 
 
"What?" She uttered. Annoyance in her tone. 
 
"I'm going downstairs to sit and think... and have a coffee in peace." 
 
Mar just stared at me as the Lift doors closed her out. 
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I ordered as I sat in dappled shade out the front of the Coffee Café on the Plaza forecourt. 
Wishing like hell that I had a cigarette to light up. My coffee came as she walked 
confidently up to me. A smile on her face. 
 
"Your partner's a bit officious, isn't she?" Tellie asked as she slid into a chair opposite me. 
"Do you mind?" 
 
"Arrh…No. Not at all. I could do with some pleasant company. We've been working long 
hours lately. On several homicides that should never see the inside of a Court House, let 
alone take up so much of our valuable time." 
 
"Arrh... you have that... knifing death of that arse-hole Shock Jock guy. Sunderland? Simon 
Sunderland? His wife stabbed him after she was belted to an inch of her life. He deserved 
everything he got and more. The poor girl. She's still in hospital. In a coma, so the 
Newspapers said last week-end. That would be one cow of a case... I don't know how you 
guys manage. Always between a rock and a hard place, eh?" 
 
"Yeah... kinda. It leaves a sour taste in your mouth... some cases are like that. Have you 
eaten? Coffee, perhaps?" 
 
"Yes... but I'll get my own, thank you. My husband may join us, if that is all right by you?" 
 
"Um... yes... no... I mean, that's OK. He sure is one lucky man..." 
 
"Mmm... thank you if you meant that as a compliment to me... sometimes I think that he 
needs to be reminded of that fact..." She smiled. 
 
I turned to see a vaguely familiar figure walking towards us. The 2IC Major Crimes 
squeezed into a chair beside Tellie. 
 
We were introduced. 
 
"Yeah... a pleasure. You’re with the Murder Squad." He stated, though it didn't look like a 
pleasurable experience. "Your reputation precedes you, Lind." 
 
He turned to his wife. 
 
"I feel like something more substantial. You? If you'll excuse us, Detective. Until next 
time." 
 
He hadn't waited for any response from his wife. 
 
He rose, expecting his wife to follow. She looked a little sheepish. Embarrassed. She 
followed him coyly as he led the way across the Plaza out of sight. 
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I thought that there was a case of a domineering, controlling husband whose wife accepted 
the situation in order to remain married. 
 
I could not follow the logic or the sentiment. 
My long dead wife would never have accepted that type of behaviour from me. A quick, 
stiff kick to my balls would be her likely response. Not really, but when she would 
remonstrate me for a selfish act, or for some stupid childish thing that I was apt to do, that is 
how I would feel. The pain could be that bad! I smiled at the memories. Perhaps I had had a 
perfect marriage, not because I was in any way a manipulated and dominated man, but 
because we had a healthy and respectful love for one another. We trusted and respected 
each-others' opinions and life. Implicitly. 
 
Maybe that was the difference. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER THIRTY 
 
 
I wandered back into the Murder Squad Room after my Lunch Break. 
 
I could tell that Mar had swum a few laps. 
 
The chlorine wafted off her. She had burned off her bitchiness, so I hoped. 
 
"Enjoy your lunch? I told you that she was married, but oh, no! You wouldn't believe this 
little birdie, now would you." 
 
Maybe not, I thought! But how in God had she known about the meeting downstairs. Her 
female cronies are everywhere, I thought suspiciously. Sarcastically. 
 
"Just to fill you in on the gossip, their marriage has been a sham for quite some time now. 
She has tried innumerable times to patch it up though I reckon, and ones who are more in 
the loop than I, surmise... have suggested, that she may be running out of Band-Aids... she 
sure is a looker, I'll give you that... now... what do you want to do about the “Bones in the 
Bags” Case... I reckon that we should stick with that terminology, don't you think?" 
 
I let the moment extend before I sat up straighter in my chair. 
 
"A complete background check on one Bryan Sean Doyle. I mean a complete search on him 
since the day he was born. I'll check with Intelligence. They may have a Dossier on him 
with known Associates. What-ever. We need to know whether he may have been a visitor to 
the area... or a resident thereabouts. What type of vehicles did he own. Etcetera, etcetera and 
we need to do a more exhaustive trawl through the Missing Persons Files now that we have 
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more information on the Victims... that should keep us busy for a couple of days before we 
need to pound the neighbourhood haunts of one Bryan Doyle... and his close family, too…. 
let’s get the background on him before we pay him a visit. He’s not going that far, I 
reckon." 
 
"That all?" 
 
"Yep... can you handle it? Another thing, I reckon that we need to have another chat with 
Devlin... one thing, would it seem plausible that the kids would be known by their father’s 
surname?" 
 
She looked over at me as she digested the information. Gave a shrug. Shook her head.  
 
"Mmm…I’ll try and chase out birth certificates in that surname on the two kids... why don't 
we leave Devlin alone until the DPP gets back to us on the Case?" 
 
"Yeah... OK. Let's dig into Doyle... don't forget Motor Vehicle Registration for his previous 
and preferred rides of old. In all States. A ten-buck note says he never owned a 4WD but did 
own a Ute around the time of the placement of the suitcases along that track." 
 
"You're on!" 
 
I wondered what the tab was as neither one of us rarely asked for the money owed on a bet 
in any of our cases. 
 
"I hope that you two aren't betting on Cases? You know we shouldn't get caught up in that 
type of thing." Abbey remarked as he came up to our desks. 
 
"No, Boss. Not on your life!" 
 
"Mmm... fill me in on the “Bodies in the Bags” Case will you. I understand that you spent 
some time up in Forensic Trace this morning. Anything fruitful?" 
 
 
 
CHAPTER THIRTY-ONE 
 
 
"How are you?" 
 
"Hello. I'm fine. You?" 
 
"Doing OK. You... um... would you like to go out this Friday. There's a beaut Restaurant 
that got a good write up in last week-end papers. Lavender Bay. Nice views. Good  
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wine selection..." 
 
"I'd love to..." 
 
"Six thirty, then. I'll pick you up at your place. OK? Now that the important business is 
completed... we just got back the toxicology report on Maureen Devlin... she was exhumed 
late last week." 
 
"Yeah... gee, that was quick with the blood toxicology. Anything of interest?" 
 
"Huh-huh. Elevated levels of Morphine... that is what we expected. Enough to kill her. 
Possibly... or should I say probably. The body can and does build up a resistance to it if it 
has been used heavily over a period of time. She was on ‘A Demand Drip’, from what we 
have managed to find out. I can't hazard a guess on how it was delivered. Some of it may 
have been delivered outside that self-medicating regime. They're set up so that an overdose 
is not possible, but if you know what you're doing, it's easy to by-pass, or to cause a peak 
that would place the Patient in an induced coma leading quickly to death. In all honesty, I 
cannot rule out an overdose by syringe. It is a possibility. Or by the IV 'On Demand' system. 
Yet, I cannot state that she unequivocally died from an overdose of Morphine illegally 
injected... how that may have been delivered, I cannot say. The degree of cancerous tissue 
was massive throughout her abdomen and vital organs which also could have caused her 
death at any time... Sorry." 
 
"No, that's OK. It places that degree of uncertainty on the situation which would make a 
conviction extremely unlikely even with Mister Devlin confessing... no syringe was ever 
seen or found according to the Nursing Staff. We'll let the DPP know. Thanks, Brian. I'll see 
you at six-thirty next Friday night." 
 
"Looking forward to it. Bye." 
 
"Me too. Bye." 
 
"Muscles?" 
 
Mar nodded her head. 
 
"It's becoming a regular thing when work commitments permit...isn't it? For both of you?" 
 
"It's none of your business, Joe Lind, so shut the fuck up. OK?" 
 
Bloody hell! Here I was trying to be a positive friend, like, and all that happens is that I am 
shot down in flames! 
 
Bloody Hell! 
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CHAPTER THIRTY-TWO 
 
 
"Mister Doyle, we'd like to ask you a few questions." 
 
"If it means that in helping youse Cops, I get a reduction in my sentence, then I'll answer in 
any way that you want me to." 
 
"Huh… You've got only months before your release date..." 
 
"That's right, though I'd prefer to be out of here as quickly as I can. Three years and three 
months is too long to be in this bloody hell." 
 
"In two thousand and four through to two thousand and seven, what was the car that you 
owned?" 
 
"Bloody hell, I can't remember... perhaps an early model Falcon Station Wagon. A bit of a 
bomb. I think I left it in some country town when it broke down for the last time." 
 
"Oh? Where would that have been?" 
 
"C’mon, copper. My memory ain’t that bloody good. Maybe somewhere in Queensland. 
You guys would know in any case from your records… or don’t you and the Queensland 
cops talk to one another, eh? That’d be right, huh?" 
 
"You ever been to Coffs Harbour?" 
 
"Yeah, a couple of times. I lived there for a while, way back. Banana picking... now that 
was a hell of a job. I think that is where I may have dump the bloody station wagon. What's 
this all about?" 
 
"Your two kids. A son and daughter. Twins actually. Do you see them regular like?" 
 
"Kids!!!! You gotta be joking. I ain't got no bloody kids. I was a step-dad a couple of times 
when I shacked up with some woman who had kids. I didn't have any of me own though. 
Kids!? No bloody way." 
 
"Did you ever shack up with a Thai lady? Or perhaps some other Asian nationality? 
Korean? Japanese? Filipino?" 
 
"What's this about? What's going on? You trying to fit me up with some crime or 
something? Is this what this is all about?" 
 
"Why would you say something like that, Mister Doyle?" 
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He looked over at Marge with a look of astonishment on his face. Suddenly, he broke into a 
broad grin. 
 
"That's what this is, isn't it? You're trying to stitch me up with something. You'll say that my 
time in jail will be lengthened because of.... if you don't come clean and squeal on some-one 
inside with me. That's it, isn't it?" 
 
"You got one wild imagination, Doyle. Look, could you just answer the question, Mister 
Doyle. Did you, at any time in the early Nineties through to the early two-thousands, have 
an affair with an Asian lady?" 
 
He looked down at his hands. 
 
Shook his head no. 
 
"Not an affair.” He mumbled. “I needed some money. A family would pay me five grand to 
marry their daughter... and bring her to Australia... that's all. We got married over there, 
they paid me the agreed amount and we came back here. To Sydney. She had relatives up at 
Coffs so I took her up there... stayed around for a couple of weeks and then left." 
 
"You consummate the marriage?" 
 
"What type of question is that?" 
 
"Was she pregnant?" 
 
"Christ, I don't know! I wasn't that interested... then again, neither was she. She got what she 
wanted. To get out of Thailand to Australia and become an Australian citizen with what all 
that entailed. I think she might have applied to have her entire family immigrate out here as 
sponsored migrants… I don't really know what happened. I left." 
 
"What was her name and did you have a Marriage Certificate?" 
 
"Yeah. We needed that to ensure that she got into Australia... we went through another 
ceremony here in Sydney. At the Court House... um, it should be at the Registrars Generals 
Department, I would imagine. Births, Deaths and Marriages." 
 
"And as far as you know.... well, you didn't know in fact, whether she was pregnant by 
you?" 
 
"You saying that I got a couple of kids? Twins. No! Go away. No way. Me? Don't that beat 
all? Do you know where they are? They look like their old man? Handsome-like?" 
 
"Um... we believe that they maybe deceased." 
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"Typical bloody cops. Ya build a guy up and then chop his legs off at the knees. I ain't 
saying another thing. I'm outa here. Good afternoon, guys. Guard? Get me outa here. It 
bloody well stinks in here!" 
 
"Mmm.... we handled that badly, didn't we, Tonto?" Mar asked as we walked out into the 
fresh air heading for our Unmarked parked in an “Official Car” position. 
 
I begrudgingly had to agree. It would be doubtful that we would ever get anything useful 
out of him again. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER THIRTY-THREE 
 
 
"What do you think?" 
 
"That he admits to living in Coffs for a while." 
 
"Before the twins were born... or his wife even knowing that she was pregnant... if you can 
believe him." 
 
"Yeah... well... he could have gone back there in 2004 to 2007... killed them when he 
suddenly is confronted with a huge child maintenance bill…. it’s amazing, isn’t it? That 
with the DNA trace, they can ascertain the nationality of a person…." 
 
"It’s more the area, not the country, I think. Joe, that doesn't fit to me. Where's the missus's 
body buried. He seemed pleased to know that he may have had kids of his own... initially… 
though there was something practised in his reply... something false..." 
 
"He admits to owning a Station Wagon around that time." 
 
"He's not completely stupid. He must have figured that we already knew the answer to that 
question. It wouldn't have taken Einstein... it did seem funny that the marriage didn't come 
out when we did the search on him. We need to check that out... chase down the ex-missus... 
if she is still alive, though I doubt it judging on the way that the two kids were chopped... 
they would have had to have gone through a divorce, surely." 
 
"Mmm... I know people who never bothered with it. To all intents and purpose, Bureaucracy 
still thinks that they're married even though they haven't lived with one another for half a 
life-time... they just can't be bothered. Too much of a problem. Never having gotten around 
to it...cost too much… whatever." 
 
"What's up, Mar? You've got that far-away look again. Something about this case? The 
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‘Bones in the Bags’ Case…. or the Kinsley Bashing?" 
 
"The Kids…. I wasn't convinced with a few of his answers. And he didn't give us her 
name... a conscious thing perhaps? Why would that be the case? His demeanour. His... I 
don't know. He may not have been lying but I got the impression that he was lying by 
omission." 
 
"That's not a crime, Mar." 
 
"We need to chase out his ex-missus. Perhaps it's about time that we did a bit of old fashion 
Police work. Talk to neighbours. Friends. Associates. Work mates. Let's dig... what have we 
missed? Passport, Immigration... Departure Tax... the Tax Office... Births, Deaths and 
Marriages... Company Registrar... we haven't gone deep enough with this guy." 
 
 
 
CHAPTER THIRTY-FOUR 
 
 
We were back to doing what was the 'bread and butter' of Investigative Officers. 
 
Background checks. 
 
Scanning through countless State and Commonwealth Office records hoping that the name 
of our Number One ‘Person of Interest’ spewed out that little gem of information that would 
allow us to move forward. 
 
We were ending a week of little sunshine and countless cups of coffee. 
 
Our eyes sore and tired by the end of each day as we peered at our computer screens for 
close on ten hours each day. 
 
What information the Police Intelligence Unit had on our POI was not that much. Several 
names of known associates and partners in crime. We would need to speak to them 
eventually. 
 
"He was a regular tourist to Thailand in the late Nineties... every four to six weeks. Regular 
as clockwork... what for?" I heard Mar mumble. Her head hidden behind her Computer 
Screen. "I'll get onto the Thai International Police Liaison Office. Perhaps their records 
maybe helpful or... or be able to enlighten us after a bit of digging on our behalf in their 
country." 
 
Hardly likely, I thought to myself, as I scanned down names that rolled effortlessly down 
my Screen. 
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I clicked my fingers to attract her attention. 
 
"Sendra Shavrabarasan..." I spelt the name out for her. "That was the name of Doyle's Thai 
bride. Include her in that search with the Thai authorities, will ya?" 
 
"Yes, Boss!" 
 
I typed the name into several search programs. 
 
Immediate hits. 
 
A Thai based Company called 'Childbirth International' for which she was the sole 
Proprietor. 
 
I again caught Mar's attention giving her the name of the firm. 
 
She nodded her head angrily. 
 
I read the splurge associated with the Web Page. It appeared to be a Child Surrogacy firm 
available for Australian couples who remained childless after many fruitless attempts at 
natural and IVF procedures. 
 
Interesting. 
 
I printed off the Web Page information and spun them across the desk to Mar. She read 
them with eye-brows raised as she waited silently, her phone pressed to her ear. 
 
For no reason that I could give an explanation for, I typed Shavrabarasan's name into the 
Motor Registration Records. You could have knocked me over with a feather when it spat 
out an address in Coffs Harbour. 
 
A White Pages check confirmed the address and gave me a telephone number, a fax 
number, a Mobile phone number and an e-mail address. I printed that information out also 
to include into the Murder Book. The e-mail address looked familiar. I leaned over the desk, 
clicking my fingers to again attract Mar's attention, pointing at the Web Page print-out. 
 
An e-mail address on the Print-out corresponded with that detailed in the on-line White 
Pages Telephone Directory. 
 
I let out a low whistle. 
 
Surrogacy Laws in every Australian State and Territory were quite clear. Such practises 
were not permitted anywhere within the Commonwealth and had been that way for quite a 
few years. 
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My nose twitched. 
 
My mobile buzzed in its dock. 
 
"Detective Lind. Murder Squad..." I answered pleasantly in my most business-like telephone 
voice. 
 
Marge raised her eye-brows at my phone etiquette then shook her head slowly. I was in one 
of those moods. That not unusual when I felt a gate open. A direction determined. 
 
"Detective? This is Doctor Landon. I am Diane Kinsley's Physician. You asked me to 
contact you when she regained consciousness. She has. Around three this morning. I will 
allow you to interview her for some minutes to-morrow morning, if that suits?" 
 
"Thank you, Doctor. Yes. That will be fine. Say between eight to nine thirty to-morrow 
morning?" 
 
"Yes... for a couple of minutes. I know that there is some... um... public outcry concerning 
my Patient. Until then. Yes?" 
 
I punched the air. Speed dialled the DPP's Office, requesting to be put through to Jennifer 
Cartwright. 
 
She was in Court. 
 
I arranged for a SMS to be sent to her mobile detailing the news and requesting her 
company at the Hospital the following morning. I doubted that she would be able to 
accompany us because of her Court attendance. 
 
I sprang to my feet and went several rounds with the punching bag that hung in pride of 
place in the centre of the large Room. Many people had howled for its removal, saying that 
it took up valuable space in a much sought after prime location. Not the sort of thing that 
should be visible in the middle of an office environment. Our Boss blocked every move, 
explaining that it was an inherent element for maintaining staff morale in such a morale 
sucking occupation. 
 
He of course, was never more correct! 
 
We had steps to climb on two of our cases. Things were looking up! 
 
I dialled in the Births, Deaths and Marriage number that is only available to Investigating 
Officers of the various Police Forces, Australia wide. I repeated our Murder Case Number, 
my full name and rank and Personnel Number, requesting a search on one Sendra 
Shavrabarasan, married to Bryan Sean Doyle. Possibly married in Thailand in the mid to 
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late Nineteen-Nineties. Some weeks later, a Court House service here in Sydney. 
 
The pleasant young thing, or so she sounded on the phone, took some moments to bring up 
the necessary copy of the Marriage Certificate. All the while mumbling the names given to 
her as her screen rolled through endless entries. 
 
"They were married in Sydney in December 1999. Do you require a copy, Detective?" 
 
"Yes. If that's not too much of a problem." 
 
I gave her my e-mail address. 
 
"It's on its way now, Detective. Will that be all?" 
 
"Thank you, yes... um, no... um... one moment. Would it be possible for you to wiggle out a 
birth certificate for a brother and sister, twins, with the possible surname of Doyle... born, 
say around Two thousand... or a year either side..." 
 
"With that little and hairy-fairy information, we may not get a match... but let's try, shall 
we?" 
 
She was full of enthusiasm, her voice reflecting her love of the job. 
 
Go figure! 
 
She hummed away for some moments. The sound intermingling with the light but rapid 
click of a keyboard. 
 
"Well... we have a match, Detective. It’s your lucky day. Tara and Timothy Doyle. Brother 
and sister. Born within minutes of one another at 0325 on the twenty-fifth of November, 
Two Thousand. Mother's name the one that you asked previously about. The father's name 
not supplied though I'd hazard a guess and say that it was Doyle." She gave a little chuckle. 
Apologised for her levity. "…A home birth at an address near Coffs Harbour. A Birthing 
Mother was present. They'd be fourteen now. I would have loved to have been a twin... such 
fun... I wonder if they were identical. Would they be the ones that you were hoping for, 
Detective?" 
 
"My girl, you are an absolute whiz. You have no idea how important the information is that 
you have just given me. You are a doll. Could you send a copy of the Birth Certificates over 
to me, please?" 
 
"It will be my pleasure, Detective. They're on their way as we speak." 
 
"Thank you, my dear. You have made a humble Murder Detective a most happy man." 
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"Murder!!?? Oh, dear..." 
 
"No, the twins are OK, as far as I know. Thank you." 
 
I again sprang to my feet and went several rounds with the punching bag. I knew that we 
had just turned a corner. A blind corner at that! 
 
I bought up the Motor Registry Data Base and tapped in Sendra's full name. Several 
vehicles came up as being registered to her. 
 
A company check indicated several Companies with she being sole Proprietor or major 
Stock Holder. A Company called 'Bright Beginnings' particularly caught my eye. She the 
sole Owner. A Property in the hinterland of Coffs Harbour. The majority of the Companies 
appeared to have either a Post Office Box in Coffs Harbour or a Post Office Box address in 
a suburb of Bangkok, Thailand. I printed out the lists for attachment to the Murder Book 
and dived into my e-mail account to copy out the two Birth Certificates and Marriage 
Certificate of Doyle and Shavrabarasan. 
 
I bought up the woman’s license photograph from the Motor Registry Files and printed off 
an A4 colour copy. 
 
Her DOB was listed as 3 January 1981... I thought that was very convenient. 
 
She had only just turned 18 at the time of entering Australia and becoming a married 
woman. Though age was not necessarily a barrier for marriage in her homeland, it certainly 
was a requirement in Australia without obtaining parental consent. 
 
Her License photograph showed an attractive, pixie face girl/woman. Delicate features. She 
still looked surprisingly young for a supposed thirty-three-year old. She would have been an 
absolute stunner when she was younger, I thought... still... now a very attractive woman. 
 
I wondered on the validity of the birth date! 
 
 
 
CHAPTER THIRTY-FIVE 
 
 
As we had been cooped up in the office for too many days to remember, we decided to take 
lunch over to the park and sit on the bank of the dirty, languid river to watch the Ducks ply 
their cunning to cadge our sandwiches from us. 
 
Of course, as always, all we did was discuss work. 
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"Yeah, you may be right, Joe. A Surrogacy Clinic. Running illegally under the noses of the 
ever-alert Authorities... you perhaps wouldn't have twigged to it without noticing that the e-
mail address in the local White Pages Telephone Directory was the same as the Web Page 
one. Who would have compared the two?... except one sticky-beak Murder Cop! And a 
Web Address doesn't necessarily give any idea of location or country of origin. Good One, 
Ace." 
 
My phone began its latest jingle, 'Communication Breakdown' by Led Zeppelin. At a 
thousand decibels! 
 
I fished it out of my pocket amid sideways glances and angry stares from our fellow ‘sun-
seeking Office-workers’ lounging nearby. The Ducks made their anger apparent by taking 
wing in fright, searching for more calmer reaches and backwaters of the river. Fancy not 
even they appreciating a Led Zeppelin tune! 
 
"Joe? It's Jennifer Cartwright. I got your Text message... um... can't talk for long. I'll come 
with you to-morrow morning. My Second can hold the fort for the morning Court Session. 
We've decided to prosecute. Diane Kinsley. For homicide." 
 
"A political decision?" 
 
"Um... partly, I guess. Yeah. There was some pressure from on high though you didn't hear 
that from me. We were damned either way, as you know. Those Shock Jocks have kept the 
thing bubbling along nicely, thank you very much. Stirring the pot at every opportunity. 
That Newspaper Article on Kinsley and her injuries and the supposition that she had 
suffered greatly over many a long year perhaps bought the matter to a head. There will 
always be those who articulate about a fair trial not being possible because of it... but with a 
Jury Trial at least both sides will be appeased to some extent. I understand that a very 
prominent Queens Counsel is willing to defend Kinsley at a very meagre rate. Publicity and 
all that, although he says that he cannot in all conscience, allow such a travesty to go 
unopposed. In my humble opinion she will either be acquitted or at the most, have a 
suspended sentence bought against her... that is my belief and between you and I and the 
gate post, my sincere hope... I will more than likely be the Prosecuting Party for the DPP 
because of the attached Media hullabaloo, so I think I maybe not at my best during that 
time... never to be repeated and I will deny ever saying that... so... I'll see you out front in 
the main Foyer Area of the Hospital say around eight-thirty in the morning... oh!... one other 
thing. We are not going after Barry Devlin for the Assisted Suicide of his wife. Lack of 
evidence. Contradictory evidence... and the Pathology Report on the state of Maureen 
Devlin's exhumed body adds a fair degree of doubt on the manner of her death. The 
accelerated level of Morphine in her system could have been from the amount that she had 
infused over several months in taking huge quantities of it... and there is a degree of 
question on her having died naturally from the Cancer evident at the post-mortem in any 
case. A bloody mass throughout her body... and dear Mister Devlin has the first signs of 
Dementia... on three separate occasions that we have interviewed him, he seemed to be 
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somewhat confused about his remembrances of that morning... and his memory of the 
'Letter of Understanding' that both of them had signed... on two of the occasions that we saw 
him, he had even forgotten the syringe being taken from his hand and he could not offer any 
reasonable account of where and how he had obtained the hypodermic needle from... see 
you in the morning. Gotta run. Bye." 
 
"Before you go, I would like to organise a meeting with Barry Devlin, with his Solicitor 
present. Would you care to be there?" 
"Let me know when it’s organised. If time allows, yes. This just to inform him of the 
decision?" 
 
"Yes, I guess. And to let him know emphatically that the Police have no further interest in 
him." 
 
"Yes... but we've already told him as much... you need to speak to him not so much for him 
but for yourself? Would that be right?" 
 
"Umm... yes. I guess..." 
 
"I don't really need to be present under those conditions... but if I am free? Let me know." 
 
I relayed the conversation to Marge as she munched on a Subway Roll. 
 
She finished off her meal and laid down on the soft grass of the embankment. 
 
The sun was warm. 
 
"Do you really want to see the old guy?" 
 
"I guess I do." 
 
"OK, then. You know..." She said as she propped up on her elbow to look at me. "…we 
could be totally wrong about this..." 
 
"Barking up the wrong tree, you reckon?" 
 
"Yeah... she may run a totally legal enterprise for unmarried mothers." 
 
"Or a retreat for Mothers-to-be, regardless of marital status." 
 
"Yeah... as a Retreat preparing for the birth… the most pain any female will experience in 
her life-time. " 
 
"Mmm… The only way we'll find out is to pay a visit... snoop around the neighbourhood. 
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Go see the local cops. Maybe visit the District Hospital. You'd think that they'd have some 
inkling as to the Retreat… if indeed that is what it is." 
 
"We'll need a Court Order to do any good, I suspect." 
 
"That maybe a little difficult to obtain. On what likely grounds are we attaching the request? 
Mmm… I think we may have enough suspicions to be able to obtain one... that should be no 
problem. We have the proof that she was the mother of the twins. They're now dead under 
mysterious circumstances, found not that far from her 'Retreat'..." 
 
"Perhaps they died from natural causes." 
 
"At the same time? And if they did, why discard them in the manner that they were found?" 
 
"If it is acreage, then why place the bodies where they were found. She could have buried 
them anywhere on her property." 
 
We were doing it again, as we did on many an occasion. Putting our thoughts into words 
seeming to totally ignore what each was saying…. or building on the supposition offered. 
 
"We can stay at your Cousin's property for a couple of days. An excuse to get out of the 
City, eh?" 
 
"We should bring Abbey across it. He can organise the Court Order while we're at the 
Hospital to-morrow morning." 
 
"No... surrogacy births, that's what this is all about. That’s what I reckon in any case. I 
Googled the Property just before we left for a bite to eat. It's only some ten kilometres from 
your Cousin's property as the crow flies. Two valleys over, actually. What was the outcome 
with the Thai Police Liaison Office?" 
 
"They'll look into the matter and get back to me in the next day or two." 
 
"Three weeks if at all, knowing their reputation." 
 
"Think positive. They may surprise you." 
 
"The Court Order should also request a DNA sample." 
 
"What for? We already have proof of her being the mother of the “Bones in the Bags”. 
They're her twin son and daughter for sure." 
 
"That's not set in concrete, Mar. We've made a jump of faith in that regard, actually... and 
she doesn't know that point. It will give us conclusive proof and just be another 'T' being 
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crossed is all." 
 
"Mmm... and the process often puts the wind-up people. Breaks down their constructed 
barriers, so to speak." 
 
"Yeah...something like that! It seems rather opportune that her business in Thailand, that of 
a surrogacy establishment kind of marries in with her venture at Coffs Harbour. A retreat for 
pregnant women? I don’t think so… what better place to…arrh… manufacture Caucasian 
babies as they would be in greater demand than Asian… or Filipino. Indian. Don’t you 
think?" 
 
Mat was looking intently at the stained water of the river. She nodded her head but I didn’t 
think that she had heard a word that I had uttered. She was like that at times. Completely 
enveloped in the intricacies of the Cases that we were involved in. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER THIRTY-SIX 
 
 
We were ordered out of Kinsley's Hospital Room within sixty seconds of entering. So it 
seemed to all of us. 
 
The whole exercise a complete waste of time. 
 
The woman was still unable to talk, so there was nil banter and the state of the warm, sunny 
weather wasn't even touched on. 
 
Her jaw was still wired up and she still obtained her nutrients through an IV drip. Her 
Doctor had been literal in his advice. I wondered if it was some type of ploy just to get up 
our nose. 
 
The Hospital Bush Telegraph would be rife with the possible investigation of Premature 
Deaths in the Palliative Care and Oncology Wards by Murder Squad Detectives. 
 
In an environment such as a large Hospital, rumours and gossip were hard to tamp down. 
This was their way of annoying us perhaps. Bloody childish is all I’ll say on the matter! 
 
Jennifer Cartwright offered her opinion on Kinsley accepting the help of one Tandem J. 
“Jimmy” Templeton QC as her legal counsel. He would, she advised, do right by her at little 
cost, so she had been informed. 
 
We would not come again until she could speak and had her Counsel with her. 
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We did say that a policeman was required to be stationed at all times outside her room and 
was expected to accompany her if she decided to stray. 
 
She nodded her understanding of this arrangement, as tears coursed down her cheeks. 
 
Neither Mar nor I were especially thrilled with our intrusion and was somewhat relieved 
when the Doctor gruffly ordered us from her room. 
 
 
CHAPTER THIRTY-SEVEN 
 
 
"The 'Bones in the Bags' Case? Where we at?" The Boss asked as he plopped one bum 
cheek on the corner of my desk. Mar rolled her desk chair around to join us. 
 
We filled Abbey in on what we had discovered, what we surmised and our plans to visit 
some of Doyle's family, friends and associates over the coming days. We stressed that we 
would require a Court Order before flying to Coffs Harbour to continue with the 
investigation. 
 
We both felt that is where the answers to the Case would be found. 
 
"Huh-huh. You've already convinced yourselves that a couple of days lounging in the sun 
staying at some swank Apartment complex that I'll bet has a heated pool... at Taxpayers’ 
expense I might add, is the order of the day to solve this case... without obtaining my 
approval before hand? Eh? When did you think of taking this little holiday?" 
 
This all said with a smirk on his face. 
 
"Perhaps towards the end of next week... or the week after…" 
 
"So that you can extend your stay into the week-end, eh?" 
 
"Well, sometimes that is the best time to catch people at home." 
 
"Overtime expected also, I see? Now you are testing the boundaries. Good work both of you 
to get the investigation to this point... I'll have a think about your request... at least you're 
not asking for Interstate travel. I guess that I should be thankful for small mercies. Do you 
think you should fly or drive?" 
 
"Drive, Boss." 
 
"Mmm... less cost... good thinking... you can be there in around what? Five hours... no plane 
tickets... no hire vehicle charges... no additional costs. I'll organise a Court Order. Give me 
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the names of all the participants, Company Names and addresses. The usual. Let's plan it for 
the week after next. That should give you a better lead-in time for Hendo to organise your 
accommodation. I hear that a Pub or two up in town aren't half bad... and half the price 
when compared to some of these swank, fully furnished and appointed Apartment buildings. 
Leave you with it." 
 
He walked away quickly. 
 
The smirk still evident. 
 
We hadn't told him that we already had had a conversation with Marge's Cousin who ran a 
'Farm Stay and Bed and Breakfast' not that far from the property owned by the Sendra 
Shavrabarasan woman. Mar's cousin unfortunately, was booked solid for the period that we 
had planned to visit the area. She had, how-ever, as a sort of an apology, given us the name 
of a Serviced Apartment complex not far from the centre of town with superb views of the 
coastline and hinterland. 
 
This information we had already passed onto our Clerk who would make all the 
arrangements. For our benefit, of course…within reason. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER THIRTY-EIGHT 
 
 
"Liam Doyle?" 
 
"Who's asking...as if one look at ya's don't tell me that ya cops. What do ya want from me?" 
 
We flashed our ID Cards at him. 
 
"Your brother, Bryan...." 
 
"Is in Jail. Going there, below you lot, eh? Too good for the Crim Cage, eh?" 
 
"We're looking for some additional information." 
 
"I'll have to talk to me brother first to make sure that I tell you what he told you." 
 
"His ex-wife...." 
 
"Don't know her...never met her. Didn't even know that he was married!" 
 
A chuckle as he spoke. 
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"In January, Nineteen Ninety-Nine. In a civil ceremony at the local Court House...." 
 
"Now that wasn't very brotherly of him not inviting his only brother. Look...there's nothing 
that I can say about my brother that would be of any use to you cops, so...bugger off! I've 
finished speaking. Go see my Solicitor if you want any more information...Okay?" 
 
That was about the longest conversation that we had with any member of the family. 
Bryan's sister and both parents were much more succinct. Telling us to bugger off, or words 
of similar meaning, before we even had put our ID Cards back into our pockets. 
 
For the next week, we spoke or interviewed a wide range of Doyle's known associates, 
friends, acquaintances, former neighbours and drinking buddies, having obtained a 
considerable list of prior residential addresses from the Motor Registry Data Base. 
 
As with most Government Data Bases, once address or personal details are entered into the 
system, they are never deleted when updated information is added! 
 
Perhaps the most telling description into Doyle's character was offered by an old drinking 
mate of the man. A Jack Jacobs was not averse to telling us coppers his opinion of his long-
ago friend. 
 
"He was his own worst enemy, was our Bryan. He was always looking for the scam, the 
easy money in every situation. Never really finding that pot of gold to be truthful, but 
always on the look-out for that easy way. Mostly harmless. What we would call a lovable 
rogue with a tongue that could get him into trouble and most likely, would get him out of 
it!" 
 
"Was he ever married?" Mar asked. 
 
"Yeah. A long time ago and for only a short period, so he once told me when we'd been 
drinking together for far too long. Even then, he was on the look-out for that golden penny. I 
got the impression that he truly loved the woman, but his scheme for that easy life was not 
to her liking...if you get my drift. She kicked him out, so he said." 
 
"Any kids?" 
 
"No... though as that lovable rogue, he'd be a bonzer bloke with the kids. He could talk and 
kid about at their level... I reckon that was one of his biggest regrets, not having kids. You 
know?" 
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CHAPTER THIRTY-NINE 
 
 
We drove up to Coffs Harbour at a leisurely pace in our Unmarked, stopping regularly for 
pit stops and pleasant walkabouts. 
 
We were impressed with the accommodation that Hendo had booked for us in a tall 
Serviced Apartment building that overlooked the small Boat Harbour with its long 
protective sea-wall. 
 
We were booked in for three nights on Police time and the Friday and Saturday night on our 
own time…without even having to give the man any hints in that regard. What a bloody 
hero! 
A leisurely drive back to the Big Smoke on the Sunday would fill out a mostly relaxing 
break, so we surmised. 
 
We popped into the LAC Police Building in the middle of town the following morning. 
Introducing ourselves to the local guys and getting a feel for the lie of the land. And their 
take on the property known as “Tall Timbers Retreat”. An exclusive 'Hide-away' for 
expectant mothers where pampering was the order of the day to relieve the stress and hard 
work of 'carrying child'. 
 
The local guys spoke easily of the establishment, duly noting that the 'spread' had earned an 
international reputation as a resort known for its beautiful natural setting and privacy. There 
had never been any need to visit the property in the entire time that it had been established 
which had to be getting onto close on fifteen years since its inception. Rumours were that 
the financial investment in the property had come from overseas, possibly Thailand as that 
was the nationality of the Owner, one Sendra Shavrabarasan. One gorgeous woman was the 
common vote. Her family now owned two of the popular Thai Restaurants in town and the 
largest and most popular Chinese restaurant with a superb menu and an internationally 
known Chef. 
 
The entire Shavrabarasan family, including parents and grandparents, lived in a gated 
enclosure in one corner of the sprawling property. The elderly parents and Sendra herself, 
were regular travellers back to the 'old country'. 
 
"Let's visit the Town Hospital," Mar suggested. 
 
"Why?" I asked as the idea had come out of the blue. I was thinking of an early evening 
meal, possibly at that Chinese Restaurant that had received glowing reviews from our local 
brothers in blue. 
 
"Well, Sherlock....if the resort is for the benefit and luxury of expectant mothers and is 
totally above board and not of some sleazy nature as we suppose, then the local Maternity 
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Ward at the Hospital would have some relevance to our enquiries. Say the Gynaecologist 
and/or the visiting Obstetric Specialist would have some dealings with the Resort, one 
would suspect. If there is anything “shady” occurring surely, they would be in the know, 
eh?" 
 
She was not a Detective Grade Three for no reason, I responded dryly. 
 
That warranted a punch to the upper arm! 
 
We had less troubles getting into see several Specialists in the area of pregnancies and 
childbirth than we had in obtaining five precious minutes with Diane Kinsley's family 
General Practitioner! 
 
The several Specialists whom we spoke to, had nothing but glowing reports on the 
establishment up in the hills behind the town, saying that the entire 'Refuge' was run in a 
most professional manner with a maternity Nursing Sister and a Birthing Mother continually 
on call as members of the staff. The Resort had an international reputation and was the only 
resort in the South-East Asian region dedicated exclusively for the pregnant woman. One of 
only two in the entire World! There had been a number of emergency births requiring 
hospitalisation over the twelve, possibly fifteen-year life span of the Retreat, but that was to 
be expected because of the condition and nature of most of the Clientele. 
 
"Let's just pop into the Maternity Ward and have a word with the Head Sister. Eh, Joe?" 
 
"Talk about flogging a dead horse." I retorted as we followed the maze of corridors of the 
Hospital. One could get lost following these colour coded stripes inlaid into the shiny vinyl 
flooring of endless corridors! 
 
Marge's suspicious mind was starting to grate on me, especially as my stomach was starting 
to growl its discontent at not being serviced! I begrudgingly followed quickly behind my 
partner like a faithful puppy following its master. 
 
My tongue was even hanging out! 
 
The Ward Sister, a rotund tall woman with a hearty laugh and an unmistakeable country girl 
manner about her, had little negativity to say about the Resort. How-ever, her manner was 
somewhat shifty as the conversation continued. 
 
"Sister Watkins, you seem to be a little guarded in your opinions on the Retreat. Is there 
anything about the establishment that concerns you? I can assure you, whatever you say is 
in the strictest of confidence." 
 
"Why are you investigating the running of “Tall Timbers Retreat”?" She asked bluntly. We 
were seated in a small, clammy Office tucked in behind the main Entry doors of the 
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Maternity Ward. The smell of babies and their produce from both ends wafted throughout 
the area. Crying babies occasionally could be heard. 
 
"Um...there may be a connection between the discovery of two lots of human remains some 
thirty kilometres south down the highway and the Retreat. It is part of our investigation that 
we must proceed with in order to ensure that that connection is completely 
benign...harmless!" 
 
"Oh! Those bodies that were found in the suitcases beside the Highway? About two, two 
and half months ago?" 
 
We both nodded our heads. 
 
"Yes..." I continued. "… arrh… we must discount any connection however tenuous, 
between the Resort and with the Crime Scene." 
 
"Were the kids murdered?" She asked breathlessly. Her eyes almost popping out of her 
head. Her excitement levels increasing tenfold. I could see her on the phone as soon as the 
double doors flapped shut on our retreating figures. 
 
"Why do you ask that? Whether they were children or not was never released to the Media." 
 
"Oh... it’s just a rumour hereabouts. And you're Murder Squad Cops...You know, very 
little...like that...happens around here." 
 
"The Resort.... do you have any qualms on its operation?" 
 
"Nah... oh... there are rumours, that's all...about a lot of non-English speaking, young girls 
being...arrh...guests at the Retreat." 
 
I frowned, leaning across the small desk that separated us. 
 
"And? Meaning?" I asked. 
 
"I don't know actually...maybe it's a front for unmarried mothers...an adoption scam...maybe 
a surrogacy scam...there's big money in that, so I've been told...young overseas Backpackers 
on a twelve-month Tourist visa coming over here to fall pregnant...paid big money to stay at 
the place for the duration...given some money for their baby...you know...like a Battery farm 
for chooks." 
 
I shook my head. 
 
"Sister Watkins...we can sincerely say that there are no indications that such scenarios exist 
at the Retreat. I'm afraid who-ever passed on that rumour is totally wrong. An imagination 
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gone feral. Totally wrong. I can assure you." 
 
I was starting to lather it on too thickly, I thought. 
 
Mar cut across my ramblings by standing and thus closing the discussions. 
 
It was just as well, as I felt that if I added further to my platitudes, they would only 
compliment the rumourmonger, one would suspect! Though I was somewhat chuffed by 
those rumours being very similar to a theory that I had mentioned some time ago. 
 
Mar shook her head slowly when I proudly mentioned the fact. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER FORTY 
 
 
"What do you reckon?" Mar asked softly. 
 
We were seated at one of those chic outdoor settings. 
 
On the wide Balcony that doubled the size of the Lounge area of our Serviced Apartment 
once the concertina doors were slid right open. 
 
In one direction, there was sweeping views of the Boat Harbour and sea wall; the ocean's 
horizon a blurred vision this morning; the other way a view of the sprawling residential area 
of Coffs that was expanding at a frightening pace; past that the closer hills were dotted with 
Banana Plantations and Avocado trees; and further into the hinterland, the ridge-lines 
disappeared into the haze of blue-green eucalypt forests. 
 
The outdoor setting a small, round, glass-topped table with four chairs. 
 
Why four chairs I'll never know, as the table was almost full of just the two of our breakfast 
things! 
 
The chairs were those white painted filigree or lacy wrought metal affairs that were as 
uncomfortable as an itchy arse in the middle of a Shopping Mall and as cold as Penguin's 
feet! 
 
We had roused just on sun-up and completed sixteen laps of the twenty-five metre Lap Pool. 
I had read in the self-congratulatory publicity splurge that was enclosed in the Folder that 
included various pamphlets of local attractions and sight-seeing expeditions, that one must 
not miss while in the area, the heated pool in the grounds! 
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The Folder visibly located every time, beside the phone where once a Gideon Bible was 
positioned. It now hidden in some lower drawer or somewhere else less obtrusive. 
 
I could never work out why this piece of information was always included. We could make 
our own assessment of the accommodation as we were there....and didn't need to read about 
its every attribute while seated in the Suite! 
 
It wasn't bloody heated by one degree. The pool that is. In fact, it was close to icing over 
and it took me about five quick laps to thaw my muscles out! As always, Marge surged 
ahead in the last two laps as though she was racing Ian Thorpe in the Olympic four hundred 
metre race. 
 
I held my full cup of coffee close to my chest. 
 
I was still thawing out after our swim and a bloody hot shower afterwards. I doubted that 
anyone would be able to entice me to dive into that pool again, such was the temperature of 
the water! 
 
A nice brew even if it was instant. 
 
"What do I reckon?" I replied to Mar's inquiry. "I'm still having a problem getting my head 
around that little, single cell squirming up out of the ocean onto dry land to suddenly 
transform in a flurry of trillions of miraculous steps into us human beings....and every step 
is supposed to be a bloody fluke...now come on...how many flukes in a row would occur 
before you started to wonder on the chances...and the other thing! What does heated pool 
mean around these parts!?" 
 
"Joe..." Mar uttered between clenched teeth. 
 
I suspected that she was still thawing out herself, having trouble freeing her jaw even after a 
long hot shower...it couldn't be for any other reason, now could it? 
 
"OK...that Chinese meal was perhaps the best Chinese meal that I think I've ever had....and 
it was just as well it was within walking distance as we polished off almost three bottles of 
wine between the two of us, which would have put us well over." 
 
"Joe...cut the crap before I take retaliatory action!" 
 
This said with real anger in her tone of voice. 
 
I had a sudden vision of her leaping across the small table at me with a blunt butter knife 
held aloft. Wanting to behead me but making a complete mess of it with the blunt knife. A 
jagged and torn bloodied line around my throat that would heal into a nasty, knotted scar. 
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I smiled at the thought, which only made matters worse. 
 
She thought that I was smiling at having got to her. 
 
I held up my hands in surrender. 
 
My flippant sense of humour lost on her every time. 
 
"OK...OK...it seems to me the best way to hide an illegal, exotic bush is to plant it amongst 
the giant Blackbutt and Mountain Ash that abounds around these parts." 
 
"Joe....what are you talking about?" 
 
Complete exasperation now the tone. 
 
"Not an artistic or poetic bone in your body Mar, that's your problem. Girl, lighten up. We're 
here in holiday mode, OK? Chill out, my lovely...The information that you got from the 
Thai Police International Liaison Office indicated that Sendra's parents had started up the 
Surrogacy Business which was still being run by another daughter or an Aunty of hers. Not 
illegal in Thailand though they are looking at the Laws governing the practise after that 
recent Surrogacy Case where the Australian couple left the handicap boy in Thailand. He 
also had a hole in the heart. They took his twin sister, though...remember? I reckon that that 
business, the Surrogacy Business, is linked somehow to this Retreat...pregnant 
women...those rumours that the Head Maternity Sister told us about...where there's smoke, 
there's fire or am I getting too obtuse again?" 
 
If looks could kill I should have immediately called for an Ambulance before the death 
throes cut in! I wouldn’t have enough time after that! 
 
"OK...by all accounts, that pandering of pregnant women not that far from here would be an 
ideal 'blind'.... of hiding obviously pregnant surrogate mothers in with genuine pregnant 
mothers-to-be. I think that the going price for a surrogacy birth is around A$30-$50K. Now, 
if you can cut out the travel expenses...say at least two overseas trips minimum is required 
for the prospective parents, plus accommodation costs, there'd be a saving of say ten grand 
for a couple. Let's still keep the cost at around A$20-$40 thou for a child here, the 
accommodation you provide... at a cost... the surrogate mother is given say A$5-$8 thou for 
her trouble... which is good money back home in Romania or where-ever, if you want a 
Caucasian child... good money too, if you prefer an Asian child... you advertise the service 
through your legit company in Thailand but you can pick up the child from within Australia. 
All negotiations and money transfers go through that parent company in Thailand...." 
 
Mar looked at me with a faint smirk on her face. I waited for a response. There was none, so 
I continued. 
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"You advertise on the Thai Company web page that you will organise a twelve-month 
tourist or work visa as a Backpacker in Australia with all expenses and accommodation paid 
for... for say ten months..." 
 
"You'd get more if you did the Orchard or Vegetable picking tours for the ten months..." 
 
"Would you? Fair Dinkum? I doubt it. Not with good accommodation...and doing bugger all 
but carrying a child. That's gotta beat bending over picking strawberries under a hot Aussie 
sun for ten to twelve hours a day." 
 
"We haven't seen the standard of accommodation...." 
 
"It would have to be excellent to draw in the International Mothers-to-be set...and it has 
been rated at five star so the splurge on the Web Page says. You know how picky and 
selective a pregnant woman can be...." 
 
"You bloody chauvinist! ... Joe, a great scenario but a little far-fetched, I would contend, 
though the accommodation rating I wouldn’t put faith in unless there is united proof of the 
rating by a recognised International body. It’s too easy to just insert such claims into a Web 
Page." 
 
"Mar, forever the cynic." 
 
"Joe, you're a bloody dreamer at times but at other times, you run rings around my 
cynicism...and how does that all tie in with the death of a set of young, teenage twins whose 
mother happens to run this grand scheme under the noses of the astute NSW Police Force 
members here in this fine City?" 
 
I shrugged my shoulders. 
 
I had no idea at all. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER FORTY-ONE 
 
 
We had followed a tarred road up towards the forested hinterland for some way before the 
bitumen stopped and the road degenerated somewhat into a narrow, dirt, back road. 
 
We almost passed the small sign elegantly styled, that informed us that this was the simple 
entry into the “Tall Timbers Retreat.” 
 
Mar had to slam on the brakes to make the turn that led down off the shoulder of the track 
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and through an opening in a barb-wire fence. We rolled across a wide cattle grid and 
followed the well graded dirt road as it snaked between the ubiquitous farm dam or five. 
Ducks and waterfowl were abundant. Various birds swooped and flew around the high 
canopies of stately gum that dotted the rich green pastures. Several horses paused their 
eating to watch us as we passed. A side track went off at an acute angle. A large sign 
warned us of “Private Property” and “Strictly No Entry” with an arrow pointing up the track 
that we were on stating in elegant script that that was the way to the “Tall Timbers Retreat.” 
 
The track snaked around a hillock that was heavily timbered at its apex. Like tufts of hair on 
an otherwise bald head. A substantial two storey building squatted on the far side of the 
hillock. Artificial sandstone walls. Wide, low veranda appeared to encompass the entire 
building. A dull red metal roof-line that gave a better appreciation of the size of the place. It 
was a bigger version by ten of the typical Australiana farmhouse. Tall chimney pots pierced 
the roof at regular intervals giving some clue as to the division of the building. One entire 
side of the roof-line was covered in solar panels. I had never seen so many on such a 
building. Behind this building, amongst a thicker scattering of trees were about a dozen 
smaller dwellings or more in a similar architectural style. Very homely, I thought. 
Brilliantly coloured blooms abounded. Large Azalea bushes of myriad colours dotted the 
landscape. Pathways weaved through the area. A large, open sided garage was perhaps less 
than fifty per cent occupied by a variety of vehicles. 
 
We pulled into a circular drive and stopped at what had to be the main Entryway of the large 
building. 
 
A fountain bubbled and splashed in the central garden that the driveway circled. Small birds 
dived and swooped through the falling water. Chirping their exhilaration. 
 
There were several women in an attached fenced yard brushing down three horses. The 
women in various degrees of pregnancy. Two women on a Quad bike with several bales of 
hay loaded on behind, were tootling towards the Stables. I could make out several well-kept 
Tennis Courts. A swimming pool that was fully shaded by triangular shade cloth sails. A 
large vegetable patch where several women toiled with rake and spade. A look either side 
along the expanse of shaded veranda showed several groups of women nattering and 
laughing. Some obviously pregnant. Others not. 
 
A slim woman detached herself from a group and came towards us. 
 
"May I help you?" 
 
It was Sendra Shavrabarasan. 
 
I recognised her from the Drivers Licence ID photograph. She was taller than I expected. 
Tall for an Oriental lady. Perhaps standing at 170 centimetres tall. With a pair of high heels 
on, she was close to 180 tall. 
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She could look me in the eye! 
 
The delicate features. The pixie face. Her eyes belying her Asian heritage. They had been 
worked on. Skin the colour of dried leaves but not a blemish discernible. A little eye make-
up, nothing else. No jewellery. A long summer dress that complimented her colouring and 
her neat figure. Light material. She definitely didn't look that close to forty. Her Driver’s 
License may have detailed that information, but I had my doubts. 
 
She asked again. 
 
"Yes? May I help you. Perhaps we can go into my Office. I'm Sendra Shavrabarasan. 
Everyone calls me Sunny." This said with a smile that was as bright as the sun. "I run this 
place. Please follow me." 
 
She led us through a wide Entryway and Foyer straight into a light and airy Office. Closed 
the door behind us, gesturing for us to sit. She sat behind a desk devoid of any unnecessary 
flotsam. 
 
Neat and tidy. 
 
All business-like. 
 
"You're the Police." This said as a statement. Not a question. There wasn't a hint of an 
accent. She spoke in a beautiful, private school tongue. Correct English. 
 
"I was told that there were a pair of Detectives from Sydney asking questions about this 
enterprise. What is all this about. Please explain yourselves." 
 
We opened our ID Cards for her to look at. She waved them away with an impatient flip of 
her hand. 
 
"Do I require my Solicitor to be present?" 
 
"If you think that would be preferable, then we will wait until he gets here." 
 
She looked straight at me for some moments. 
 
"Ask your questions of me, though I have no idea how I may be able to help. I notice that 
you are Murder Squad Detectives. What do you want of me?" 
 
"We're investigating the discovery of two bodies about two months ago. Just off the 
highway approximately fifty kilometres south of Coffs Harbour." 
 
She looked from Mar to I. 
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No evident change to her expression or the way she sat. 
 
She was either one cool customer or there was no connection, no suspicion of any link with 
the bodies. 
 
"We believe that they may have been brother and sister between the ages of eleven to 
fourteen." 
 
Again, no change in the woman's demeanour or expression. 
 
In fact, she sat forward wanting to hurry us along as she appeared uncertain why this 
information was being conveyed to her. 
 
"DNA testing indicates that Bryan Sean Doyle was the father of the two......" 
 
She sat back in her chair, shaking her head slowly. 
 
"Oh Dear!" She murmured. "I haven't heard or thought about that man in such a long time. 
What? You suspect that he may have had something to do with the children. Killed them or 
left their bodies in that location? No... the man I once knew wouldn't have been capable of 
such a thing. He was a lot of things. A rogue. A small time con-man and a womaniser. He 
could charm the leg off a table... he certainly charmed the common sense out of me when I 
was a young lady... but I doubt the man that I knew be capable of any form of cruelty... no... 
if he was the father of those poor souls, then he would have doted on them. For all his faults, 
I can honestly say that he would have made a good father to his off-spring... you sure that he 
is the father? The poor dear... he would be devastated by that news. Have you spoken to 
him?" 
 
"It is estimated that the bodies were left in that location some seven to ten years ago." 
 
"They were obviously quite young when abandoned there... by Bryan? Not likely." 
 
"Why do you say that? Why are you so sure of that fact…it’s been what, fourteen, almost 
fifteen years?" 
 
She looked from Marge to I. Shrugged her shoulders. 
 
"That long? As I have said, his name… your mention of him is the first that I have thought 
of him for that many years. As I have said, Detectives, I believe him to be incapable of such 
an act...a Leopard doesn't change its spots...he may have been a complete waste of time for 
me to have been involved with for such a short period of time, but I know in my heart that 
the man was not capable of such an act...you are suggesting murder here, of the two 
youngsters, aren't you?" 
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"You are listed as the Company Director of 'Childbirth International'. A Surrogacy Firm 
founded in Thailand in the mid Nineteen Eighties." 
 
"That is right..." 
 
She looked somewhat confused with the sudden change in direction of the questioning. 
 
"My Parents were the original Partnership and formed the firm back then. Through their 
hard work and diligence, they established the firm that is now an international renown name 
for surrogacy services for those who find themselves unable to sire or bear children of their 
own. An unfortunate malady but all too common, I'm afraid. We fill a necessary niche...My 
parents, as they aged, transferred the Business into my name. Funny that you should 
mention Bryan...I met him, I think, on perhaps his first overseas trip to Thailand." 
 
The memories bought a slight smile to her face. 
 
"We clicked, as they say in Romance Novels...perhaps unfortunately. He...um...what you 
would say, pursued me with flowers and gifts and regular trips to Thailand from Australia. 
We had the impression that he was a Businessman of some importance and stature here in 
Australia...as I said, he was somewhat of a Conman and had the gift of the Blarney is how I 
and many others would describe him. I was hoping that he and I could expand the 
business...at that time I had thought that I would need a life-partner to help me with the 
business...how silly of me. But then, I was young and somewhat inexperienced." 
 
"What do you mean, expand the business? Any form of surrogacy was illegal in 
Australia...." 
 
"Not at that time...in the early Nineties...and several countries like The Philippines, Korea 
and Japan, and of course, in the US, such surrogacy arrangements were not illegal. While 
there was a large number of people who wanted oriental babies, there was a huge market for 
Caucasian children. The US. Canada. Great Britain and a lot of the EU countries...Australia 
too for that matter...." 
 
"So, you set up this Business here..." Mar waved her hands about and looked to the ceiling. 
"…. in Australia, to hide the surrogacy angle amongst the genuine pregnant Mums who 
voluntarily wanted a retreat to chill out...to help during their pregnancy…" 
 
"What are you talking about? No. Not at all." She angrily replied. 
 
Her disgust at the suggestion was palpable. She coughed. 
 
"We run a purely legit Business here. A highly successful Business I might add. I resent 
your implications and accusations and find them insulting and degrading. I have worked 
damn hard over many years to ensure the success of this business.... sure, I still run 
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Childbirth International... that is still based in my place of birth... that is where it has always 
remained. The ambitions of conquering the World with Bryan and I at the helm sank into 
the murky waters of failure...due to Bryan's inability to concentrate on the business at hand. 
He could never stay focussed long enough to achieve anything worthwhile. Unfortunately, I 
was married to him by that stage...and like any good, loyal wife, I came back to Australia 
with him. He actually hated living in Bangkok. It didn't take me long to realise that his 
words of self-importance were total fabrications and within a week of landing in Sydney, I 
demanded he bring me up here to Coffs Harbour where relatives of my parents had made 
their home... Bryan may have lasted no more than a couple of months with me here before 
he was off to, I have no idea where. Leaving me broke and alone. Lonely as hell, I might 
add, as I had no friends around here, back then." 
 
"Were you pregnant at the time?" 
 
"Yes...with twins. What was I to do?" 
 
"What did you do?" 
 
"I used the Thailand Business to have the twins adopted out..." 
 
"You realise that you may have broken Australian law in doing that. There is no record of 
the adoption being legalised here in Australia. I presume that the twins were adopted out to 
an Australian couple?" 
 
"Yes...Um...I'm a little confused...all this happened what? In Two Thousand. November of 
that year when the twins were born. Fourteen years ago. Even if I had done something 
illegal by adopting the babies out in the manner that I did, can I be held accountable under 
Australian law for the act at this late stage? And what has Murder Squad Detectives got to 
do with that vexing problem of long ago? I did not enjoy the process of adopting my 
children out to others. It was the hardest thing for me to do in my entire life...now, what is 
your real reasons for asking these questions of me?" 
 
I ignored her question. 
 
To tell the truth I was unsure of the ramifications and legal aspects of “Children for Money” 
transactions, adoption and Surrogacy Laws here in Australia, let alone Thai Laws. Then or 
now. 
 
"Bright Beginnings. A firm wholly owned by yourself. True?' Incorporated here in 
Australia... and in Thailand." 
 
"Yes...that is one of several Import Business that I own. Baby Goods. Safety Capsules. Cots 
and prams. That type of thing. A Cousin of mine is the Manager of most of those 
businesses. He is based in Thailand... we import directly into Australia and many  
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other countries." 
 
"Do you employ any Backpackers here at the Retreat?" 
 
There was silence for some moments. She stood and walked to a window. She turned to 
glare at me, a frown creasing her brow. 
 
"Detectives, what is this all about. I refuse to answer any more of your questions until you 
explain yourselves." 
 
She walked quickly towards the Office door. 
 
"I take offence at your attempts... your inferences trying to connect me, my businesses and 
this Retreat to some poor wretched bodies found in the bush some ways from here a couple 
of months back... if there is nothing else, I ask politely that you leave." 
 
"Your babies? Tara and Timothy, we believe they were christened. Is that correct?" 
 
"If there is nothing else, Detectives......" 
 
"We would like to take a DNA sample from you to confirm the identity..." 
 
She spun around to face us. The colour drained from her face. She had to steady herself by 
placing an arm on the wall beside her. She doubled over holding her stomach, then stood 
and walked slowly and unsteadily back to her desk chair to sink into it. 
 
Confusion, sadness, apprehensiveness and concern flashed across her face. 
 
"You think that those bodies maybe my babies?" 
 
Her face screwed up into absolute wretchedness. She buried her head in her hands. A wail 
erupted from her mouth. She looked up at Marge, her eye make-up smudged, tears 
streaming down her face. 
 
"Is there some-one who we can call?" Mar asked as she went to kneel beside the woman. 
 
My mobile buzzed its beginning. I fished it quickly out of my pocket before the first notes 
of 'Communication Breakdown' commenced. Prophetic huh? 
 
I stood and walked to the door, answering as I opened the door. 
 
"Detective Lind..." 
 
It was the lovely Estelle Sanchez from Forensic Trace up on the Eighth Floor of the  
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Police Building. 
 
Cries of anguish followed me out of the Office into the corridor of the complex. 
 
A woman was rushing towards the Office as I stepped onto the wide veranda. 
 
"Um...we may have something that will help in your 'Bones in the Bags' case, Joe. I may 
have mentioned that both suitcases had a congealed mass of body glunk, as a technical 
term..." She gave a little chuckle. "…....in the bottom of each of those cases. There was a lot 
of material mixed up in the soup. The lower suitcase...there was one of those small plastic 
containers that would hold a cartridge...or a roll of unexposed 35-millimetre film in it. In the 
old days before digital photography made that photographic regime obsolete. The tops of 
these containers are airtight, fits on, snaps on extremely tightly so it has preserved the 
contents very well over the years that the cases have been out in the weather. The standard 
of the suitcases, their inherent airtight capabilities has also helped. This small container 
must have dropped out of a shirt pocket or somewhere similar as the person was loading and 
squeezing the bodies into the suitcases. Who-ever didn't notice the little plastic container 
drop into the Suitcase. The body I believe, was dropped on top of it..." 
 
While I had found her propensity to theorise somewhat alluring the first time that I had met 
her, much to the disgust of Marge if I remember correctly, her want to run off at the mouth 
at this precise moment was bloody frustrating! 
 
"Tellie, I'm sorry. I'm in the middle of a very important meeting that I’ve walked out of to 
take your call... can you get to the point of this conversation." 
 
"Sorry. Yes, Joe. The container held the butts of several 'Roll your own' and tailor-made 
cigarettes. We've managed to obtain DNA samples from several of the butts. Two persons. 
A hit with one. A Gregory Monro Tallis. He is in prison at the moment awaiting trial for a 
string of charges mostly to do with kiddy porn." 
 
"Gregory Monro Tallis..." I repeated. I scribbled the name into my Note Book. 
 
"Yes...and he has prior 'form' in Victoria and NSW. Child abuse and paedophilia. Has done 
time in both States..." 
 
We had it. Yep, we had it! 
 
"Next time that I see you I am going to kiss you...your blood's worth bottling." 
 
"Only if there is no-one else around, Joe. I do not want to get a reputation as an unfaithful 
woman...or a Hussy..." 
 
She chuckled lightly at her own joke. 
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"I at least, will owe you a cup of coffee down at the Cafe. Coffee Pot. Down stairs. OK?" 
 
"You're on, Joe. I accept. There would be nothing untoward in fellow work associates 
sharing a coffee so close to the work environment. I'll hold you to that, Joe Lind. See ya." 
 
 
 
CHAPTER FORTY-TWO 
 
 
I walked quickly back into the Office, pocketing my mobile as I entered the room. 
 
Several other persons were now present, crowded around Sendra Shavrabarasan. The wail 
had been reduced to silent sobs. 
 
I nodded at Mar to try and convey that the Case had been blown wide open. She seemed not 
to notice. The Court Order allowing us to obtain a DNA sample from Sendra sat on the 
corner of the desk. 
 
Between sobs, she managed to say that it would appear that she had no choice. 
 
Mar sheepishly replied, explaining that she needed to get her 'Evidence Bag' out of the boot 
of the Unmarked. Mar glanced at me, gesturing for me to stay in the room while she 
retrieved a DNA test kit. 
 
She returned quickly, followed by a very small, thin, elderly Oriental man who immediately 
ordered the other women from the room. 
 
I had turned to watch as he dismounted from a Quad Bike as it screeched to a halt in a cloud 
of dust beside our Unmarked. 
 
He practically ran into the room shouting gibberish. The sharp strident tones of an oriental 
language. Presumably some dialect of Thai. 
 
Sendra replied. 
 
He turned to me to shake my hand. 
 
"I am Sendra's father. What business do you have with my daughter? I must disclose to you 
that I am a Solicitor recognised in Australia to practise Law. Now that you have reduced my 
daughter to a quivering mass, a state that I have never in my life seen her in, please state 
your business with my daughter." 
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All this said in the Queen's English with only the slightest trace of an accent! 
 
Mar leant across to the desk and handed the Court Order to him. 
 
He read every word of the six-page document before looking up at her. He noticed the DNA 
Retrieval Kit that she held. 
 
"It would seem that I cannot prevent this procedure, but before you continue, could you 
please explain why this procedure is deemed necessary. Please." 
 
He gestured for us to sit back into the two chairs that we had recently vacated. 
 
Mar went over the history of the Case. 
 
When Bryan Doyle's name was mentioned, this for the first time, made the old man shake 
his head slowly. Prior to that he had remained standing, an epithet of a stone Standing 
Buddha! 
 
"That man has been nothing but a blight on my family. Perhaps I should not be so against 
him for it was his doing that my wife and I came to Australia to live out our days." 
 
Mar finished off the story. 
 
"So, DNA indicates that he is the father of the two bodies that were recently found some 
kilometres from here. Because my daughter admitted to being married for a short time to the 
man and to giving birth to twins almost fifteen years ago, you somehow have linked the two 
incidences to conclude that she must be the mother of those two victims...am I correct in 
that assumption? That there is no evidence to say that the two are in fact, my grand-
children?" 
 
"The DNA examination of the remains also indicates that the two bodies were brother and 
sister. Twins." 
 
"Hardly conclusive...to involve my daughter." 
 
"The DNA examination of your daughter's sample will conclusively prove either way, 
whether your daughter is the mother or not. We already have a copy of Birth Certificates of 
both a Tara and Timothy that list your daughter as their biological mother. Doyle as the 
father. If the DNA samples show that she is not the birth mother of the two victims that 
were found recently in the bush not that far from here, then you will never see us again... or 
have any further involvement with the NSW Police Force." Mar stated forcefully. "I'm 
afraid that at this point in time, your daughter has little options but to comply with the 
Order." 
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Sendra Shavrabarasan was listening intently to the exchange. 
 
I spoke up. 
 
"Ms Shavrabarasan, does the name Gregory Monro Tallis, mean anything to you?" 
 
By her reaction, it did. Her father how-ever, spun around to face her. 
 
"Sendra, do not say anything at all!" Said forcefully and with authority. 
 
For a little bloke who stood no more than 148 centimetres tall, and weighing less than a wet 
blanket, he certainly knew how to throw his weight around. 
 
I didn't need a confirming comment from her. Her reaction was sufficient. 
 
"Detectives, please finish off your business here and then leave these premises. If you have 
any need to contact us again, it will only be through me. Understand?" 
 
"Mister?" 
 
"Shavrabarasan... Brenthan Shavrabarasan... as I have already indicated, I am Sendra's 
father." 
 
"We can do this a number of ways, Sir. We are investigating two murders. We can haul your 
daughter into the local Police Station for questioning without you being able to prevent it. 
Hold her in the cells overnight and for forty-eight hours without any charges being laid. On 
suspicion only of being involved in a capital crime. We can charge your daughter with 
Murder on two counts before the fact without you being able to prevent this action 
occurring, or we can act like consenting adults and sit here in this Office and finish our 
questioning of your daughter with you being present and counselling her every step of the 
way. It's your call, Mister Shavrabarasan. One or two questions. That is all. Her DNA 
sample and we will be out of here. Do I make myself clear on the matter...I can organise a 
bus load of Police Constables to pull this place apart at a moment’s notice? You have read 
the Court Order. I can do that, Sir, though I do not want to. I doubt that anything worthwhile 
relating to our Case would be found. Understand?" 
 
Mar hated it when I threatened to push my weight around, but sometimes it is necessary to 
blunt a stand-off. 
 
The little gentleman looked piercingly at me, his line of sight level as he stood before my 
seated position. He nodded slightly, turned his head and in a staccato voice, uttered a string 
of instructions to his daughter in their native tongue. 
 
Mar gestured with the DNA kit in Sendra's direction. Both the old man and his daughter 
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vaguely relented to the request. After Mar had obtained the sample and placed the kit into 
an Evidence Bag and signed and sealed it, I leant forward in my seat and again asked the 
question. 
 
"Does the name Gregory Monro Tallis mean anything to you?" 
 
She touched a tissue to her nose, sniffled before nodding her head. 
 
"It's such a long time ago. I'm pretty sure that he was the man who took Tara and Timothy. 
We instructed him...and gave him the all the necessary paperwork...he had to register the 
adoption with the relevant Authorities here in Australia. He may very well have 
complied...using different names I suppose...." 
 
"Was he married?" 
 
"According to what he said, as far as I can remember. Yes." 
 
"Her name?" 
 
"Arrm....Charli Tallis, with an 'I', if my memory serves." 
 
"But you never saw the Marriage Certificate? Did you see the wife? What did she look like. 
Tall? Short? Slim? Wide?" 
 
"She was a slim blond. Taller than her husband. A lot taller. An incongruous alliance. Wide 
at the shoulders. Slim hips. Attractive from memory. Long, dirty blond hair in a ponytail..." 
 
"Where did you see her then?" 
 
"At the hand-over. When my babies were given to them...I wasn't there. Well not close. I 
couldn't hand my babies over. I was having problems with the whole arrangement...I 
couldn't handle the situation. I sat in a car out the front of the Motel. In Bangkok." 
 
"So, all this took place in Thailand?" 
 
"Yes...everything had been organised through my firm, Childbirth International..." 
 
"To circumvent all of the Australian Laws pertaining to adoption or the selling of babies for 
a price..." 
 
She nodded her head. Looked down at her hands that she held tightly in her lap. 
 
I was disgusted and let it be noticed. Mar looked over at me to warn me to chill. 
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"Thank you for your cooperation. If we are able to obtain the necessary conclusive proof of 
the birthright of the bodies that were discovered and they turn out to be your children...or 
not...we will inform you. Regardless, it would be a safe bet that you will be required to 
make a formal statement of events in the near future which will entail your presence at 
Coffs Harbour Police Station. You will also be required to attend Court at the time of the 
Trial...and I must warn you, you may be interviewed by the Child Protection Group within 
the NSW Police Force and the NSW Child Protection Agency. There could be charges laid 
against you for these matters. Thank you and good morning to you." 
 
I was that abrupt. 
 
I was not at all sympathetic to her emotional turmoil. 
 
I could not wait to get the hell out of that Office and away from the woman. 
 
Away from Coffs Harbour. 
 
I would remember the way that I felt at that moment for a long time afterwards. 
 
Anger against the woman. Pity for the twins. 
 
Hurt and sorrow for the two. 
 
Disgust at the woman for selling her babies off to a stranger. 
 
All rolled up in a tight little ball in the pit of my stomach. 
 
I had a feeling that no matter how I felt, the two children that were stuffed into those two 
suit cases had, for a lot of years, suffered worse. A pain that went to the very depths of their 
souls. 
 
I could feel it in my very bones. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER FORTY-THREE 
 
 
"Diane Kinsley...um...I am Detective Joseph Lind. This is my partner, Detective Marjory 
Hendricks...and this is the Deputy Chief Prosecutor, Jennifer Cartwright from the DPP's 
Office." 
 
"And for the record, I am Tandem J. Templeton QC. Miss Kinsley's legal Counsel." 
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The man sitting beside the bed voiced as he stood to greet us. 
 
"Good morning to all of you. I must say for the record that my Client is still unable to 
converse because of the condition of her jaw." 
 
"She is now fully conscious and aware of her surroundings, fully comprehends the content 
of any conversation and is aware of why you....and the three of us are present in her Ward 
Room, is she not? She understands that a twenty-four/seven Police guard exists on her 
Room, and the reason for such measures; is she not aware of that fact and the reason for its 
application?" Jennifer Cartwright countered. 
 
"My Client is fully aware of the position that she finds herself in." 
 
"Therefore, Ms Kinsley, I will read you your rights as determined by the Laws of this 
State." I began. 
 
Mar and I took turns in this most satisfying part of any Homicide Case....usually! 
 
In this Case, how-ever, we did not feel any satisfaction or completion in having to charge 
her with the homicide murder of her husband, Mister Simon Sunderland on or about the 
fifteenth day of June of this year. In or about Number 44 Chase Drive, The Spit Heights, 
NSW which was the matrimonial residence of Sunderland and Kinsley. They had resided at 
the above address as a married couple for eight and a half years. 
 
"Ms. Diane Kinsley, I am charging you with the homicide murder of your husband, Mister 
Simon Sunderland. Anything you say will be recorded and maybe used in a Court of Law as 
evidence as part of the Case against you. Do you understand, Ms. Kinsley?" 
 
She nodded her head. Tears streamed down her cheeks. 
 
"Let it be noted that the Accused nodded her head in agreement to the Charges." 
 
As we filed out of the room feeling rather numb, I noticed that Mar tapped Kinsley softly on 
the arm. The woman again nodded her head faintly conveying that she understood the 
sentiment of the Lead Detectives on the Case. 
 
And that everything would be alright in the end though a Murder Trail with her name 
splashed across every Newspaper and Nightly News was not something that she looked 
forward to. 
 
It would be a bloody ordeal! With her entire married life being made public down to the nth 
degree. 
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CHAPTER FORTY-FOUR 
 
 
Mar and I were in the back seat of the DPP vehicle. Jedda O'Malley was in the driver's seat. 
I still felt that she was too young to have left school, let alone drive a car. 
 
Jennifer Cartwright slumped into the front passenger seat with a loud sigh escaping through 
her lips. 
 
"Jeezus...there's occasions when I hate this job. Jo, have you computed the GPS? The 
Nursing Home that our Mister Barry Devlin now resides in?" 
 
The young woman nodded her head. 
 
"What? When did Devlin transfer into a Nursing Home?" Mar asked. Perhaps surprised that 
we had not been informed of this move. 
 
"He's gone downhill rather rapidly since his wife died. It sometimes happens..." Cartwright 
replied. "His Solicitor and his two children should be there. This will close the chapter on 
this Case, hopefully." 
 
It took us close to two hours to arrive at the sprawling Nursing Home. 
 
The Halfway to Death House was how my Grandmother described them. Looking at some 
of the Patients as we were led to were Devlin waited patiently for us, I thought that she had 
never been more right in her life! 
 
A small gathering was noticeable in one far corner of a beautifully tended garden area. I 
recognised Barry Devlin though his decline was a bit of a shock. 
 
We were introduced to the man's son and daughter. The Daughter recognisable as a 
Reporter and Investigative Journalist for the ABC. She had won several Awards for her 
work. A well dressed, erect woman who did not mind speaking her mind. 
 
I remembered the rotund, messy figure of Albie Kirkpatrick. He would never win any 
awards for the best dressed Lawyer to front the Bar. I half expected to see him in a pair of 
Jeans and a T-shirt. It wouldn't have surprised me. The dishevelled suit that he wore looked 
as though it was around five years in arrears of a Dry Cleaning. The shirt in similar 
condition. You could see the dirty, high tide mark around the collar. 
 
Business must be quiet, I thought sarcastically to myself. 
 
Devlin's son was a tall, stand-offish man in his middle forties at a guess. A self-righteous 
twit who tended to sprout text from the Bible, as though it was fact and not some ravings 
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from an out of date theory. 
 
It was not appreciated by the rest of us! 
 
He didn't seem to notice, such was his narrowness of viewpoint and strength of belief. As 
though it was written that he would be the subject of jokes and jeers completely foreign to 
him. I could see him on some corner of the CBD during his Lunch Break sprouting the 
Word. A bible clutched tightly in his hand. Never needing to refer to it as he knew the entire 
tome off by heart! 
 
We talked small talk for a while. Devlin Senior seemed to drift off. Something that I could 
have done quite easily myself. The sun wasn't hot. Just a warming balm on the body. Devlin 
seemed to roll out of a light slumber. His eyes having that staring, vacant look about them. 
 
He turned to me. Took my hand in his. 
 
"Doctor. My wife? She hasn't been to see me while I've been here. Is she still sick? She was 
in Hospital, you know. Suffering terribly." 
 
As we walked back to the car, the daughter accompanied us. 
 
Jennifer Cartwright explained the present position. 
 
"The DPP is dropping all charges against your father. Not the least because of the condition 
he is in. I doubt that he would understand the position or the gravity of the charges against 
him. He is unfit to stand trial and you do not need to be a Medical Practitioner or a 
Psychologist to make that assessment. Unfortunately, that will be needed to be organised, 
none-the-less. Additionally, the manner of death of your mother is in question and could not 
be ascertained as a foregone conclusion...even after the autopsy was performed. Certain 
facts of great importance pertaining to the Case leave a considerable degree of doubt 
hanging over the entire proceedings. We will leave it at that. I hope that your father does not 
linger for too long but joins your mother in the near future. It is one hell of an ordeal for 
those left behind to watch their loved ones slowly sink into a state where they do not 
recognise you or forget how to even eat in order to survive. You have not that long ago had 
to endure the pain of your mother’s regression. I am so sorry that it had to be embroiled in 
such nonsense. My favourite Aunty went that way when I was barely out of High School 
and it was a horrendous ending to a vibrant, healthy life." 
 
She smiled sadly and bent in to kiss the Daughter on both cheeks. 
 
"Thank You." Sally Devlin-Dibley murmured, as tears welled up in her eyes. 
 
There was no need for any more banter. 
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CHAPTER FORTY-FIVE 
 
 
I placed my mobile back into its dock, leaned back into my chair and swivelled it in a 
rocking motion with my feet up on the desk. My hands clasped behind my head. 
 
"No good, huh?" Mar commented as she watched my actions. 
 
"Nah. There is no Marriage Certificate in the name of Gregory Munro Tallis and Charli 
Tallis in any State or Territory in the Commonwealth of Australia. They were never 
married. How can a supposedly responsible adult and mother hand her two new born babes 
over to a couple without making exhaustive investigations on them beforehand? That's got 
me beat!" 
 
I stood and went over to the Punching Bag to belt out my frustration. 
 
Those in the Office seemed to be aware of the reasons for my anger and did not offer a 
comment as they are apt to do when-ever some-one fronts the swinging leather bag after a 
more satisfactory result is achieved. A reason to celebrate against a reason to belt out the 
frustrations! There seems to be something different in the air. If we are swinging because of 
a victory or a break in a particular case as against a stonewall barrier that excludes the 
successful completion of an investigation, then the entire Office is aware of the difference. 
 
Mar came over to grasp the bag as I swung into it. She knew that there had been numerous 
occasions where I had sprained a wrist, did a shoulder or sprained an ankle. Striking a blow 
at the wrong time as the bag began its pendulum swing towards me instead of me waiting 
for its return arc to give it my best shot! 
 
"I think that we should pay Tallis a visit. Don't you?" 
 
"Let's do some more background checks on him first. Interview as many neighbours and 
friends and drinking buddies before we do that as a last resort. I got a funny feeling that 
Tallis will not be cooperative. He's been in prison three times now. This is his fourth 
visit...he will not speak voluntarily to two Murder Dees even about the bloody weather." 
 
I made a lunge with my left. My full weight behind the action. It glanced off to hit Mar in 
the shoulder. She went down like a shy guy at his debut visit to a brothel. 
 
She got slowly to her feet, vigorously rubbing the tip of her shoulder. 
 
"Fuckin' hell, Joe. Yer can take out your frustrations on a bloody brick wall next time!" 
 
No amount of sincere apologies seemed to lessen the pain or anger Hendricks had. I knew 
enough to let things alone for a bit. 
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A trawl through the Motor Registry Department Data Base gave up seven addresses for one 
Gregory Monro Tallis from late Nineteen Ninety-Five through to Two Thousand and Seven, 
the outside probable date that the suitcases were deposited in the bush with their grisly 
contents. During that period, he had also been incarcerated in a Victorian Prison for an 
eighteen-month term for possession of child pornography. 
 
"He got around..." 
 
"I'd hazard a guess and say more than that. He only thought to change his address when 
either the Car Registration or License renewal was due...like many people, it wasn't a high 
priority for him...to notify the Authorities of a change of address. It suited their murky 
ambitions, usually." Hendricks still spoke with that tinge of anger. She was going to make 
me suffer as much as she could. 
 
"Mmm…the majority in suburbs around Wollongong. A couple in western Sydney. One in 
Goulburn. Another in the ACT...and one in Banana Flats...where in hell is that?" 
 
"Coffs Harbour? No? Really?" She stared across at me. There was a certain amount of 
condescension in her tone of voice. 
 
"...and notice, that date indicates that he resided there in Two Thousand and Six. I'll lay 
odds and say that is when the suitcases were dumped in the bush. I'll even hazard a guess 
and say that he may have spied Sendra Shavrabarasan while he was doing his shopping...or 
something similar. Recognised her. Chased out her property up in the foothills...and for 
some reason, the twins were killed and he placed them at that spot to draw nosy but talented 
Investigators in that direction….and the worse thing? We fell for it hook, line and sinker." 
 
"That's rather a flimsy theory." Mar cut in. 
 
"Perhaps not to his Pot-addled little brain." 
 
"Mmm...yeah...well..." 
 
"You'll notice that his stay within the area of Banana Flats lasted for just weeks." 
 
"Mmm...yeah...well..." 
 
I knew that there was no way that she would give me an ounce of credit for such a fine 
theory. I can live with that as I would be the same with her expressed possibilities! 
 
"What about one Charli Tallis? Did you try Charlene Tallis?" 
 
"What for?" I asked as I hit my forehead with my open hand. "Doh!" 
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"I'll do it...." Mar offered as she sat back at her desk, still rubbing her shoulder. 
 
"Charlene Tallis doesn't exist according to all records. Neither does Charli Tallis or Sharli 
Tallis or Sharlene Tallis. A dead end!" 
 
"C'mon, it's close to knock off time. We should do a couple of laps of the pool. You 
especially as you need to work out that shoulder otherwise it will freeze up. Mar? I’m sorry 
about that." 
 
"Grrr...." 
 
That was Mar's response. 
 
"We'll head for Wollongong to-morrow morning" 
 
 
 
CHAPTER FORTY-SIX 
 
 
"Jeez, you coppers sure took your time. Thank Christ I wasn't holding my breath!" 
 
She was a very rotund woman. Prime heart attack material who hid behind her locked 
security screen door. 
 
Puffy face. Arms the size of my calves. Eyes that were sunken into swollen cheeks. Frizzy 
hair pulled back tightly into a pony tail. A dress that hung from enlarged breasts that were 
not confined by a bra. Her body odour had no troubles squeezing through the security insect 
screen door to almost bowl us over.  
 
"Pardon?" Mar responded. 
 
"Ya don't have to be Sherlock to figure it out...ya went to Number 20 across the street first. 
By the way they answered ya questions they knowed naught about what youse was asking. 
Then ya went to the next house but one. Number 24. They's couldn't help youse either and I 
knowed theys told yease to come to my place. I knows that yer were asking about people 
living in Number 22. They's home. Any fool can see that! The car's in the driveway for 
everyone to see, so's ya were asking about the people who'se live there. I knows that ya not 
making enquiries about the Parvich family. Theys are good people. Friendly. Neighbourly. 
Helps out around the neighbourhood. Lovely family. Theys kids polite. No problems at all. 
Theys lived there since that bloke Tallis moved out around Two Thousand and Two. They 
had to do a fair bitta work on the place before they could re-let it to the Parvich family 
though. I've rang the Cops three times I think. When that Greg Tallis lived there. The Child 
Protection Agency a coupla times too. The cops came once. The CPA people may have 
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turned up a couple of times." 
 
Thank God for the neighbourhood stickybeak, I thought to myself. 
 
"Why did you ring the local Police...and the CPA people?" Mar asked. 
 
"Cause they useta go out for hours...to the Pub usually. Left the kids locked inside the 
house. Go shopping. The same thing. Theys kids was around four. Maybe five. They 
wouldn't let them out of the house. Were actually forced to send them to school. Beats me 
how come the kids weren't taken off them...the two growed ups would fight when they came 
back from the Pub. Screaming. Yelling. The language. Things be broken. Thrown about. 
Terrible hullabaloo. Yeah, the Cops came a coupla times to quieten things down." 
 
"How many children?" 
 
"Two. A boy and girl. I was told by some-one that they were twins. Don't know for sure." 
 
"Missus Tallis." 
 
"They weren't married. I knows that. I think she may have been a bloke in woman's clothes 
though I never seen her in the shower if you knows what I mean...and both of them smoked 
dope...funny grass, if ya get my drift. Yease could smell it over here when the wind was 
right." 
 
"Why would you say that about the lady?" 
 
"Yease can tell. A looker for sure, but big around the shoulders. Tiny arse. Would walk 
really prissy if'n she knowed some-one was watching, but at other times she walked like a 
bloke, yer know. Big steps. A swagger like a man, not a woman...if'n ya watched closely." 
Again, I thanked the Higher Universe for the proverbial neighbourhood gossip. There 
should be more of them, I reckon. It would make our job that much easier! Sure, living 
around them in the neighbourhood might be a pain in the arse, but what-ever! They had 
their place. 
 
"How long did they live at that address?" 
 
"Oh…um...from around Two Thousand for no more than eighteen months...maybe a little 
longer...about." 
 
We had visited five addresses before this one for nil information. Those residents asked had 
not known of the Tallis'es and had moved into the suburb long after the Tallis family had 
vacated. 
 
We interviewed another elderly woman living at an address in Oak Flats. The last address 
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that we had in the Wollongong area. She basically confirmed what Lucy Savage had told us, 
but in a more educated voice. She wasn't as sure of the claim that the woman was in fact, a 
man. 
 
"No. I'm sorry. I didn't get that impression. She was a little friendlier than Gregory Tallis. 
Would wave at me or my husband when he was alive, if we were out in the front garden. I 
suppose now that you mention it, her voice was a bit...oh...unwomanly, if there is such a 
word. I didn't think that much of it, though. At the time. They were only there...across the 
street in that Weatherboard place, for I don't know...from memory about three months...my 
late husband would say that there must be bad vibes in that house because all the tenants 
that took up residence in that house, invariably only stayed for a short time. Some-one 
mentioned to me that he got a job in Goulburn...or Canberra. Can't remember exactly. It's a 
while ago now. How time flies." 
 
We thanked her for her information and headed back up to Sydney. 
 
"What do you think?" I asked Mar as we hit the Motorway. 
 
"I think we should arrange a visit to the Child Protection Agency Offices. Get them to pull 
out their files on the...um...family. For want of a better description. We haven't checked with 
Centrelink. That should be one of the first things we do when we get back in the Office. I'll 
lay odds that Charli was drawing some type of pension...as an unmarried mother for starters. 
Then we should organise a meeting with Tallis. He's in Goulburn Jail I think." 
 
"Nah. I disagree with you. I still reckon that he will not be forthcoming with one iota of 
information that will help us. I'm all for continuing with this background stuff and finding 
his former partner." 
 
"Mmm...alright. I'll go with you on that. See if you can get onto the Child Protection 
Agency to get at their files though...I think we may need a Court Order to achieve that 
though. I doubt that they’d look kindly at us delving through their grotty files." 
 
 
 
CHAPTER FORTY-SEVEN 
 
 
I spoke to The Boss, Abbey about organising a Court Order to have all records released on 
the Tallis family. Formerly of seven addresses which I read out for him. I filled him in on 
why we were chasing this angle, hoping to snare the true identity and whereabouts of the De 
Facto partner of Gregory Tallis. 
 
He understood the problem, agreeing that the man would not be overly friendly and 
generous in any information that he may give us. He thought that Tallis would be mighty 
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anti-cop in his manner. 
 
"Organise a meeting with Centrelink next Tuesday. The CPA for next Wednesday 
morning…say one for the following Friday, to-day week, down at Goulburn Jail with Tallis. 
I doubt that I'll be able to get the Court Order until late Monday or the following day the 
way things are at the moment. You coming back into the Office this afternoon?" 
 
"Yes Boss. In about an hour, I reckon. Just to knock off and put in an hour down in the pool. 
Why?" 
 
"Barry Devlin died early this morning. A massive stroke. A God-send by all accounts." 
 
"That it was, Abbey. That it was." 
 
"I think you and Marge should attend the funeral service. Next Monday morning at the 
Chapel at Rookwood. 0930. I understand that there will be a couple of representatives from 
the DPP's Office attending also...it was Jennifer Cartwright who rang to inform me of his 
death. The case against him has died with him, hopefully." 
 
 
 
CHAPTER FORTY-EIGHT 
 
 
"We prefer not to disclose our files, no matter what!" The Deputy Head of the NSW Child 
Protection Agency stated somewhat defensively. 
 
"I'm sure that would be the norm under most conditions Missus Hardy, but we are 
investigating the murder of two youngsters who were known to your Department since they 
were around three or four years of age. Their Step-father has been in prison on three 
separate occasions over a twenty-year period for Child Pornography and Child Sexual 
Abuse. Among other charges. He is awaiting trial for his fourth charge of being in 
possession of child pornography. We are sure that the man will not cooperate in any way to 
help us in this investigation...but then, why would he as he is our Number One POI in the 
homicide of his step-children. We are hoping that there is sufficient information in your 
files to positively identify the man's De Facto. We are hoping that she maybe more 
forthcoming with facts that will help. We do not want to remove your files from the 
building and we will only duplicate...copy those folios that may help our cause. You can sit 
with us while we work." 
 
At this suggestion, she smiled. Shaking her head vigorously in the negative. 
 
"Not me, Detective, but I'll make sure that the Head of the Section accompanies you 
everywhere that you go with any of our files." 
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"Fair enough. Can we proceed?" 
 
She gestured for us to follow her. You could tell that she was still disagreeable to the 
arrangement but a Court Order is not something that can be ignored or brushed away with a 
wave of the hand. 
 
We were introduced to a Darren Hartley. The Sectional Head for the Illawarra and 
Wollongong Regional Area. 
 
"Um...we have most of the Files digitised back to the Nineteen Eighties, so flipping through 
old paper files won't be necessary. It will mean that scanning will also be quicker. We'll set 
you up in a spare Office and connect you up a computer. That won't take long to do. We'll 
connect to a Printer in my Office so I can keep a check on what information you are taking 
out of the Office. There would be some Data, I would imagine, that we cannot let you 
copy." 
 
I sighed deeply, hinting at frustration and a head of steam building up. 
 
"I'm sorry, as the Order explains, we will take any information that we deemed relevant and 
important to our investigation. That's a given, I'm afraid." 
 
The two Office bound persons exchanged looks. 
 
"Let's see first before we get our knickers in a knot, shall we?" Mar offered as a conciliatory 
gesture. "I would imagine that the information that you are worried about, is information on 
the minors.... if we need to copy anything thus labelled, we will consult with you first. 
Okay?" 
 
I've got to work on my tactfulness, so her filthy glance seemed to say! 
 
The files were surprisingly detailed and voluminous. 
 
In the two days that we sat in the tiny little Office that was an annex to the Section Head's 
Office, separated by a full height, clear glass partition, we copied out over five hundred 
folios. Included amongst them was a copy of a Birth Certificate for one Charles James 
Longford, later described as the transsexual step-mother of Tia and Thomas Tallis. A copy 
of the children's Birth Certificates listed Sendra Shavrabarasan as the biological mother. We 
already had a copy on file but we took a copy anyway…just to fill out the growing pile. 
 
There were various photographs of the children at the age of three up to eight years of age. 
Then nothing. 
 
There was a connected File which detailed injuries received by the twins with quite explicit 
photographs and descriptions. 
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After I had digested this file, I got up and walked out of the small Office looking for a 
punching bag to mash. It was obvious that the abuse that the children were experiencing, 
was well known to the various Case Officers. It was there in that file! 
 
But nothing was done! 
 
I walked into Hartley's Office demanding why the twins remained in the supposed care of 
the two. It was clear that from an early age, the children were subjected to constant sexual 
and physical abuse. 
 
"I have no excuses. I have no plausible reasons as to why those kids remained under the 
same roof. All I can offer is that the constant moving of the family to different addresses 
meant that there was no determined or constant monitoring of the family by the one Case 
Officer. This only came to my notice when the digitisation of that particular file was 
completed...and other files were discovered and then cross-referenced...it is a sad situation 
of that particular Case falling through the cracks...we have more Cases then my available 
Case Workers can handle satisfactorily. Each of my staff has at least fifty live cases with 
that number escalating every week. My existing staff are over-worked and under-paid...yes, 
I know, excuses, excuses. We can only do what we can do with the resources at our 
disposal...I'm sorry. I live with that knowledge every day....and night." 
 
He looked up at me with tired eyes. Sorrow written in his mien. 
 
"It's too late to say sorry to those two youngsters who for all their young lives went through 
sheer hell. Too late, far too late!" 
 
I stormed from his Office then thought better of it. I spun around and walked back to the 
doorway. 
 
"I'm taking a copy of every one of those photographs and reports that indicate the sexual 
and physical abuse of the children for the entire time that you have evidence of. We will 
download them onto a Flash Drive...if you have a spare 64 gig one available. I'm also taking 
a copy of every folio that we deemed maybe required for our investigation that relates to the 
children's tortured life even if you object. Understand? I am going to nail that bastard to the 
wall and ensure that his fellow prisoners are aware of his propensity for young children and 
transsexuals...that type of person is not respected by the majority of inmates...understand? I 
hope he rots in hell!" 
 
We didn't finish trawling through twelve separate files, most with several Parts such was 
there size, prepared by and under the supervision of half a dozen different Case Officers 
until late on the second day. Thursday evening. We had two 64 gig Flash drives full of 
information with photographs taking up most of one the memory sticks. We also had close 
to five hundred A4 pages of what we deemed to be relevant material. 
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We had cancelled the Friday morning interview with Tallis at Goulburn Jail. 
 
Re-setting the time for the following week. 
 
It was after six that night when we nosed our Unmarked out of the Underground Parking 
Area of the CPA building. The boot being the secure 'vault' for three white, three ringed 
Binders that now held every page that we had copied. 
 
"Home? My eyes are killing me, Joe. I have to have them checked. I reckon that I may need 
reading glasses at least." 
 
"Yeah, once you turn forty, you start to slide downhill......" 
 
"Bloody hell, Joe, I've not reached that mile-stone yet...like you! A hot bath, a hot mug of 
broth and I'm hitting the sack...I've had it!" 
 
"How about we go home via Balmain. It's not that far out of our way." 
 
"What...you want to interview Charles Longford...or Charli Tallis...or Charli Longford....or 
what-ever he/she calls herself now...to-night? I'm not up to it, Joe. Really." 
 
"No. Just drive past. To have a gander so we know where we're going to-morrow morning." 
 
"I thought that we were going to digest all the information that we have gathered from the 
past two days crammed into that tiny little Office that had no Air-Conditioning...do you 
reckon they did that on purpose? OK. OK, Joe. I'll drive past the address, OK? Get your 
laptop booted up and get onto the White pages...and try the reverse Address Directory 
also...also try the Electoral Roll to confirm the address to the name so we can stitch it up 
three ways to Sunday to make sure she still lives at that address. So we're not wasting our 
time." 
 
"Yes Boss. Shall do, Boss." I booted up my laptop. "Do you need your shoes shined? Your 
underwear washed? Anything else, Boss?" 
 
"Shut up, Joe. Just shut up and do what you have to do. Okay? Without any fuss or BS!" A 
loud exhalation was her final say on the matter. 
 
We drove in silence for some time. 
 
I was not that good at using the Laptop while the car was in motion. It made me feel sick. 
Some people can even read while they are zipping along in a car. Me? I'm unable to do that 
at all. 
 
"Yep...White Pages has a C. Longford listed at an address in Balmain. The Electoral Roll 
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also has the same listing and so does the Reverse Directory." 
 
"What is the politically correct form of address? Do we refer to her as a “she” or a “he”?" 
 
I shrugged my shoulders. Looked out the window as the shadows lengthened past dusk. The 
street lights blinked on. 
 
"I guess it all depends on whether they have altered all their personnel details over to the 
female form...or have had the...you know...what do they call that Op?" 
 
"Gender Reassignment Surgery." 
 
"Mmm...I don't know about that. It gives me an awful feeling in the you-know-whats." 
 
"You men, you’re all so bloody protective of that unimportant little thing. I truly don’t know 
why. From what I’ve been told, it works overtime for a few short years then gradually 
declines until even you guys wonder what the fuss was all about. It becomes a useless 
appendage!" 
 
"That’s lovely, Mar. Bloody gratitude. I bet Muscles would be somewhat unimpressed with 
your take on his manliness…. his reason for living….and I bet there are times when even 
you feel the need…you know…don’t you get horny?" 
 
"That’s it, to you men. The entire World revolves around that thing…and sex!" 
 
"What? You and Muscles having a bit of a fight…. revolving around the need… the want 
where the libido of one doesn’t match the other? " 
 
"Shut the fuck up, Joseph Lind…" She glanced over at me. A smile cracked her face. "I 
guess that that Op is out of the question for you, then. You have a Penis Complex in the 
extreme." 
 
"What do you mean?" 
 
She just shook her head. Had that smile on her dial. 
 
She'd got me! 
 
 
CHAPTER FORTY-NINE 
 
 
"That one. The one with those fancy lights on. Gee, talk about a trendy neighbourhood. She 
sure has come up in the world since the old Wollongong days. The whole street has had a 
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very expensive make-over by the looks of it...and I bet that from the first floor of most of 
those Terraces, you could see the Harbour Bridge. They'd have to be worth a motza!" 
 
Mar drove the Unmarked at crawl speed until we came to Number Fifty-Four. Parking was 
at a premium down the entire street. She drove to the next cross-street and did a youie to 
retrace our route back up the street. She stopped the car opposite the house. Double parked. 
Turned off the lights. The engine. 
 
"What are you doing?" 
 
"We're here. We might as well knock on the door." 
 
"Hang on, Mar. Let's think about this. It's what, close to seven on a Friday night. If we have 
to arrest her, it means that she'll be in Custody over the week-end. It will be Monday before 
we can get a piece of her. We have Devlin’s funeral Monday morning. It'll be Tuesday 
before a Bail Application will be heard. That's way too long, Mar." 
 
"Not if we book her on suspicion of Murder before and after the fact. But she may be 
cooperative and be willing to have a talk to us now. To-night. We may not have to arrest her 
on suspicion." 
 
"And pigs might fly. Look, we may cruel it, Mar. Blast the whole case out of the water. It 
wasn't that long ago...no more than an hour in fact, that you objected to even crawling 
passed the address. Give me strength! Haven't you got a date or something with Muscles 
Sarvich to-night?" 
 
"We changed it to to-morrow night. You keeping tabs, Joe?" 
 
That blew the wind from my sails. 
 
"C'mon. Let's go. We can always interview her at the Police Building to-night...without her 
Counsel being present if it is a murder rap we're going to stick her with...C'mon, Joe. I want 
this done. I have had a foul taste in my mouth since we interviewed that Shavrabarasan 
woman up in Coffs a couple of weeks ago." 
 
She began to walk quickly across the road. 
 
I had to run to catch up to her. 
 
"You didn't tell me how you felt about the woman...why not?" 
 
"For the same reason that you never told me how you felt about her...but you make it so 
much more obvious...unlike me, Joe. I can read you like a book, my young man!" 
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CHAPTER FIFTY 
 
 
"Charles Longford?" 
 
The woman who opened the door was tall. Statuesque. Finely chiselled features. She had 
had a nose job for sure. The mouth worked on. There was an attractiveness in a quiet sort of 
way. Buxom. A cleavage that Mar would envied. 
 
"My name is Charlene with a CH. My friends call me Charli....with an 'I'." 
 
She looked Mar up and down. Gave me a quick once over. 
 
"Cops. There is nothing that I can help you with." 
 
She began to close the door. 
 
I put my foot on the threshold to stop the action. 
 
"Charlene? We can do this one of two ways. You can invite us in and sit and discuss a 
problem that we have like mature adults...or we can arrest you on suspicion of two counts of 
murder before and after the fact and take you to the Police Building in Parramatta where 
you will remain sharing a common cell for the entire week-end. Sharing that cell full of 
druggies and drunks until you can get a Bail Hearing perhaps by the Wednesday. 
Understand? What shall it be?" 
 
She stared solidly at me for some moments before letting go of the door. 
 
"Are you inviting us into your home?" I asked. 
 
"Do I have a choice?" 
 
She spun on her heel and click-clacked on six inch heels down the narrow corridor. 
 
"Close the door behind you." She ordered, yelling over her shoulder. 
 
"Joe?" Mar looked at me. "I should go and put the blinkers on, on the car. The hazard lights 
perhaps." 
 
I nodded my head. 
 
"I'll leave the door ajar for you." 
 
I followed the disappearing figure down the narrow passageway. The usual layout for these 
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Victorian Terraces. Pass two bedrooms. Both walls of the Hallway were a piece-meal of 
prints and photographs. A carpet runner hid the original wide Pine flooring boards. A 
narrow timber staircase leading up to the first-floor level at the end of the corridor. I was 
looking at it as I walked into a Living Area tastefully furnished that took up the entire width 
of the house. Two tall, narrow windows giving a view of the neighbouring Terrace not more 
than two metres away. 
 
"You've come a long way since Palm Valley and Oak Flats." I observed. 
 
She ignored the 'stir'. Gestured for me to sit. 
 
"Coffee perhaps. I guess a Scotch is out. I think I should have one. I have a feeling that I 
will need it. Your partner? Coffee too?" She asked. 
 
I followed her out into a back area not unlike that of Bill and Janey Wynyard. The Cleaners 
whom we had interviewed during the IVF murder/suicide Case at the arty Surrey Towers 
complex. It was at their joint that I had experienced the best stew since my Grandmother 
had made it for me when I was growing up. In fact, we were only streets away from their 
address. 
 
The area opened up into one big Kitchen, Dining and Family Room with a full width 
concertina door arrangement that opened out onto an expansive deck that surrounded a ten 
metre Lap Pool that went the entire width of the block. A double garage and a small garden 
setting was all that took up the rest of the block. 
 
At least they had off-street parking which would be a huge benefit. 
 
Longford chuckled at my attempt to keep her in sight. 
 
"What? You don't trust me?" This said in a husky, dusty voice that had some allure about it. 
"You think that I would high-tail it out of here? You obviously have never worn six inch 
heels! Uncomfortable as all hell to walk in but look a million dollars, I think. Run in them? 
No bloody way!" 
 
She moved two cups of coffee across the Kitchen Bench. I sat on a tall stool facing her. She 
had taken a bottle of Gold Label from a cupboard above the Fridge, adding a couple of ice-
cubes to wash the Scotch over as she poured it into the glass. 
 
She turned to me as Marge came into the room. 
 
"Now, you seem to know more about me than I, you." She stated as she leaned back against 
the Kitchen counter top. A pose that accentuated the line of her body. Curvaceousness was 
the word that came to mind. I wasn’t too sure whether it was in the Dictionary, but what the 
heck! 
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We both flashed our ID Cards at her. 
 
"Murder Squad Detectives. Should I be worried or more scared?" 
 
"You did reside at several addresses in the southern suburbs of Wollongong in the late 
Nineteen-Nineties, early Two-Thousands?" 
 
She nodded her head. Mar had positioned her iPad and appeared to be taking notes. 
 
"You know, you can stop the charade. One. That iPad is more than likely aimed at me and is 
recording every action, gesture and word that I utter...and two...yes, I at one stage was in a 
De facto relationship with Gregory Monro Tallis at the time that you stated...so...what is this 
all about. As far as I am aware, the turd is in the clink again...for similar charges as before 
and yes...am I ashamed of that period of my life being involved with such a madman...you 
can bet your house on it. But that isn't a crime...just a bad judgement call...so what do you 
want from me?" 
 
"This your house?" 
 
"Yes...for what it is worth...and yes, I have come a long way since Oak Flats. My partner 
and I own this house together. She is a Solicitor in fact, and I am sure that at this moment 
she would be advising me to shut my mouth...so..." 
 
"Did you and Tallis adopt a set of twins in November, Nineteen Ninety-Nine? Known as 
Tara and Timothy Shavrabarasan or Tia and Thomas Tallis?" 
 
She nodded her head slowly. 
 
"I think that I should perhaps ring my partner." She eased herself away from the Kitchen 
cupboard that she had been leaning back against. 
 
"We will allow you that privilege at the Police Building in Parramatta. Charles Longford, 
also known as Charlene Longford with a CH, I am arresting you on suspicion of two counts 
of murder before the fact, of the deaths of Tara and Timothy Shavrabarasan also known as 
Tia and Thomas Tallis on or around Two Thousand and Six. You are obliged to remain 
silent but anything that you do say may be used as evidence against you in a Court of Law." 
 
She bowed her head. Then with a shaking hand, downed the whole glass of scotch in one 
gulp! 
"Can I lock up the place?" She requested quietly. 
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CHAPTER FIFTY-ONE 
 
 
We placed her in one of the small Interview Rooms up on the Murder Squad floor. 
 
I made the coffee while Mar organised the Technician to man the Video and Recording 
equipment in the Electronics Room which separated the three Interview Rooms that were 
arranged around it. This allowed a view of each Interview Room from the Electronics Room 
through one-way mirrored glass windows. 
 
Mar also organised a Forensic Technician to take a DNA sample of our guest. 
 
"So? What happens now?" She asked slowly, after she had drunk almost half her coffee in 
one gulp. 
 
"We would like to ask you some questions." 
 
"I will say categorically, that I terminated my relationship with Gregory Monro Tallis in 
June, I think it was...Two Thousand and Two. When he got a job in Canberra. No way was I 
living in Canberra! Too cold for me. So I skedaddled." 
 
"Leaving the two children, then aged around three years of age in the care of Tallis...who 
had been in prison on three prior occasions for sexual molestation of minors, child abuse, 
and possessing child pornography?" 
 
My voice had risen several octaves and decibels. I was flabbergasted at her confession. 
 
"…And you call yourself a bloody woman!!??" 
 
This added to rile her. To hurt. 
 
She bowed her head and began to cry silently. 
 
"He was molesting those children from an early age, so we have been informed. There is 
even evidence that you too, were doing similar acts. The two of you set out from the 
beginning to purchase...to buy...those two little babies for your sick pleasure. You groomed 
them for your own sick enjoyment. Fucking disgusting. You are one screwed-up individual. 
I wonder who is the real psychopath between the two of you? Even if you can prove your 
innocence of the murder charges, you will be going down for a bloody long time for your 
crimes against those two poor children. Do you realise the pain and suffering, the sheer 
anguish that you put them through? Can you offer any reasonable explanation as to why 
your former partner would want to kill them? Can you?" 
 
Mar pulled at my arm. I turned to her with absolute fury in my eyes. 
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"I guess the kids reached puberty.... you know, Tia got her periods. Developed breasts. 
Possibly even grew pubic hair. Tom, I guess too. Tallis was into young kids." 
 
This was said in a hoarse whisper. 
 
"They grew up...a natural progression. Their deaths guaranteed because they reached 
puberty...fair dinkum? That is so...." 
 
I stood angrily, pushing my chair back hard against the wall and stormed from the room. I 
was shaking all over. I wanted to hit something. Some-one. Something more substantial 
than the Punching Bag. Several of the Night Crew Detectives looked up as I railed into the 
Squad Room. 
 
Abbey took me by the arm. 
 
I went to wrench my arm away before I realised that it was the Boss. 
 
"Come on, Joe. Let's take a walk. OK. Outside. In the cool night air, so that you can take a 
couple of deep breathes. OK?" 
 
Apparently, the Boss had just returned from the “End of Month Hierarchy Meeting” to see 
our two names up on the Interview Room Reservation Board. He had walked into the 
Electronics Room to take a squiz at proceedings, worried about our presence at that time 
after a long day on the job already. Puzzled as to what would have kept us this late at the 
Office. He had quickly gauged the temperature of the room and had been at the Interview 
Room door when I had burst out. He had instructed one of the Night Shift guys to sit in with 
Mar until the Interview was considered over. It was a legal requirement that two Officers 
always be present during an important interview where charges were likely to be laid. 
 
Later that night in the presence of her Solicitor Partner, she was transferred over to the 
Crimes 
 Against Minors Team and charged with a list of crimes that would possibly put her into 
prison for fifteen to eighteen years. 
 
That was way too short for my liking. 
 
The one saving grace was that she would be treated as an adult male and be incarcerated in a 
male only prison. She would go through hell and back. 
 
Hopefully! 
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CHAPTER FIFTY-TWO 
 
 
The following week we had joint meetings over four days with Crimes against Minors 
Officers, Sex Crimes and Cyber Crimes with several mid-management Officers and Case 
Workers from the Child Protection Agency also attending. 
 
Abbey and Sonny Liston as the Chief-in-charge of the newly formed Murder Squad cell 
dealing with Murders of Minors was also present. 
 
The only reason why the “Bones in the Bags” Case had not been transferred to their little 
cell at some stage of proceedings, was because they had six on-goings as it was! 
 
The CPA people bought with them several additional files that we had not seen in our two-
day trawl through their system. 
 
More evidence that would crucify both Charles Longford and Gregory Tallis. 
 
The Cyber Crime guys bought along several videos of Child sex acts that clearly involved 
both Tallis and Longford. These videos had flown around the Cyberworld! 
 
It could be purchased for a fee. A considerable sum of money! 
 
We had put a Priority One on the DNA sample that we had taken from Longford, under the 
Commissioner's signature, hoping that it would match the unidentified DNA sample 
extracted from a single cigarette butt taken from the small plastic phial found in the first 
suitcase at the original body dump site. 
 
We left early on the Friday morning to travel to Goulburn. 
 
Our Boss accompanied us. 
 
I felt that it had more to do with keeping an eye on my emotions and tamping down my 
anger if the upcoming Interview with Tallis started to get under my skin for any reason. He 
of course, denied this when I mentioned it as I drove the Unmarked down the Motorway. 
 
"No, Joe. I think I mentioned once that as I had decided to relinquished all involvement with 
Murder Cases myself, I would endeavour to occasionally get out of the Office by 
accompanying my staff on any particular investigation...just for a change...and 
confidentially, I need to leave the Office occasionally as it plays with my head being cooped 
up all the time. Besides, it's a beautiful day and this is a relaxing drive, so let's just enjoy it. 
huh?" 
 
"Boss? After this Case is put to bed, I think that I want to leave the Force." 
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Mar swung her head in my direction. 
 
"What, after all the hassles we went through to get you off those Standard and Ethics Panel 
Charges of earlier this year? Over my dead bloody body, Joseph Lind! Ya not giving up just 
because we got a bastard of a Case in this Tallis thing." 
 
"And the Devlin Mercy Killing...and the Kinsley Bashing Death." I added. 
 
"C'mon, Joe. You had almost seven months off while the S and E Panel mulled over your 
case before exonerating you of all charges...it is just bad luck that you come back, 
underdone, with all battle scars healed to be flung into the middle of a couple of...bad 
ones...we all go through it, Joe. Me included. You're not the only bloody Knight that has 
been effected by these cases...they've been bastards that would throw anyone out of line in 
the Office...let it settle, Joe. Let it settle." 
 
Abbey had remained silent through the entire exchange. 
 
He did not offer one word of advice which worried me some. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER FIFTY-THREE 
 
 
He was a little guy. 
 
That fact surprised me as my mental picture had him at over 180 centimetres tall. A beefy, 
muscle-bound giant. 
 
Go figure. 
 
Never trust your initial mental picture of a criminal. 
 
It would have been quite a sight to see him and Longford walking down the street hand in 
hand...if they ever did...especially if she had those six-inch heels on! 
 
Mousey. No, more like a ferret. Skinny. No real muscle definition though I reckon he may 
be able to swing a mean punch if he needed to. Most of these little guys can get in a 
surprised one on most occasions. Sharp features as though he was a jockey struggling 
continuously with a weight problem. A full head of hair that refused to obey a comb, so it 
seemed. Perhaps he was lazy that way. Slouched in the chair across a small table from us. 
The chair and table bolted to the floor. He was so slouched in fact, I thought that he'd slip to 
the floor at any moment. 
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"Greg...do you mind if I call you Greg?" 
 
"You can call me anything you like as long as it's not too early in the morning." 
 
"OK...how about late at night?" 
 
He looked at me with snake eyes. Squinting his displeasure at having competition in the 
comedy stakes. 
 
I flipped two A4 colour photographs over to him. 
 
"Recognise them?" I asked. 
 
He shook his head. 
 
"Tia and Thomas." He eventually mumbled to fill the void. They can't help it usually. 
 
"Why did you kill them?" 
 
Again, he squinted his snake eyes. Shrugged his shoulders. Looked away as though 
completely disinterested. 
 
"Is that an indication that you don't know why? Or have forgotten? There must be some 
reason to go and kill the two kids who you paid big money for? Fifty big ones for the two, 
wasn't it?" 
 
Silence. He couldn't look at the photos. 
 
"That's big money...how did you recoup on your investment? Kiddy porn...or something a 
little more graphic, perhaps?" 
 
Again, he squinted his eyes as he looked up at me. 
 
"What? Your opening gambit was your comedy routine completed? Not good enough for us 
patrons here. We haven't got one laugh outa ya yet...having sex with a three-year-old while 
you're filming it, sure makes you a big man...in your eyes only...and perhaps some of your 
sick mates...I can tell you, we aren't impressed. Not a laugh at all...In fact, it's quite 
sickening to us...and the great majority of the population." 
 
I slammed my fist onto the table. It hurt. It stung! 
 
He sprung up to sit straight backed in his chair. A look of uncertainty crossed his face. 
 
"Greg...we got you at the dump site, you prick. Got you cold. Who helped to dig the 
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hole...you're such a puny little thing, I doubt that you could swing a Pick with any force. It 
was bloody hard ground down that Fire Trail...know what I mean?" 
 
Again, he squinted his eyes as he looked up at me. He broke the stare first. 
 
"It was bloody cold...and raining cats and dogs. We almost got bogged down that track." 
 
Winter, Two Thousand and Six, I thought to myself. 
 
"You didn't drive, did you? Charlene always drove the Ford Station Wagon because you 
couldn't reach the pedals comfortably, could you? She always drove. And if you tried, you 
would have the seat as far forward as it would go which was bloody uncomfortable for her 
if she wanted to sit in the front passenger seat. That right?" 
 
A slight smirk. 
 
"She do most of the digging? Carried the suitcases? They'd weigh a bit. The kids were what, 
eleven years of age by that time? It is surprising how heavy a dead body feels...more than 
when they are alive, don't they? How do you figure that?" 
 
"Charli wasn't there!" 
 
Bingo! 
 
"She ran out on me a coupla years before that." 
 
Confirmation! We had begun. 
 
"Oh...then who was it that helped you?" 
 
"No-one. Just me. I dug out that bloody hole. In the pouring rain. Got wet through, I did." 
 
"C'mon Greg. We aren't fools. We know that some-one helped you put the kids' bodies into 
the suitcases. Helped carry them to the car. Help you unload them and bury them. We know 
that some-one else was there...if it wasn't Charlene, then who was it? Your new girlfriend? 
Boyfriend? Some-one else who was just as sick as you?" 
 
He shook his head no. 
 
He was not going to give up his accomplice. 
 
Why these dirt-bags had this misguided sense of loyalty had me beat. He was going down 
for life. His accomplice, if he stayed under the radar and did not get himself arrested on any 
charge that would involve a DNA sample and a match, would walk free for the rest of his 
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life. While I doubted that, as the type of guy that would do such a thing will invariably get 
himself involved with the Cops at some stage during his life, he still would have a certain 
number of years of freedom before the balance of the Universe took its toll. 
 
That is what I firmly believed in all honesty. 
 
He would eventually pay! 
 
"It wasn't my car. It was his Ute. That's all that I'm saying." 
 
"How'd you kill the kids?" 
 
We had a rhythm going. 
 
"Slit their throats." 
 
"That would be messy?" 
 
He nodded his head. Squinted his eyes as though he was looking at a replay of the incident 
in his mind. 
 
"Surely there was an easier way?" 
 
"Nah...me mate liked the sight and smell of blood. That was the only way that he said that 
he would help me...I didn't like it much...in fact I threw up if I 'member." 
 
"Why drop them up near Coffs? You were at Goulburn, here in town in Two Thousand and 
Six, weren't you?" 
 
"Yep. I was. Nah... I wasn't... I wasn't in Goulburn then." 
 
"Banana Flats? Out of Coffs Harbour? Only for two weeks though." 
 
"You been doing some homework. How'd you get that stuff?" 
 
"You know coppers......" 
 
"Yeah...." 
 
"So, why up near Coffs? Off the highway? That's a long way to go with two suitcases with 
two kids' bodies in them, ain't it? Blood could leak out of them." 
 
"Nah. I bought them suitcases in Canberra. Used them when-ever I moved. Big. Good 
quality. Don't leak. Guaranteed, so the lady told me. Yep. They didn't leak at all...were in 
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the back of the mate's Ute all the way there. Even with it raining. The lady who sold them to 
me said that they were also rainproof and watertight." 
 
"You didn't kill the kids up in Banana Flats?" 
 
"Nah. Goulburn. We moved them with us when we headed north which was a bit of a 
bugger. I had to put all my stuff into plastic bags. Me stuff got wet through." 
 
"Why were you and your mate going up to Banana Flats? You didn't stay there that long." 
 
"A job." 
 
"It fall through?" 
 
"Yeah...nah...we didn't like it. Left after a week. If’n youse bin banana picking, you’d know 
what I mean." 
 
"You dump the suitcases on the way up?" 
 
"Yeah. The mate started to get a bit edgy about having the bodies in the tray behind him. 
We seen the track going off into the bush, did a youie and went back to the start of the 
track." 
 
"They were good suitcases, Greg. You made a good buy. Even after all that time out in the 
bush, they didn't leak, Greg. Or rot, or let water in....or maggots and stuff" 
 
"There ya go. They were worth the money. Ya gotta be prepared to pay for quality." 
 
"Yes, I guess. But because they were so good at protecting the bodies, that's how come 
we're seating here now opposite you." 
 
He squinted up at me, not appreciating the irony of it. 
 
"Coffs...why up near Coffs? Any other reason beside your mate getting edgy about them 
being in the vehicle with him?" 
 
"Oh...yeah, I guess...so they'd be close to their mother...and if they were ever found, which 
the mate said they wouldn't, the finger would point to the mother." 
 
"You figure that one out, Greg. Sheer genius man. Real cool." 
 
He smiled at that. He wasn't into sarcasm. 
 
I flipped a photo of Sendra Shavrabarasan across to him. 
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"That their mother? The woman who sold you her twin son and daughter?" 
 
He nodded his head. 
 
"Greg? You need to answer in a clear loud voice." 
 
"That's the mother of the twins. A real looker, huh?" 
 
"Do you know whether she did any background checks on you and Charli?" 
 
"What for? It was a simple financial transaction, is all." 
 
My load of steam went up through the roof. Mar tapped me on the arm. Started in while I 
slowly cooled. 
 
"Mmm...that's the problem with such good quality suitcases." 
 
Keep changing the point of attack. The drift of the conversation. Going over old ground to 
off-balance the dude. If you can't get them riled, then that is the second variation to keep 
them talking. They get confused easily, some of these crims. 
 
"What's that? What problem?" He frowned. 
 
"Because they were that good, they didn't perish, were airtight, wouldn't allow any insect 
activity to get to the bodies...there was no decomposition of the cases. They didn't fall apart 
like a lot of other types of cases would if'n you left them out in the weather. Anything that 
might have dropped into one of the suitcases remained there completely sealed. DNA. 
Scraps of stuff. Even cigarette butts." 
 
"I don't smoke." 
 
"But you used to. Rollies. And those funny smokes. Didn't you? Your DNA was found on 
several butts...inside one of those small plastic containers you used to use for 35 mm 
film...remember them?" 
 
He squirmed around in his chair. 
 
"And ya mate smoked Tailor-mades...we still waiting on the Brand." 
 
He squirmed more. He knew about Forensic trace. DNA strands. All Crims knew. 
 
"So, what does that prove?" 
 
"Greg...Greg...you're not that dumb. As I said at the beginning, we can place you with the 
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suitcases before the bodies were placed inside. We can place you at the dump site and we 
know that they were your suitcases. Fingerprints inside the cases...and you have admitted to 
the homicides." 
 
You can always stretch the truth a bit. A lie will often catch a crook. Fingerprints would not 
have lasted that long without degrading no matter how air-tight the suitcases were. But what 
the heck, he didn't seem to know that little piece of information. 
 
"No, I haven't...no way." 
 
"You don't remember. Would you like us to play the confession back to you...now think 
about it...you reckon that you should take the fall for the crime when your mate was up to 
his eyes in it too...you met him in Canberra, didn't you?" 
 
"Nah. Goulburn...here in fact." 
 
"There...was that that hard? Who?" 
 
He clammed up. 
 
"You mean here in Goulburn Jail? When you were inside for a bit?" 
 
He knew that he had said too much. We knew that it couldn't have been in prison as the 
guy's DNA wasn't in the Data Base. It should have been if he was an inmate. So, it must 
have been when he had lived in the town when he had moved from Canberra. After Charlie 
Longford had left him. 
 
Two Thousand and Six. 
 
We'd get the guy! 
 
We charged him with Child Abuse, sex with minors, restriction of liberties and a flowing 
list of connected charges, two murder charges and the illegal disposal of bodies. 
 
"Gregory, I doubt that you'll see the light of a free day ever again. Understand?" 
 
He squinted as he stared up at me. 
 
"While you're enjoying your time inside, you should ask to see an Eye Guy." 
 
I stood and walked around to his side of the table. 
 
I leant down to stare into his face. Inches from his nose. I quietly murmured through 
clenched teeth. 
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"I reckon that you'll need a set of glasses...to see who is arse-fucking you, at least! Once it 
gets out that you like little kids and babies....and transsexuals, I reckon you'll be demand." 
 
 
 
CHAPTER FIFTY-FOUR 
 
 
"The Murder Books up to date on the “Bodies in the Bags” Case?" Abbey asked as he 
plopped his backside down on the edge of my desk. 
 
"Yes Boss. As you can see there is now six Volumes. By the time that we're ready to go to 
Court, I'd say that will have doubled. Mar and I had a meeting with Detective Alastair Cook 
from the Crimes Against Minors Team. We're hoping that we can tie Charles Longford aka 
Charlene Longford to a 'Before the Fact' Murder Charge. He had to have known that his De 
Facto would not allow the kids to get far past puberty. He had to have had an idea...and 
there was no way that that louse was ever going to set the kids free." 
 
"Mmm...I don't know if I could handle that type of work all the time. With this case 
apparently, they've sat through hours of video of child pornography and thousands of still 
photographs taken from the Web. The major players apparently were the two kids, Tallis 
and Longford. Apparently, Longford was something of a star amongst that 'crowd'. The two 
of them made quite a fortune on the ongoing sale of their various videos." 
 
I shook my head in disbelief. 
 
"No... I would go mad. But then it takes a special kind of human to be a Murder Dee." 
 
I looked down at my desk. At the growing number of volumes on the case that I will be glad 
to see the backside of. We still had the Coronal Enquiry and the Trial to contend with. It 
could be another eighteen months, two years before we could take the thick white volumes 
off my desk. 
 
"Boss? We failed those two kids on several fronts, you know? The Child Protection Agency 
knew early on that there was no legal ties binding the kids to either one of them inhuman 
bastards. Actually, about the time of their third or fourth involvement with the family. It 
doesn't seem right to call them that as they were no family...and when the kids were only 
about four would you believe? The judicial system was aware of the relationship also. 
Around the same time. Tallis used the kids as his main reason for a shortened Sentence on 
his last appearance before the one that he was awaiting Trial on. No-one checked to see 
what became of the kids during his Jail time, but it is suspected that they were looked after 
by Charlene Longford during that time. Now there is something fundamentally wrong with 
the system to allow such an arrangement to exist...when all the facts were known...for such 
a long period of time." 
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Abbey shook his head. A sad expression on his face. 
 
"Joe, remember my words of a couple of months ago...and a couple of years ago? That you 
cannot save the World from itself. All you can do is your job as best as you are capable of. 
The World will take care of itself and while I do not necessarily believe what you believe, I 
will remind you of your simplistic belief. That the Universe has a way of remaining in 
equilibrium. The pendulum will always swing in both directions...you do believe that, don't 
you Joe?" 
 
I shook my head slowly. 
 
"More than I can get my head around a supernatural, all seeing, all knowing mystical being, 
that's for sure." 
 
"That other mysterious helper...the one that Tallis hinted at? He'll worm his way out of the 
woodwork when you least expect it. Mark my words...equilibrium, Joe. The Scales of 
Justice could very well be based on your belief...can I just say to both of you, that you have 
done a bonza job on three most difficult cases. Well done to both of you." 
 
Abbey stood. Nodded his head. Shook my hand. Gave me a hug. Kissed Mar on both cheeks 
then hugged her! He walked towards his corner Office leaving us standing there beside our 
desks like stunned mullets. 
 
"My turn Joe...stand back while I give that Punching Bag a bloody shellacking!" 
 
There were howls and hoots of encouragement from most of the other members of the 
Squad and the Clerical staff still in the Murder Room. They all knew that we had just had a 
win in the most trying of conditions. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER FIFTY-FIVE 
 
 
"Would you like something to eat?" 
 
"I haven't got enough time, Joe." 
 
"Well, I promised you a meal, if my memory serves me." 
 
"Don't BS, Joe. A cup of coffee was the deal." 
 
"And a kiss, if I remember correctly." I interrupted. A cheeky grin on my dial. 
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"I never kiss on the first date, young man…thank you very much. My husband may have 
left the matrimonial home for the last time, but it's a little too early to get onto the singles 
treadmill just yet...God...just listen to me!" 
 
Her eyes welled with tears. She fished a tissue out of her bag to blow her nose. Wipe her 
eyes. I placed my hand over hers. 
 
"Tellie, take it from me, there is no good time to get back on the bike...and I'm not asking 
you to...I've been there now on a number of occasions." 
 
"What? You've been married several times?" 
 
"No...um...it took me over ten years after my wife was killed to allow myself the luxury of 
feeling my heart go boom over another woman...once with a woman who...um...let's just say 
that she had ties to the wrong side of the track...and another whom I was seriously 
considering living with. Well, we were, almost...I wanted to marry her..." 
 
"What happened?" 
 
"She died...from brain damage caused by her ex-husband who felt that he owned her." 
 
"I'm sorry, Joe. I didn't know." She gently placed her hand over mine that sent a tingle up 
my arm. 
 
"It's alright. I'm alright. I'm not asking for your hand in marriage...or even a roll in the hay 
so to speak...just a simple meal in appreciation for the work that you did. It broke open the 
case. That's all." 
 
"No strings?" 
 
"Tellie, trust me. Thousands have and fallen flat on their faces." 
 
That made her laugh. 
 
It was infectious. 
 
I suddenly realised that it was the first time that I had laughed so solidly since before we 
were called out on the Kinsley Bashing Murder Case. 
 
It felt good. 
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